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Abstract
Traditional methods of marine propulsion have been limited 10screw-type propeller
arrangements but in recent yean efforts to improve vessel speed have led 10 the
development of practical waterjet systems. As waterjet technology continues to grow,
methods of testing and evaluating waterjet propulsion systems have emerged.
Conventional methods of testing propelle r driven craft have been applied to warerjets and
these have included self-propulsion tests using tow carriages or waterjet system rests in
water tunnels . Implementation of these tests has been problematic due 10the small size of
models. the speed required during model testing of high speed craft at equivalen t speed,
and Ihe difficulty in obtaining detailed flow information through the jet. This study
investigates the applicability of larger scale testing of a waterjet system using a wind
tunnel.
In additio n to physical lesting, computer simulations have emerged as a valid method for
evaluating the behaviour of fluids and perfonnance of equipment . Physical
experimentation forms an integral pan of any CFO simulation as the accuracy of
simulatio n results is obtained Ihrough validation against experimental data. Once
validated , however, the numerical code is capable of providing engineering quantities
such as force, velocity and pressure, at a level of detail not possible through physical
experimentation.
The focus of this research was to study the app licability of CFD analysis 10 warerjet
testing and to evaluate the propulsion perfonnance of a waterjet unit using ern
Abstract
simulation valida ted by experimenta l results. A full-scale warerjet was tested at the
Memorial University of Ne....foundland wind tunnel, and numerical analysis was achieved
with CFX 5.6® CFD software . Once validated, the CFD simulatio n was used 10 predict
the propulsion performance of the waterjet unit using the momentum flux method . This
thesis presents a comparison of the CFD predic tions and the wind tunnel tests.
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Introd uction
1 Introduction
Traditional methods of marine propulsion have been limited to screw-type propeller
arrangements but contemporary efforts to improve vessel speed have led to the
development of practical waterjet systems. Such developments challenge the heretofore -
accepted theory that waterjets are inherently less efficient than screw propellers and in
recent years there has been a remarkable increase in the number of warerjet
manufacturers and vehicles equipped with warerjet propulsion systems .
1be history of warerjet technology dates back to the time of Archimedes , when he was
credited with inventing a device used for pumping out flooded ships , the Archimedean
screw (Allison, 1992). Technological limitati ons, coupled with a lack of understanding of
the principles of propulsion before the 19th century, however, stunted waterjet
development while paddle wheel and propell er technology flourished .
During the 1960' s and 1970' s, some high-speed hydrofoils were equipped with waterjet
propuls ion systems bUI the high cost of design , outfin ing, and operatio n limited their
applications 10 military endeavours. In the 1980' s, howe ver, lower fuel costs and
increased highway congestion were catalysts in an effort towards viable transportatio n
alternatives. The result was the development of waterjet technology capab le of competing
with traditional screw propellers. High-speed aluminium catamarans, for example, were
relatively easy to design and build compared to other dynamically supported craft, and
vessels propelled by waterjet systems became feasible surrogates to propeller craft,
especial ly in the high-speed market. The pioneering work of Hamilton led to the
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development of the mode m waterjet unit and Figure I- I shows a typ ical aluminium
catamaran using Hamilton waterjets:
Figu re I-I. Athena Hi gh -Speed Ca ta mar an
Present ly, thousands of waterjets are produ ced eac h year for the recreationa l market. to
be used in wate r scooters and small fishing boats. At the conunercial leve l high-speed
passenger ferries equipped with mult iple jets having installed powers of more Ihan 70
MW are commonplace. The high-speed tra nspo rtatio n of cargo. and containerized goods
has yet to be realised. but in time it is likely that waterje t technolo gy will domin ate most
high-speed marine applicat ions.
Some advantages of waterjet propulsion are listed below:
Elimination of appendages
Improved manoeuvra bility
Improved braking especially at speed
Reduced fuel consumpt ion at high speeds
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Greatly reduced underwater noise
Reduced draft (depending on hull type)
w arerjets and propellers propel boats differentl y and in the past tradition dictated the
manner in which waterjet performance was evaluated. Various testing methods have been
proposed 10 determine the performance characte ristics of warerjets and the momentum
flux method. recommended by the '96 IITC has emerged as the industry standard.
Conventional methods of testing propeller drive n craft were also applied 10 waterjets,
without success , and self-propulsion tests using lOWcarriages have given way to large
scale testing of waterjets using wind runnels. Although Reynolds numbers are much
smaller when using air as the working fluid , it has been shown that testing of waterjets
using wind tunnels produces results that are applicable to real-world applications
(Griffuhs- Jones. 1994).
In addition 10physical testing, computer simulations have emerged as a valid method for
evaluating the behaviour of fluids and performance of equipment. thanks in part to
advances in computing power in recent years. Numerical treatments are generally less
costly than physical tests and produce practically unlimited level of detail in their results.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is based on the analys is of fluid systems by means
of computer simulation and has been used for a wide range of industrial and non-
indust rial applications. Physical experimentation forms an integral part of any CFD
simulation as the accuracy of simulation results is obtained through validation against
experimental data. Once validated. however, the numerical code is capable of providing
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engineeringquantities such as force. velocity and pressure, at a level of detail not
possible through physical experimentation. Used in conjunction with good experimental
data, computer simulation represents an extremely powerful 1001for engineering analysis.
The focus of this research was to study the applicability of CFD analysis to waterjet
testing and to evaluate the propulsion performance of a waterjet unit using crn
simulation validated by experimental results. A full-scale warerjet was tested at the
Memorial University of Newfoundlandwind tunnel, and numerical analysis was achieved
withCFX 5.l @ernsoftware.Oncevalidated, the crn simulation was used to predict
the propulsionperformanceof the waterjet unit using the momentum flux method.
Literature Review
2 Literature Review
Renewed interest in waterjet propu lsion o ver the last 20 years has led 10a better
understanding of the princi ples of waterjet propul sion, more efficient pumping units, and
the evolution of the modem waterje t. These advances are the result of researc h into both
model testing techniques and the manner in which waterje t performance is interpreted.
Traditional testing methods have given way to specific tests tailo red to the unique
propertie s of waterjets and advances in numerical modelli ng technique s and high speed
computing have made compute r simulatio n more feasible . As the numerical modelling of
waterjet systems continues to evolve , model testing plays an important role in their
validation. The following chapter summarises the published research on experimental and
numerical treatments of waterjet propulsion. More specifica lly, it highlights important
work related to the testing of waterje ts in wind tunnels , and their subsequent compu ter
simulation and validation .
Grif fith-Jones and Bowen (1992) discussed modelling of the flow throu gh the intake of a
waterjet propulsion unit and a planing hull. Using a wind tunnel , they observe d flow
separation from the intake roof of the waretjet unit. Acknowledgin g that the turbulen ce
levels in the flow would be reduced. the impeller shaf t was remo ved from the intake 50
that numerical simulatio n would be simpler. The sidewall of the wind tunnel was angled
inwards to simulate the angle of incidence of a typical planning hull. Their results
showed that there was a significant power loss due to non-uniformit y and flow
separation,
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Widmark and Gu stafsson (1997) perfo rmed 3-dimens ional com putational fluid dynamics
(CFD) calculations on a comple te waterje t unit with two different code s, SHIPFLQW and
FIDAP. The pressure and veloci ty distrib ution throughout the waterjet unit was studied in
ord er to det ermine the losses at the i.nlet andoutl et, The rotational velocity compo nent
normall y associated with rotor shafts was omit ted in the simulation beca use the waterjet
that was mode lled was equipped with a shaft protection hub . Furtherm ore, guide vanes
were not modelled at the outlet since a uni form volume force was used to model the
impelle r and did not account for the swirling of the rotor . Results indicated that a capt ure
width 70Cl> larger tha n the inlet width should replace the 30Cl> recomme ndation of Kru ppa
et aI. (1996 ) for momentum flux calcu latio ns.
Tumock and Hughes ( 1997) undertook the eva luation of a CFD code for invest igatin g
hull-watetjet flow interactio n. A physical model was built from faired strips of plywood
attached to a base plate by a series of ribs to define the outli ne shape. The front face was
transparent to allow flow visual isation with woo l tufts and pressure distrib ution was
monit ored by a num ber of static pressure tap s along one half of the j et unit, at a num ber
of radia l and longit udinal sections. Th e mod el was attache d to the side of the wind tunnel
to simul ate the flow to the warerjet unit. Th ey determined mass flow through the duct exit
as the product of the speed at the midpoint andthe cross- sectio nal are a, and the flow
throug h the exit plane of the worki ng sectio n was obtained by mass co ntinuity . For
simplicity, a con stant mass flow rate though the duct exit was defin ed for all the crn
model s. It was acknowledged. however, tha t wate rjet -impe llers operati ng at consta nt
speed s do DOl:necessarily experience constant mass flow rate through the duct. The
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simulation converged with residuals of Ix lO') after 700 cycles and it was determined that
a flat plate does not accurately model the pressure changes that occur as water enters the
inlet. If a waterjet duct is to be designed for a specific application. they concluded. the
influence of the surrounding hull must also be considered in addition to the flow through
the duct. An important conclusion was that em work could be extremely beneficial at
the design stage. The results of a CFD simulat ion can provide engineers with velocity
profiles, pressure distributions and subsequent viscous force distributions in order to
better understand the resistance and propulsion aspects of waterjets.
Verbeek and Bulten (1998) used the results of wind tunnel experiments to valida te CFD
results. It is well known that a curved pipe with uniform flow leads to non-uniform flow
due 10 secondary effects , and Ihal the velocity increase is caused by centrifugal forces
that lead 10a maximum velocity at the top of pipe duet . The opposite, they concluded .
happens in waterjets due the boundary layer under the hull. The uniform velocity in the
boundary layer results in the entrainment of high-speed water at the bottom of the duct,
and low speed water at the top. Results showed that 7-9% of the total installed power was
lost at the inlet due 10 this non-uniformity, and that more uniform velocity profiles result
from increased turbulence in the flow.
Allison er al. (1998) investigated the parallel developmen t of computat ional fluid
dynamics (CFD) with the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations. Results
indicated that the blade forces and pressures yielded by numerical software compared
well with those found from conventional methods . Simulation results. they concluded,
can be used to: identify potential problem areas such as re-circulation and flow
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distortions, provide fluid loading on solid parts, predict overall petfonna nce of devices ,
and corroborate the results obtained from other design methods.
Roberts and Walker (1998) studied the ingestio n effects of a waretjet inlet and stated that
current design practises could lead to the under prediction of thrust for flush waretjet
intakes. The experiments were based on a 1:7.67 scale waterjet mounted to a closed
circuit wind tunnel and equipped with a secondary fan exhausting to the atmosphere. The
drive shaft was not modelled, but the shaft and fairing were expected to increase the
outlet distortion and flow losses in a real intake. It was concluded that wind tunnel tests
provide a convenient and economical means of obtaining the detailed flow measureme nts
needed to understand the physics of intake flows and validate computational prediction
methods. A major limitation of the test, however, was the inability of air measurements to
provide information pertaining 10cavitation .
Mununga, Huntsman. and Hothersall (1998) reported on the testing of a waterjet unit
using a wind runnel to investiga te the effects of a splitter plate and screen grid. The non-
uniform loading due 10 flow separation was investigated and revealed unbalanced loading
on the impeller. They undertook the design of a splitter plate and screen grid to improve
the quali ty of flow through the intake, and hence improve the performance of the waterjet
unit. Results showed a dramatic improvement in flow uniformity using the splitter plate,
and marginal improvement using intake screens
Many of the papers of the third RINA Waterjet Conference in 2001 investigated hull-
propulsor interaction using RANS codes. Alliso n er al (2001) used the UNCLE code to
understand the flow behaviour around a ship with and without waterjets. Results indicate
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that . for weterjets. a large portion of the upstream flow is drawn into the inlet. The
behaviour is much different from that observed with the bare hull. where strea mline
passed downstre am rathe r benignly.
Seil (200 1) validated simulation results with experimental da ta for the velocity
distri bution at the duc t exit and found them to be in good qualita tive and qua ntitative
agreement. Using FLUENT® code with the k-e turb ulence model. the effect of the shaft.
shaft ro tation and scale effect (Rey nolds number) on the waterjet inlet flow was
investigated. It was determined that shaft rotat ion had a significant effect on distorti ng the
wake at the duc t exit .
Hu and Zange neh (2000 used different commercial CFD codes such as FLU ENT. UNS.
RAMPANT . and TASCflow to calculate waterjet impeller torque. The pred icted torque
values were compared with measurements and the prediction accuracy was see n to be
very good. They co ncluded that the shaft grea tly influences the flow field in the waterjet
and should not be neglected in CFD calc ulations of the intake duct
Similitude Analysis
3 Similitude Analysis
3.1 Similari ty
When using physical models, care must be taken to ensure that results are transferred
from model scale to full scale correctly. It is often the case that complete similarity
between the two scales is not physically possible. and a system of laws that maintain
similarity between the most significant eleme nts of model scale and full scale is required.
The following conditions must be satisfied in order for specific forces on the model and
full-scale object to be similar:
Geometric similarity
Kinematic similarity
Dynamic similarity
3.1.1 Geometric Simi larity
Geometric similarity refers to maintaining correct length scale ratios between prototype
and model. This is generally straightforward in terms of physical dimensions such as the
length to breadth ratio. but can present some interesting challenges when dealing with
difficult factors such as surface roughness. In ship model testing, for example, even if the
model surface is an exact copy of the protot ype surface, flow along the surface will not
be similar due to the flow charac teristics of water over large and small scales. In the case
of a large-scale factor. model dimensions may be extremely small, and structural
IO
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limitations can make il difficult to maintain geometri c similarity. Such is the case when
working with model prope llers. as the traili ng edge s of the blades have 10 be made
relatively thicker than their full-scale counterparts . for practical reasons (Harvald, 1983).
Geometric similarity, then, cannot always be maintained between individual com ponents
of the model and proto type, and care must be taken to ensure thai correct ion factors are in
place. or the effect is minimal.
3.1.2 Kinematic Similarity
In orde r to maintain kinematic similarity. the ratios betwee n velocitie s in the model must
be equal to the ratios betwee n corres ponding velocities in the protot ype. al correspo nding
positions. Th is will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. as it is relevant to the
waterjet system, in particular .
3.1.3 Dynamic Simi larity
Dynamic similarity requires that force-scale ratios are the same for mode l and proto type .
In orde r to achieve this. force polygons (vectors) mus t be similar (i.e. the directio n of the
forces, and the ratio of the force scales must be the same ). Achieving co mplete dynamic
similarity is not always possible, and the expe rimen ter is charged with the responsibility
of selecting the forces that domina te, and those thai are relevant to both the model and
prototype . Further detail s are supplied in the sectio n on waterjet dimensional analysis.
II
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3.2 Indlcial Approach & Matrix Methods
3.2.1 The Indlc lal App roach
Rayleigh' s indicial method consists of determining the variables relevant to a system and
writing them in terms of 'fundamental dimensions' , The choice of fundamental
dimensions can be somewhat arbitrary, but it has been generally accepted that mass,
length. and time, are suitable units for describing the behaviour of engineering systems.
These dimensions are familiar to most people. and because they have physical relevance.
it is easy to visualise one object being longer than another. for example. The functional
relationshipcan then be written in terms of the mass [M], length [L], and time [T]
dimensions, and the exponents of each dimension equated to ensure dimensional
homogeneity (Sharp, 1983).
Solving for the constants in the exponent of each variable leads to a series of
dimensionless groups, or 1t terms. The 1t terms fonn the basis of similitude theory, since
two geometrically similar systems will be both kinematically and dynamically similar if it
terms in one system are equal to those of the other. Buckingham developed a method of
identifying the number of relevent n terms based on the number of variables and
dimensions, His method states:
If an equation involving k variables is dimens ionall y homogenous, it can be reduced to a
relationship among k·r independent dimensi onless products, where r is the minimum
numbe r of reference dimensions required to describe the variables (Munson er al. 1998).
12
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Determining a set of 1t terms is accomplished by first selecting from the original set of
variables. a set of repealing variables equal to the numberof reference dimensions. The
repeating variables can then be combined wi th the remaining variables to formthe
necessary 1t terms. Fora given system. of paramount importance is the way in which one
variablebehaves as a resu lt of changes 10 the others. These variables are termed
dependem variables, and it behoves one to limit their appearance to a single 1t term. It is
impo rtan t. then. to exclude the dependent variables from the list of repealing variables. A
1t term is formedby multiplyinga non-repeating variable with the product of the
repealing variables, each raised to an exponent that will make the combination
dimensionless. Repeating the procedure for the remaining non-repeating variables forms
subsequent 1t terms. Some conunon engineering units expressed in terms of the M. L. T
system are shown in Table J-L
Ta ble 3-1. Dimensions associated wi th engineeri ng ph}'sical qua ntities
Ph stcat Quantlt ~ Svmbol pjmena lon Jor,.M.lm Sleni~{
Mass M M
Len th L L
Time T T
RPM N .,
Area A L '
Mass Dens itv 1M Ll~
Force F MlIum'
Toraue a MHL 2 T ·2
Dvnamic Viscosi ty
"
IMIILr ' ITr
13
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3.2.2 Matrix Methods
The indicial equation inherent to the Rayleigh method can be solved using elementary
matrix algebra. The equation may be written as a dimensional matrix with the influencing
variables occupying columns of a matrix, and rows signifying the M, L, T system. The
values at corresponding locations in the matrix are simply the exponent of the M, L, or T
dimension, for the variable in question. Th e solution of a system of linear equations is
possible by reducing the first three columns to the unit matrix and obtaining the rank of
the matrix. The rank of the matrix specifies the number of independent equations that are
necessary to describe the exponents of the variables in the system. Buckingham theory is
then satisfied when the first three columns have been reduced to the unit matrix, since the
total number of dimensionless quantities required is equal to the number of variables
minus the rank of the dimensional matrix (Sharp . 1983).
Echelon in a matrix exists when the number of zero values in rows reading from left to
right increases from top to bottom. Matrices exhibiting this characteris tic can be
manipulated by row and column operations. and the variables can be related to one
another with great freedom. A set of repeat ing variables equal to the number of
fundamental dimensions can be forced to the unit matrix, and the remaining dimensions
can then be written in terms of the others. If the variables are written in the M, L. T
system, for example, the unit matrix will be a three by three matrix made up of 3
repeating variables and the remaining columns provide the indices of the 1t terms.
14
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The situation may arise, however, where it is not possible to write the repea ting variables
of choice in echelon form and one must re ly on linear algebra. It has been shown that any
matrix can partitioned into:
I) A unit matrix consist ing of a set of repeating variables
2) A matrix made up of the remaining variables
Repeating the opera tion that transfonned the repeating variables into the unit matrix
form s the second matrix. Consider, for example, an eight by three matrix that has been
paniti oned into a three by three matri x (A), and a five by three matrix (8). In order to
form the unit matrix, matrix A must be mu ltipli ed by it' s inverse (I = A·I ) , so A = A* I.
Matrix B, then must undergo the same operation (0 :::I • 8) , and the final matrix can be
writte n as the comb ination of matrix A and D.
The matrix method is a very quick and powerful tool for manipulating the variables of
interes t into dimen sionless form, When faced with a large number of indepe ndent
variables, the matri x method can be used with simple computer programs to provide a
very fast solution for the non-dimension re lationship between variab les . The simplicity of
the approach also allows one to repe at the operations with different sets of repeat ing
variables until the desired set of 7t terms is obta ined. As with other methods, the final set
of 1t tenns can be the result of compounding the resu lts of the matrix analy sis in order to
provide convenient solutions. The applicatio n of this method with respect to the analysis
of waterjets is described in the next section.
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3.3 Waterjet Dimensional Analys is
The variables necessary to describe the waterjet system are given in Table 3-2:
Table 3-2. Waterj et system variables
Parametens S mbcl Fund anientaIUrilt s""
Shaft sceee N .,
Characteristic len th l l
Fluid density IM][L]~
Velocity V Lm -1
lbvoamc viscosity [M][l)"' rrr'
Gravitational acceleration [Llrrr'
Pressure IrMlrl -1m-Z
Surface tension [MJrrr'
Depende nt Variab les
Thrust T IrMlfl1m '
Power P IrMlfl1'm'
Shaft torque Q. [M][ll [TJ'
Volumetric flow rate Q [lJ '[TJ"
Thrust. torque. power,and volumetric flow rate are dependentvariables and the
behaviour of the waterjersystem can be described by:
T orQ, or P or Q =4l(N.L.p,V.!J.,g.P.<P) [3 .1J
In order to begin the dimensional analysis, a matrix is made from the indices of these
variables.
~' g]
2 3
-2 - I
o 2I - II -I~ [ : ~ ·3
T -I 0 0 -2 - I - I -2 -2 -2 -3
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The first three varia bles are chosen as repeating vari ables, and the sub-matrices are given
by:
[
0 0 ' ]A -= 0 -)
.J 0
[
I 0 , 0 , , 0
3
]
B:;::. I I - I I - I 0 2 2
-2 -I -I -2 -2 -2 -3 -2 - I
The inverse of the firs t matrix become s:
o .1]
I 0
o 0
and both matrix A and matrix B are multi plied by the inverse of matrix A. Matrix A
multiplied by it's inverse gives the ident ity matri x (A) :
[
1 0 0]
A3:;::. 0 I 0
o 0 1
and the resultant for AI. B is given by D 1:
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[
2 I 1 2 2 2 3 2 ~l ]
01 := 41 21 2 355
I 0 I 0 1 I I I
Finally, the matrices can be augmented to form a single matrix:
N L
~ . [ ~ ~ 0 4 1 2
P 0 0 1 1 0 I
p r,p P Os a
2 2 3 2 ~l ]
I 2 3 5 5
o I
It is then clear that Buckingham' s theory has been respected, and nine non-d imensional
terms can now be determined from the resulting matrix . The system, then can be written
as follows:
The frrst term can be re-written such that the geometric parameter (L') is replaced by
[3.2J
impeller diameter (D ). and the resulting term is recog nised as the thrust coefficient (KT).
K, = ( j>V~D' ) [3.3)
The second term can also be slightly modified to resemble traditional non-dimensional
terms. Replacing the ' V' term with the advance velocity ( V,ot) , and the geometric
18
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paramet er with the impell er diame ter (D) , the term is reco gnised as the adv ance
roe fficient( l) .
Recognising that
J = (~)
[N).\B
[3.4)
[3.5)
and that the dynamic viscosi ty (jJ) is related to the kinematic viscosity ( 11according to :
. :«
p
we can subs titute for 'N' and 'p ' in the third term and arrive at the reciproca l of the
Reynolds number.
. , p v (v)
Re = {XVL1 =(i )t2 = VL
[3.6)
[3 .7)
Simi larl y, we can substitute for 'N' in the fou rth te rm, invert and arri ve at the reci proca l
of the Froude number:
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Replacing the press ure term 'p ' with the change in pressure ' L1p' , the fifth term can be
written as the cavitation number( o) :
[3.9)
Subsutu tlng for 'N" in the fifth term results in the Weber number ( WII!')
w,= pI..;N' = (~V J'=(P:,JpLI _
L
[3.10]
Th e remaining three term s are recogni sed as the power coefficient (K,), shaft torq ue
coeffi cient (KQ», and the volume flow rat e coe fficient (KQ).
K =_P-
, fX'/JD'
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[3.12]
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3.4 Discussion of Non·Dimens ion al Terms
It is not often physically possible. or necessary. to satisfy all of the l't terms in any
particular system. In such cases. the most importa nt terms are respected and other. less
significant. terms can be neglected. provided certain assumptions can be made. The
following is a discussion of the relevant non-dimensional terms for testing a waterjet
system in a wind tunnel at full scale.
3.4.1 Advance Coeff icient
Kinematic similarity is accomplished when the velocities at corresponding points of the
model and prototype have the same directio n. and hence the angle of attack of the
impeller is similar between model and full scale. For this reason. the ratio of the speed
with which the fluid flows into the impelle r (i.e. the speed of advance). and the velocity
of the impeller (circumferential velocity) must be the same for both the model and the
prototype. The advance coefficien t can be thought of as the ratio of the axial veloci ty of
flow into the impeller. to the tangential velocity of flow relative to the impeller .
Kinematic similarity. then, can be accomp lished if the advance coefficient for the model
and prototype are the same.
3.4.2 Reyno lds Number
Ho w regimes can generally be classified as either laminar, turbulent. or transitional. The
significance of the Reynolds number is that it is very useful in determining flow regimes
for specific fluids. at a given velocity. It can be thought of as the ratio of inert ial forces to
viscou s forces. and is importa nt in most pro blems involving fluid dynamics. Inspection of
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the variables composing the Reynolds number shows that, in many cases, matching the
Reynolds numbers in mode l and prototype is not possible. In such cases it is important 10
ensure that the flow regimes are similar. The high-speed flows that characterise waterjets
exist in the turbulent regime and it is important to ensure that flow regimes in model
waterjet systems also behave in a turbulent manner. According to Munson et al. (1998 ),
scale error is negligible provided the Reynolds numbers for the flow in the model and
prototype are greater tha n 5 x 10' .
For the model waterjetsystem, flat plate boundary layer theory was applied at the wall of
the wind tunnel. The inlet was located approximately 9.5 metres from the leading edge of
the wind tunnel. Assuming that me distance from tile forward perpendicular to the inlet of
the prototype waterje t is at least 9.5 metres, the velocity in the wind tunnel is a limiting
case. The kinematic viscosities of air and water are 1 .46e·~ m2/s, and 1.17e-f. m2/s,
respectively and it follows thai any speed greater than 0.77 mls provides sufficiently
turbulent flow.
V , (Re.v....)=(5e' .1 .46,rIO-'m1/ S)= o.77m IS [3.14]
L 9.5m
V , (Re.v..)=(5el . l.17Xl0-6ml / s ) =0.062m / .l' [3.15J
L 9.5m
From this it may be concluded that the flow regime in the boundary layer of the tunnel
wall is likely to be turbulent for both the model and prototype, provided the velocity is
greater than 0.77 mls. In addition to this,lhe velocity profile in the tubular section of tile
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waterjet may be examined by computing the Reynolds numbe r for viscous flow in a pipe .
It is important to ensure that the veloc ity profiles are similar beca use it is then poss ible to
conclude that the boundar y layers in the model and prototype will be similar. Using the
section al diameter (D =0.3.5 rn) as the reference dimension:
Re = (~) = ( 7 .6~ -lm l s . o.3Sm ) = L85e~ (3.16]
• v.... 1.46e-'m J / s
Re = (~). ( 7.68e·lmls.o.3Sm )= 2.30e' (3.17]
p v, 1.17e-6mJ l s
According to Munson er al. (1998 ), the flow in a pipe is turbulent provided that the
Reynolds number for the flow is grea ter than 4000 . It is therefore likely that the flow
regime, and velocity profile for the mode l and prototype will be approximately similar for
the assumed, mini mum. velocit y. The speed in the tubular sectio n of the mode l waterje t
was expected to be much larger than 0.77 mis, and turbule nce in both model and
pro totype was ensured.
3,4.3 Froude Number
\Vaterjet systems perform work on water by lifti ng it through an elevation and expelling
it abov e the water surface. The Froude num ber can be thoug ht of as the ratio of inertial
forces to gravitational forces, and althoug h it is important for testin g of waterj ets in wave
tanks, or water tunnels, it has no real significa nce when testin g in air. Thi s is due to the
fact that the model waterjet is not expelli ng the flow from one fluid into another. In
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addition10this, the waterjerwas attached to the wind tunnel at a ninety-degreeangle.
such that the hull was effectivelyon its side. There is no lifting component in !he model.
Froude scaling, therefore, was neglected.
3,4.4 Cavitation number
Cavitation is the process of formation of the vapour phase of a liquid when it is subject to
reduced pressure at constant ambient temperature (Harvald, 1983). The occurrenceof
cavitationcan be detrimental to the effectiveness of a propeller. as well as physically
destructive.Uponformation. cavitation bubbles can erode propeller blades. parts of the
jet ducts and stators. and cause a breakdown in flow and subsequent loss of thrust. The
situation. therefore, should be avoided at all costs. w atenets. fortunalely, are less
susceptible to the phenomena since the intake slows the water before delivering it to the
impeller, and decreases the chances of cavitation (Allison. 1992). Furthermore, the "Final
Report and Recommendations the 23 rnc' submitted by the specialist committee on
validationof waterjer test procedures(m e,2002) assumes that any cavitation in the
pump or intake during operationdoes not affect the powering characteristicsof waterjets.
Tbe experimentalset-up in the wind tunnel was nOIdesigned to measure cavitation.but
pressuretaps can be placed near the impeller 10determine pressure varianons at high
speeds. Should detailed tests regarding the likelihood of cavitation benecessary.a
cavitation tunnel should be used. In any event.t he system was not set up to monitor, or
consider the effects of cavitation. and the coefficient was therefore ignored.
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3.4.5 Weber numb er
The Weber number is the ratio of the inertia force to the surface tension force. It is often
important when considering the surface stresses from cavitation bubbles. Surface tension,
however, is not a propert y of gases and has no significance when performing experiment s
in air. Similarity of the Weber number is neglected for the purpose of this analysis.
3.4,6 Mach Numbe r
When dealing with air at high speeds. the assumption of incompress ibility is not always
appropriate. According to Munson et al, (1998) . a fluid can be assumed to be
incompressible if the Mach number is less than 0.3. TheMach number is the ratio of the
inertia force to the compressibility force and is expressed as the ratio of the velocity of
interest (Vj ) with respect to the velocity of sound in air (c) :
Ma : ~
c
(3.18J
The velocity of interest is made up of the impeller speed. and the axial velocity (V .) :
(3.19)
[3.20)
It follows that for any velocity less than 99 mis, the assumption of incompressibility is
valid. The maximum speed of the wind tunnel is 15 mls and in order to approach the
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bounds of incompressibility, a shaft speed greate r than 5000 RPM would be necessary.
This is well beyond the operating speed of most waterjet systems . Since the Mach
number is invariably less than 0.3, we may conclude that the fluid is effectively
incompressib le. as is normally the case in low speed wind tunnels .
3.4.7 Power, Shaft Torque , Thrust , and Volume Flowrate Coefficients
In order to maintain dynamic similitude , the direct ion of the forces and the ratio of the
force scales must be the same. The rema ining coefficie nts, then, are extre mely important
in order for us to assess the performa nce of the propeller. With similitude assumed, it is
poss ible to determ ine the power, shaft torque, thrust, and volume tlowr ate of the model
and prototype . To summarise , the nun-dlm ens ic nal coef flcients of importance are:
Advance Coefficie nt: J '" (~)
ThrustCoefficient: s , = ( pN~D4 )
Shaft Torque Coeffici ent: K Q, '" ~sD5
Volume Flow Rate Coeffi cient: K Q '" N~J
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3.5 Scaling Laws
Scal ing laws permit the magnitude of a vari able in one scale 10 be calcul ated from its
value in a differen t scale. 1be non-dimension al tenns present ed earl ier provide a means
of determi ning the full-scale values of several important variab les for the waterjet sys tem.
The ratio of a mode l varia ble 10 ir s corres ponding proto type variab le is known as the
scale for that variable. The length scale is defined as the ratio of a linea r dime nsion in a
proto type . to the corres ponding dimension for the model. and is denoted by A:
[3.211
where the subscripts p and m represe nt the model and protot ype, respectively.
Equating the advanc e coefficients for the mod el and prototype satisfies the condition of
kinema tic similitude :
J~(~)~(~)= J
• N. D. N, D, , (3.22J
Scali ng the shaft speed. or advance veloc ity. is then acc omplished through the following
relationship:
For Powe r we have:
~=('!.L)(!:L) =('!.L)(A)
V.. N.. D.. N..
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[3.24J
where (ELl.(p~",l.866lp.. l P",.
Similarly for thrust :
[3.251
Shafttorque is scaled accordingto:
Finally, volumetricIlowrate canbe scaled according to:
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[3.27J
[3.281
[3.29J
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[3.31)
In this study, the IIlOlkI was full scale and hence the scale factor (}.) is equal to unity. For
a given advance velocity, then, the shaft speeds for the model and prototype were equal,
since the impeller diameters were me same . The power, thrust, and shaft torque then
scaled according to the ratio of me density of water to the de nsity of air.
3.6 Summary
The testing of warerjet s using a wind tunnel is a simple, and effective alterna tive to
traditional testing methods at small scales. A serious limitation, however, is the inability
of air measurements to provide information pertai ning to cavitation.
The dimensional analysis, summarised in Tab le 3-3 reve aled thai if the advance
coefficient for the model and prototype are equal and the scale factor is unity , then the
velocity of air through the wind tunnel is equal to the speed of the full scale prototype
travelling in water, at a given shaft speed. Based on th is information , the thrust, shaft
torque, and power are all scaled by the ratio of the de nsity of air and the density of water .
Tab le 3·3 . Dimensiona l ana lysts of weterjet system
Parameer. Ratio :~f.,; Scale -;.1i·~'~ ' '''M~.f:tc-t!
l ength L,IL. II.I
Shaf l speed VlVm (Np/N",)(A)
Power P_Pm (p_emIlN_N.,) (AI'
Thrust T,!Tm (p_PmlIN_N.,) IAI
Shaft torque 0 ..,10- (WPmlIN_NmI IAI'
Volumetric flow rate 0 JO m INJNmllAI
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When a large Dumber of variables must be considered . matri x methods are useful for
determining the non-dimensionaJ terms required 10 sufficiently describe the behaviour of
the system. In order to determine the importance of each. the terms were manipula ted as
required and transformed into physicaJly meaningful non-d imen sionaJ terms. A co mplete
analysis of each term and its relevance on the system was undertake n such that similitude
was satisfied for the most important aspects of the experimental endeavour.
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~ The Momentum Flux Meth od
4.1 Introd uction to the Momentum Flux Method
As waterjet technology continues to grow, methods of testing and evaluating warerjet
propulsion systems have emerged. In the past, these efforts had been based on traditional
methods for evaluating screw propellers. but recent work has shown that the unique
characteristics of waterjet systems require unique testing methods. The waterjet is an
integral pan of a vessel's hull and as such, traditional concepts such as thrust deduction
do not apply to weterjets in the same physical way as they do for conventional screw
propellers (Dyne and Lindell, 1994). Moreo ver. the eva luation of some basic physical
quantities such as thrust, for example, requires an indirect method of rneasurernent based
on flow rates. In response to this issue, the momentum flux method was developed, and is
the focus of this chapter.
Elementary momentum theory can provide valuable insight concerning marine waterjet
propulsio n and the momentum-flux method can be used 10evaluate the power, thrust. and
efficiency characteristics of the waterjet. This method, described in the 21- International
Towing Tank Conference (lTIC ' 96), is the result of an initiative brought forth by the
ITIC Specia list Committee on Waterjets asking for comments on possible power
prediction methods for waterjets. This method specifies that thrust be computed from the
change in momentum flux throughout the waterjet system. The vessel is considered to be
stationary in a moving flow, and all flow velocity measurements used in momentum and
energy calculations are made relative to the vessel (Kruppa et al.• 1996).
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Momentum flux can be defined as a measure of the momentum in fluid passi ng through a
unit area of a surface in a given unit of time . Sim ilarly, the energy flux is a measure of
the amount of energy in a quantity of fluid crossing a unit area of a surface in a given unit
of time. The locat ions of momentum and ene rgy flux measurement s for a typical waterjet
are shown in Figure 4· 1, below.
Station number Location
0 Free Stream
.. InlelVelocity Protile
1 Inlet Poinl 01 Tangency
2 Inlel Throat
3 Pump Face
4 Internet Pump Point
5 Pump Exil
6 Nozzle
7 Vena Contracta
Figure ...·1. Moment um Flux l\lethod Sta tion Definitions
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4.2 Sla /lon 1
The fluid momentum at the intake is measured at Station I to accoun t for the fluid forced
through the jet units due to the forward mot ion of the vessel , without power. The velocity
distribution of the flow is necessary for calculating the intake momentum flux.
Momentum and energy fluxes are determined by integration over a properly defined
capture area with a measured or calculated veloci ty profile. With the velocity profile and
flow rate kno....'n , the geometry of the capture area must be determined . The location of
the inlet survey plane (Station 1) and the resulting effect of the proximity of the inlet on
velocity measurements is a concern and a potential source of error in the momentum flux
method. In addition to this, the shape and size of the capture area must be investigated.
In an effort to standardise testing practises and reduce potential bias error, the location of
reference stations has undergone considerable refinement A major result of this effort
has been the development of Station la, located one inlet width forward of Station I
(ITIC, 2002). The width of the inlet is define d as the maximum width betwee n port and
starboard transverse points of tangency and Station Ia is therefore substituted in place of
Station I for all momentum flux calculations.
In theory, in order to determine the shape of the capture area, the location of streamlines
entering the waterjet must be known. This is difficult in practice , since the streamlines
separate near the intake, as shown in Figure 4-2 . While some streaml ines continue along
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the hull. others enter the waterje l unit. result ing in a somewhat complicated capture area.
or volume.
Figure 4-2. w arerjeeStreamlines
Various studies have been undertaken to determ ine the influence of the shape of the
capture area on power prediction and it has been concluded by the 215lllTC Waterjet
Comminee (Kruppa er al., 1996) that both power and thrust esti mates are insensitive to
capture area and shape.
The recommendation of the 215l ITTC \Vaterjet Committee is to use a rectangular capture
area with a width b., 30% wider than the inlet width The inlet height is then obtained by
computing the height required to obtain the given flowrute, by continuity. Figure 4·3 and
Figure 4-4. show the capture area at station la for a typical waterjet unit. The area begins
at the hull surface. and as a result contains both a portion of the free stream. and the
vertical height dist ribution associated with the boundary layer near the hull.
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Wal er JelUnlt
Figure 4·3. Ca pture An a Icr Typi cal waterjet
Figure 44. Ca pture Ar ea Dimensions
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Although the three-dimensional behaviou r of the flow is recognised by the IITC
Committee . the flow is assumed to beconstant across the width of the inlet,due to a lack
of knowledge and expertise in this area . In orde r 10obtain a bette r understanding of this,
the lITe recommends a sensitivity study be used to determine the effect of various
intake shapes.
Concerns have also been raised in regard 10 the state of the intake opening in detennining
the velocity profile. Ideally the effec tive wake ingested by the intake, i.e. the flow field
including the suction effects on the flow abo ut the hull, should be measured. The
effec tive wake is difficu lt to measure and it is ther efore sugges ted by the 23rd ITTC
Special ist Committ ee on the Validation of waterjet Test Procedures that the boundary
layer velocity profile should be measured with closed intake open ings (IITC, 2002 ).
In order to calculate the size of the intake area hi and Al are determined implicitly from
where,
~ - volume flowrate of the watetjet
Al - intake area at statio n l a
Ul. (Z) - velocity profile at station l a
The assumption of two-dimensional flow yie lds the following simplifica tion
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[4.2)
[4.31
where,
w_ - width of inlet
b l - maximum width of the capture area
hI - height of the capture area
The momentum and energy flux for Station 1a are functions of the intake velocity profile,
and therefore sensitive to the limitations described above. Further, frictional forces along
the hull reduce the total head inside the boundary layer and the local energy velocity
accounts for this by considering both kinetic and potential energy (Kruppa et. al., 1996):
[4.4)
where,
VE-local energy velocity
v - ship speed
u - component of velocity in the direction of motion
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c, - static pressure coefficient given by the static pressure at Station l a (PI) and the static
pressure in the undisturbed flow (Po):
The momentum flux at Station la is given by:
where,
The energy flux at Station I a is given by:
4.3 Intermediate Stations
(4.5]
[4.6]
[4.7]
[4.8J
In general . the momen tum and energy flux ca n be determi ned at each of the locations
between Station l a and Station 7 to account for the losses along the waterjet unit. An
accurate descript ion of the velocity profLies at the intermed iate stations can be difficult,
especia lly near the impeller , or when small model scales are involved. It has been
suggested that numerical simulations used in conjunc tion with large or full-scale model
tests may be used to develop a greater apprecia tion of the dynamics of the waterjet
system (Thornhill, 1999).
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The energy flux at the intermediat e stations is detennined by integrating the local energy
velocity at station T. and is given by:
EJ == 1·p , fV~ ' dQJ
a,
Theenergy flux for the undisturbed flow ahead of the vehicle . Statio n O. is:
4.4 Vena Contracta
[4.9]
[4.101
The cross sectional area of the waterjet is decreased at the nozzle in order to maximise
the thrust. Streaml ines from the outle t nozzle co ntract after the orifice to a minimum
value when they all becom e parallel. at this point. the veloci ty and pressure are uniform
across the jet. This converge nce is cal led the vena C01l/racta. from the Latin 'contracted
vein'. If the exit is nOIa perfectl y smooth cont our, the diameter of the je t will be less than
the diameter of the hole (Mun son et al., 1998) and it is necessary to know the amount of
contraction to calculate the momentum flux. At the vena contracta, the static pressure
coeffici ent is zero and the energy associated with the fluid is kinematic.
If the flow rate through the waterjet is known. the moment um flux can be determined as
follows:
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M, =-p , Jl4h·dQ/ + J(PJ- Po)·dA7
Q, •
[4.1\)
The pressure reduction (P7- Po) caused by tan gential velocities of the jet (Ul0), is found
from:
tt' u 1
p, - Po=- - p. r-;-dr
where,
A,-crosS sectional area of the jet
RJ - radius of lhe je t
The Energy Flux at Station 7 is calculated from :
E, =-~ ,p , JV; , ·dQJ
Q,
[4.12)
[4.131
The local energy velocity at Station 7,VF:l' acco unts for the tangential and rotational
components of the jet flow:
4.5 Propuls ion Performance Calculations
(4. 14)
The values for the momentum energy flux throughout the waterjet system can be used to
detennin e the propul sion perfonn ance charact eristics of the waterjet .
Chan ge or Momentu m Flux
The change of momentum, .:1.\1, ca n bewritte n as :
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[4.15)
where.
(I - angle between the centreline of the je t and the horizontal plane.
According to the Kruppa et al.(1996). the change of momentum is equal to the sum of
the forces on the pump and the internal ducnng, plus the change of hull resistance due to
the action of the waterjet. This is also equal to the effective model resistance minus the
tow-rope force. and the effective full scale resistance is computed from:
[4.16)
where.
A- scale factor
Pm- fluid density at model scale
Ps - fluid density at full scale
[fTect!n J et System Power
The effective jet system power is computed from the Increase in energy between Station
1a and Station 7:
[4 .17]
Elevation Power
The power necessary to lift the water above the undisturbed water surface to a height hJ is
computed from:
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{4.18l
Internal Losses
The loss coefficients for the intake, ~13, and diffu ser, ~51 , are computed from:
[4.19J
r • E,-E,
!on £ , [4.20]
In most situations, the velocity distribution at Station 3 will be non-uniform wilh large
variation, and difficult to obtain. In general, it is difficult to measure the velocity
distribution at any position inside the waterjet system during self-prop ulsion tests, and
one may conclude that internal loss coefficient s may be obtained through separate test
rigs with large scale factors, or an accurate numerical model (Thornhill 1999).
"Thepower Deededto overcome the inlet and outlet losses can then be determined from:
[4.21J
Errecnve Pump Power
The effective pump power is the sum of the power contributions described previously:
[4.22]
If the increase of mean total head across the pump is expressed as;
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The effective pump power can also be expressed as:
[4.24J
:'tlodel Shaft Power
If the inflow non-uniformities are accounted for by the pump installation efficiency, ll insh
and the pump efficiency. IIp. is known, the powe r needed to prope l lhe model can be
expressed as:
[4.25)
The model shaft power can also be determined from torque measurements. If the r OM is
not equal to:
2 ·Jr ·Q ·n
then the internal loss coefficients or efficiency values should be reconsidered.
4.6 Predic ted Full Scale Power
[4.26J
In order to determine the full-scale power of the waterje t system. the volume flow rate,
size of intake area. and energy velocities at Station I and Station 7 must be known. Scale
effects of the bounda ry layer profile do not permit a direct conversion of these quantiti es,
and il is necessary to follow the procedure outline by Kruppa et al. (1996).
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The full -scale boundary layer thickness and velocity profi le are predicted
according to boundary layer theory and the hull roug hness is considered. The
static pressure coe fficient is considered to be the same for the model and
prototype .
Momentum theorem is used to compu te the values of QJ, MI, hl. and M7 using the
full-scale veloc ity profile and maintaining the change in mome ntum flux:
Full-scale values of E1and E7, ~IlS. ~7S. nes, and 11.....sare estimated
[4.27J
If a large. or full-scale model is used 10det ermine these quantiti es, the results can be
converted with some confidence (Thornhill , 1999).
The full-scale effective pump power can then be determined as described in sections 0
through O.The pump shaft power is then:
4.7 Summary
The momentum flux method , initially proposed in the "Final Report and
[4.28)
Recomm endations to the 2111 IITC: Waterjets Group" (Kruppa et al., 1996), has been
regard ed as a step in the right direct ion as far as waterjet testing is concerned. The
method has many advantages over conventiona l testi ng method s when applied to
The Momentum Au x Method
waterjets. and has undergone significant refinemenu . particularly those of the 23rd rrr c
(2002).
The method relies heavily on an accurate descriptio n of the flow rate. This can be
accomplished with a reliable flow meter , but scale model warerjets do not often allow
space for such a device. to say nothing of the settling length required prior to the meter
inlet. In addition to this. assumptions of the flow behaviour necessary to simplify the
analysis at key locations of the waterjet system, coupled with Ihe estimation of model
efficiencies leaves room for improvement in the method . Large-scale reodel tesung
and/or numerical simulation may improve confide nce in full-scale predictio ns.
The work discussed in this thesis has been undertaken ar full scale. and the momentum
flux calculations benefit from numerical analysis. The numerical data allows integration
over thousands of data points which would prove near impossible to measure
experimentally.
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5 Instrumentation
5.1 Hot·Wire Anemometry
The origins of practical hot-wire ancmometry can beattributed the work of Ziegler
(1934). He developed a constant tempera ture anemometer to measure flow fluctuation s
using a feedback amplifier that maintained constant temperature across a heated wire.
Hot wire anemometry makes use of the thennal loss of heated resistance sensors in order
to determine velocity fluctuations. A sensor is placed in a gaseous flow, and the
convective heat transfer from a heated wire is measured. The magnitude of the
convection is influenced by changes in temperature, pressure, and velocity and the sensor
will immediately detect any change in the fluid condition that affects the heat transfer
from the heated element. If only the velocity of the flow changes, or the influence of
other changing parameters is eliminated by suitable circuitry, then the instantaneous heat
loss of the sensor is a direct measurement of the fluid velocity at that point in time.
Hot wire anemometry can bedivided into the following flow regimes:
Subsonic incompressible flow
Subso nic compressible, transonic, and low supersonic flows
High supersonic and hypersonic flows
These flow regimes can be fun her separated into continuum flow, slip flow, and free
molecular flow. For the purposes of this discussion, only subsonic incompressible
continuum flow will beconsidered.
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In subsonic incomp ressibl e flow, the heat transfer from a wire is a funct ion of mass flow ,
total tempera ture, and wire tempera ture . For constan t de nsity, the mass flow variat ions
depend only on velocit y fluctuati ons. In most cases. the mean freepath of the panicles is
much less man the diameter of the wire sensor, and the continuum mode l is valid ;
co nventional heat transfe r methods therefore apply .
Neglecting conduct ion and radiat ion, the heat ba lance for an electrica lly heated wire is
given by (Stainba ck et al., 1997):
Heat Storea » Electrical Power In - Aerodynamic Heat Transfe r Out
~T", =P -Q
where:
c. - specific heat of wire
T.. -c remperatu re of wire
T.. - adiabat ic wall temperature
l c-c urrent
Rw • resistance of wire
L - ch aracteristic length
d.. - diameter of wire
[5.1)
[5.2)
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h - coefficient of heat transfer
Selling the heal storage term 10 zero results in the following:
[5.31
There are several circuits that may beused to measure the thermalloss across a sensor.
Using relatively simple compensation circuitry , the Constant Temperature Anemometer
(cr A) is capable of measuring very rapid velocity fluctuations. The instrume nt supplies a
sensor heating current that varies with tbe fluid velocity to maintain constant sensor
resistance and constant sensor temperature .
In it' s simplest form, the crA consists of a Wheatstone bridge circuit and a servo
amplifier.
Ftgure 5-1. Wheatst one Bridge
The probe and IWO top resistances occupy the active bridge arm, while the passive bridge
arm comprises the other top resistance, the comparison resistor, and various
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compensating networks . When the bridge is balanced. there is no voltage difference
across the end points of the bridge diagona l. A cha nge in flow acting on the probe will
cause the sensor to grow cooler. or hotter. depending on the nature of the flow. The
change in resistance that follows. results in a voltage difference at the horizontal diagonal
of the:bridge. which is fed to the inputs of the servo amplifier. The servo amplifier then
supplies an output voltage to the bridge unit such that the original temperature of the
sensor is restored.
5.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Hot-wire Anemometry
For the measurement of low and moderate turbulent flows (less than 25% turbulence
intensi ty). the constant temperature anemometer has several advantages:
I. Cost - compared with Laser Doppler Anemometers (LOA). the cr A is relatively
inexpensive
2. Frequency Response - Used in conju nction with a constant temperature
anemometer . a standard hot-wire probe has a flat response from 0 to 50 khz
(except at very low velocities). II is therefore relatively easy to obtain
measurements up to several hundred kilohertz. Conversely . the LOA is normally
restricted to frequencies less than thirty kilohertz.
3. Size - a typical hot wire sensor has a diameter less than fifty micrometers, and
length less than 2 mm. This is convenient for experi mental work. since care must
be taken to ensure that the flow is not adversely affected close to the sensor.
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4. ve locity Measurement - bot-wire probe s with one, two. or three sensors can
measure one. two. or three components of the velocity vector at a specific point,
over a range of veloci ties from very low 10 high (compress ible) speeds.
5. Signal to Noise Ratio - a resolution of I in 10000 is easily obtained in hot wire
anemometry. This is far superio r to the 1 in 100 resolution typical of LOA
6. Signal Analysis - Ihe output of hot-wi re anemometers is a co nstant analog signal.
so analysis can beundertaken in both the time and frequency domain s.
limitations of Hot-wire Anemomeuy
Hot-wire anemomeuy is not without shortco mings. The following is a list of several areas
in which researche rs should pay carefu l attent ion (Bruun, 1996):
I . High-turbulence Intensity - Hot wire anemometers are restricted to low and
moderate turbulence intensi ty flows. There are two sources of error associated
with turbulence:
Errors can result from neglecting higher order terms in the series expansion
for effective velocity .
Due 10 it's rotational symmeuy , the wire element is insensitive to reversal of
the flow direction which may occu r in turbulent intensity flows
2. Probe Disturban ce _ the presence of the probe will alter the loca l flow field . For a
well-des igned probe, the errors will often besmall and the disturbances w ill be
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incorporate d into the calibration procedu re. For disturbance-sensitive phenomena
such as flow separation, LDA is a more suitable alternati ve.
3. Liquid H ow - accumulation of fouling materia l on the sensor is often a concern
when using hot-wire anemometers in liqu id media. In most cases. a ho t-fi lm
sensor is used .
4. Probe Breakage - hot-wire probes are delica te and most probes only last severa l
months. depending on their usage. Th e probes can bum out or be dama ged by fine
particles in high-speed flows.
5. Hostile Environments - hot wire anemometry is not suitable for usage in hostile
environ ments (e.g. Combustion ). as the probe may brea k.
6. Heat Loss 10Supports - 1bere can be sig nificant heal loss from the wire due to
conduction to the relati vely cold supports of hot-wire probes. The result is a
temperatur e distribution along the wire thai causes a variation of heal transfer .
7. Flow Direction - Single wire anemomet ers are incapable of detenni ning the
direct ion of flow. Multiple wire anemom eters are there fore reco mmende d if the
directionality of flow is of co ncern.
5.1.2 Ca libration and Experi me nta l Set- up
In order to measure the velocity of air in cont act with the anemo meter. proper calibration
is es sential. This is achieved by following detailed calibration procedures provided with
the constant temperature anemometer sys tem.
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The CfA system requires two supply voltages: one between +16 and +36 volts and
another between -10 and - 13 V DC. TIle positive supply voltage is required by the
system to provide current to the hoi-wire probe.
Velocity measurements were carried out using a DANTEC 55Rll single wire boundary
layer type probe connected to a DANTEC 55MOI standard bridge . The sensor is a
platinum-plated tungsten wire with particulars described in Table 5-1 (Dantec, nd):
Table 5-1. An emom eter Particulars
DANTE U · .... i
Probe 55Rll
Sensor Resistance al 20"C 5.0 0
Leads Resistance 0.50
Etfective Ie 1.25 mm
The velocity for the hot-wire calibration was measured using a 8360· M-GB VelociCal®
Plus TSI air velocity meter. The analog output from the anemometer was sampled
directly into a personal computer using an AID convene r and data acquisition software.
Data was sampled at a frequency of 35 Hz for 60 seconds and were time averaged to
obta in mean values for each poin t. For each cali bration curve. ten da ta points were used.
In order to obtain a functional relationship betwee n the bet- wire signal (Volts) and the air
velocity (m/s). a third order polynomial is recommend ed (Jorgensen. 2002) , and can be
expressed as:
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(5.4J
where U is the velocity recorded by the veloc ity mete r, E is the anemometer output. and
the constants eo. cr.C2. and C3 are obtained by a least squared fit of the data.
5.2 Wind Tunnel
Model tes ts were performed in an open circuit, low speed wind tunnel, located at
Memorial Univers ity . The test section. measuri ng more than 20m in length. and having a
cross section ofO.91m x 0.91m allows for the investigation of relatively large boundary
layers . This alleviates some of the spatial re solution problems assoc iated with hot-wire
anernometry described in sect ion 5.1.1.
A centrifugal blower, equipped with rnotori sed variable angle inlet vanes and powered by
a 19kW motor , is used to force wind throug h the tunnel and adjust the wind velocity in
the test sect ion. The air first passes through a scree ned diffuser . then through three single
precision scree ns loca ted in a large settling chamber. and is finally accelera ted into the
test sectio n using 5:1 contraction.
The maximum free stream velocity that can be achieved is approxima tely 15m1sand the
free strea m turbu lence intens ity is no larger than 0.5% at all velocities (Sutardi 2(02).
5.3 Induction Motor and Inverter
A 1.5hp three-phase motor was used in co njunction with a Yaskawe 17 general-purpose
inverter to tum the shaft of the waterje t system. Initiall y a Kempf & Remmers propell er
motor was to be used. but it could not provide suffic ient power to drive the insta Ued
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impelle r. which was much larger than the small-sca le propellers typical of self -propulsion
tests. The motor is standard laboratory equipme nt from Memori al University and the
inverter was purchased separately in order to provide dedic ated serv ice to the waterjet
system. Chosen for its reliab ility and low cost, the 17 inverter is capable of controlling
motors with power ratings up 102 hp.
5.4 Dynamometer
Dynamometers are used 10detenni ne the load applied to a system by an external load
(motor). The Kempf & Remmers propeller dy namometers used in this study have a
repu tation for reliabi lity and accuracy second to none. These instrume nts are the
workhorses of modem hydrodynamic laboratories and have been designed for low weight
and low friction. Many are curre ntly in use world -wide and are suitab le for use within
mode l ships (unsea led des igns) and on Towing Carriages and pressurised Cavitation
Tunne ls (waterproof designs). The unsealed designs are suitable for this study because
there is no requirement for a watertight environment.
The measurements of thrust and torque prov ided by the dynamometer are suitable for
val idating the power pred ictions of the momen tum nu x method, outlined in Chapter 4.
The following data summarises the dynamometer technical spec ifica tions (Kempf &
Remm ers . n.d.):
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Ta ble 5-2. Dynamometer Technica l Dat a
1.6
405mm
ae
The transducers used for torque and thrust measurem ents are temperature compensated
and equipped with full measuring bridges of the strain gauge type (Schneider, 1984). In
addition . the thrust is measured at a transd ucer that is not influenced by the torque, and
does DOt rotat e. Similarly, torque is measured at a rotating transducer and is not affected
by thrust.
The analog signals from the dynamome ter are transmitted to the data acquisition system
via an Omega OM.3 series signal conditioner.
5.5 Data Acquisiti on
The task of data acqui sition (DAQ) hardware is to collect incoming analog input signals
and convert them to digital signals for furth er processing, storage, and displa y. Enhanced
with da ta acquisition hardware, a personal com puter is the perfec t vehicle for this
acti vity. Thru st. torque. and velocity measu rements transmitted from the variou s
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instruments in terms of voltages can be read into computer memory through plug-in DAQ
boards that contain analog-to-digital converters . A variety of software packages. such as
LabVIEW@andDAQVIEW«lare availab leto support commerciall yavailabledata
acquisition boards
For the purpose of this study a Nationallnstrumcnts PCI-6024E DAQ board was used in
conjunction with LabVIEW software to acquire data. The PCI-6024E board delivers 12-
bit resolution on up to 16 single ended analog inputs. and has been designed for superior
integration with LabVtEW .
The following figure illustrates the instrumentation connections:
Ftgur e S·2. n ata Acqu isitio n a nd Instrumentation
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5.6 User Interface
In order to monitor the data being acquired through the course of any part icular test, and
to trigger the recording of data, a graphical user interface (GUI) was created using
LabV IEW program ming tools. An exa mple of this is shown in Figure 5·3, where torque.
thrust and wind velocity are being monitored. It shou ld be noted that the rpm channe l
was linked to the original Kempf and Remmers propeller motor, and was not used in the
expe riment's final assembly.
Figure 5-3. Data Acqutsttlon GUl
The data collected was stored in EXCEL@s preadsheets and imported into Matlab® for
statistical and graphica l analysis. Details on the particu lar manipulation and interpretat ion
of data are provided in the chapter on mode l testing (Chapte r 6).
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A similargraphical user interface was created for the calibration of instruments. Using
the set-updescribed in Figure .5-2. lhe calibration program allows !he user to collect a
series of data points sufficient to relate instrument response to real-world data such as
torque. thrust, and velocity.
The ensuing chapter describes the testing of a weterjet system using the jnstru mentauon
described.
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6 :\Iodel Testing
6.1 In troduct ion
Wate rjet propulsion makes use of Newton's Third Law of Motion - 'every action has an
equal and opposite reaction' , such that thrust is generated when water is forced in a
rearward direction. The discharge of a high velocity jet stream creates a force in the
opposite directionthat is transferredthrough the jet and into the hull body.fhus
propelling it forward. Acceleratinga mass of water creates a thrust thai is proponional to
the change in momentum betweenthe water entering and leaving the waterjet system.
(Allison. 1992)
Water enters the jet unit through the intake and a shaft-driven propeller and stator
increase the pressure of the flow (Figure 6-1). The high-pressure flow is dischargedat the
nozzle and exits as a high velocityjet stream. Steering is accomplished by changing the
direction of the flow exiting the nozzleof the jet. The force of the stream in one direction
moves the stem of the boat in the opposite direction, putting the vessel into a tum. The
vessel can be kept on station,or reversed, by deflecting Ihe exitingjet stream forwardand
down to varying degrees.
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Figure 6- 1. Wat erj et Definiti ons
As noted in the discussion of the Momentum Flux Method (Chapter -I), waterjer testing
methods have been constantly evolving in recent years. This is due. in part, to the unique
differe nces between traditional methods of pro pulsion and waterjet propulsion.
Due to the high speeds normally inherent to waterjet propelled craft. scaling is often a
conce rn with traditional testing methods. since the models are often limited to a small
size. Velocity measurements at the inlet are critical for accurate evaluation of thrust and
power. and the speed limitations of most tow carriages restrict the diameter of the inlet
tremendous ly. by virtue of similitude and scaling. This becomes problematic when now
measurements are required. since the physical dimensions of a single velocity probe can
dis turb the now in this area. Geometric similarity. then. is also difficult to maintain for
small-scale models due to structural, and spa tial limitations.
It has been proposed that large-scale testing of waterjets may be accomplished using a
wind tunnel. The wind tunnel is used to simula te the now around the boundary layer
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under a ship's hull and an accurate represent at ion of the inlet duct jo ins the wall of the
wind tunnel to the warerjet system. The flow thro ugh the wind tunnel is analogo us to
vessel speed and a full-scale waterjet model can be attached to the outside wall of the
wind tunnel.
The waterjet sys tem can be tested at a series of wind and impelle r speeds.l n these tests.
using hot-wire anemome try, velocity measu rements were taken at multipl e locat ions
throughout the wate rje t asse mbly to prov ide an acc urate descripti on of the system's flow
characteristics. Figure 6-2 provides an illustration of a waterje t being tested using the
wind tunnel. Thi s set-up shows the waterjet sys tem on its side. that is. the side of the
wind tunnel behaves similar to the underside of a ship's hull .
Figu re 6-2. Ty pica l Set-up for Tes ting a Wal er j el Syst em usin g a Wind Tunn el
So me advantages of testing waterjets in a wind tunnel compared to tes ting in a water
tunnel or tow tank are:
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Discharge 10 laboratory is nOI harmful
Model need nOibewatertight, so the construction of a waterjer model is much
simpler
Ease of access to measuring sections
The following chapter describes experimen ts performed on a full-scale waterjet model
operating in a wind tunnel.
6.2 The Model
6.2 .1 Background
In order to address the problems associated with con ventio nal waterjet testing, Etienne
Duplain and Hugo Royer. undergraduate engineerin g students at Memorial University of
Newfoundland (MUN). proposedthat a waterjet model be tested at Memorial University.
At the suggestion of Dr. Neil Bose, a professor of ocean engineering and naval
architecture at MUN, it was decided that the warerjet would be tested in wind tunnel
located at Memorial University of Newfoundland . With the assis tance of technical staff, a
waterjet model was constructed based on a conuncrci ally available waterjet built by
Alpha Power Jet, Quebec. This waterjet is typically installed on fishing boats or
passenger craft. The 15m Explorathor fishing vessel built by Recherches et Travaux
Maritimes, for example, is equipped with two of these waterjets and is capable of
carrying about 5000 kg of load at 26 knots. Construc tion drawing s for the waterjet unit
are provided in Appendix A.
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Thebase plate and duct brackets were built from plywood . and the duct, pump section,
and nozzle walls were made from Lexan ® transpa rent plastic sheets . This was possible
because the original design incorporated developable sections. A lathe was used to form
the 5lB-inch aluminium shaft and wooden bearing support and nozzle cone. Due to time
limitations, the impeller was made from developed flat 1/8-inch aluminium sheets and
bent to give a rough representation of the shape of the conunercial impeller.
The model that resulted was innovative, but some modificat ions were required in order to
perform any meaningful tests. Some of the problems associated with the original model
included:
I. Inadequate impeller
2. Insufficient stiffness of the base plate
3. Warped shaft
4 . Fluid velocity measurement scheme was incomplete
5. Inadequate motor
6.2.2 Improving the Impeller
The original impeller was made from developed blade shapes and CUI OUI in flat
aluminium sheets (Duplain et al.. 2002). As such, there was no thickness distribution to
the impeller blades and the hydrodynamic lift and drag forces on each blade of the
impeller were inaccurate . A new impeller was therefore required that accurate ly
repre sented lhe shape and behaviour of the impeller used in the conune rcial waterjet.
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Based on the 2-dimensional impeller d iagrams prov ided in Appendix A, an impeller was
modelled using Rhinoceros® computer aided drafting software and is shown in Figure
6-3,
Figure 6-3, Comp uter Ge nera ted Imp eller Mod el
In order 10 translate the computer model into a physical impeller, some further
modification was required. In theory the trailing edges of eac h blade can be des igned to a
very fine point using computer software. Tolera nce restrict ions and strength
requirements, however, limit physical models and the thickness at the trailing edges of
the computer model was therefore increased to accommodate these constraints.
Rapid Prototyping (RP)
Rapid prototyping is one techn ology that enables the production of real objects from
computer aided design (CAD) data. It is the process by which an objec t is built from a
series of stacked cross sections developed by a 3·d imensional computer model. The
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advantage of RP technology is that it allows {or almost total geometrica l freedo m in
building parts that would have previously required many machining operat ions, or proven
impossible to build.
There are four principal rapid protot yping systems in use today
I . Stereolithography (SLA)
2. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)
3. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
4. Laminated Object Manufacture (LO~)
The first three of these techniques use plastic resins and the last uses glued paper. The
Rapid Prototyping Centre, located in the Engineering building at Memorial University is
equipped with a LO~I system and a small SLS. There is no requirement {or watertight
integrity for the model impeller of this study and the forces experienced during testing in
air were expected to bemuch less that those for the prototype in water. For these reasons,
the LOM was a suitable system for the product ion of the model impeller .
Laminated Object Manufacture - LOM
A simple diagram of a LOM system is shown in Figure 6-4 . Layers are buill by pulling a
sheet of pre-glued paper across a base plate and fixing it in place using a heated roller
that activates the glue.
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Figure 6·.... Lamin at ed Obj ect Manufacture System
The outline of each cross section is cut out of the paper using a laser with sufficien t
intensity to cut through a single sheet The base plate (piston) descends and the process
repeats until all of the cross sect ions have been cut. At the end of the build session.
excess material is removed to free the object. The built parts look like wood when
finished, but absorb moisture quickly and must be post processed immediately with an
epoxy that was specially designed for LOM technology. Although it suffers from the
's tair stepping effect' inherent to building obj ects in layers with a finite thickness, the
accuracy of LOM models is surpris ingly good (Shellabear, 1998). Reeves and Cobb
(1996) tested the dimensional accuracy of LOM techno logy on a specially designed test
pan and on the average. reported a 0.4% deviatio n from the comp uter aided drafting
CAD model. The stair stepping effect also results in a poorer surface finish than other RP
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methods , but objects buill using the laminated object manufacture system are ofte n quite
robust and can be hand finished and varni shed 10 improve structural integrity. Because
the raw material, paper, is cheap . me LOM is partic ularly suitable for large models .
Stereolithography (STL), or .sn. files are the stand ard input for LOM systems . It is a list
of the triangu lar surfaces that describe a comp uter -generated solid model. STL
specifications require that all adjace nt triangles share IWO commo n vertice s, and contai n
com pletely closed (watertight) polygon mes h objects (McS eel 2002 ). The model impell er
file was checked for watertig htness, and modified as required, until a suita ble STL file
cou ld be exported. The model impeller was then fabricated using the Memorial
Univers ity LOM system and sealed to provide increased stren gth and durability.
An advantage of using rapid prcrct yping techn ology is that rotati ng parts do not requi re a
grea t deal of balancing. The accuracy of the L OM mitiga ted the need for dimensional
balancing as eac h of the blades were made exa ctly the same, and contained the same
amount of mate rial. Static balancin g of the impeller was acco mplished using stepw ise
refinement of the positio n of small weights a ttached to the inside of the impe ller hub .
These weights .....ere moved unti l impell er movement was independent of blade position.
and there was no tende ncy for the part to fall wh en resting in a vertical position.
6.2.3 Improving the System Sti ffnes s
As illustrated in the fabricat ion dra wings pro vided in Appendix A. very litt le structural
support was ini tially designed for the wat erje t syste m. Even with a bala nced impeller, the
vibrations induced by the rotating mo lar, and the air flowing through the wind tunne l
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produced visible osci llation of the waterjet system. These osci llations were reduced a
great deal by stiffening the baseplate, and securing the wall of the wind tunnel. In
addition to this, a warped shaft, likely the result of previous impeller imbalance increased
the excitations. The problem of shaft warping was easily remedied by having another one
made while solving the other problems required some modification to the original
system.
In order to access objects in the wind tunnel , some of the side panels making up the walls
of the wind tunnel were free to swing on hinges. It was observed during preliminary
testing that the wall to which the waterjet unit was attached was experie ncing
considerable movement. The movement was attributed to insufficient securing of the
panel to the wind tunnel when the hinges were in the closed position . As shown in Figure
6·5 , two large pieces of2x4 timber were used to joi n the wind tunnel wall and the
swinging panel, which effectively closed the wall and prevented it from moving about it' s
hinges .
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Wind Tunnel
Swinging Panel
/
2x4 Stiffener
Walerjet Inlet Cutout
Wind Tunne l
Fasteners
Figure 6-5. Closing the W all of the Wind Tunnel
Figure 6-6 shows the original arrangement of the watcrjet system. The duc t sectio n is
fann ed from wooden bracke ts along the length of the waterjet system and attached to thc
side of the wind tunnel (wind tunnel wall). A motor drives the impeller and shaft, and
forces were measured using a dynamometer. In the interest of clarity , only one of the duct
brackets is shown. The original base plate configuration consisted of the dynamometer
and motor support. along with the support bracket .
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Figur e 6-6. Original Baseplate and Bra cket
This arrangement was not sufficient to control the osci llations of the system, and wooden
support beams that extended all the way to the floor were required. The improved
configuration is shown in Figure 6-7 .
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Figur e 6-7. Stiffened Walerj el Sys tem
The modifications described in this section went a long way in improving the overall
st iffness of the waterjet syste m. The balanced impelle r. and enhanced structura l support
at the motor eliminated the oscilla tions previously observed. and drastically reduced the
noise during regular operation.
6.2 .4 ImprOVing the Velocity Measurement Scheme
The time and financial constraints imposed on undergraduate students preve nted a full
analysis of the waterjet system (Duplaln et al., 2002). In previous experiments . pressure
measurements were taken at the inlet and out let (vena contracta) using Pitot tubes. and
converted to wind velocity. It was determined that in order to accurately describe the
waterjet system at a given shaft speed. velocity measurements would be required at
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severalmore locations. Hot-wire anemomerry (Chapter 5) was chosen as the method for
measuring wind velocity, and an enti rely new method (or measuri ng the wind velocity at
various locations throughout the wind tunnel was necessary .
In order to obtain a complete description of the waterje t system behaviour , data was
required at each of the stations specified in the momentum flux method (Chapter 4) . To
determine the behaviour at each station, a large number of sample points were required
througho ut its cross sect ion. It was also necessary to insert the hot wire probe directly
into the air stream. with as little disturban ce to the velocity as possible . It was decided
that a nwnber of templates , identical in diameter to the individual station cross sections .
would be installed directly below each station . The template consisted of a series of
equally spaced holes corre spondin g to locatio ns withi n the duct section and a mounting
bracket was installed on the templa te that was constrai ned to vertical motion. The hot
wire probe was then mounted to the bracket , and inserted through a small hole at the
bottom of each station. Figure 6-8 shows the mounting bracket and Figure 6·9 shows the
veloc ity template installed at station 2 of the waterjet system . Similar templates were
used to measure velocity at each of the statio ns located inside the waterjet (i.e . stations 2
through 6).
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Figure 6-8. Mounting Bracket
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Figure 6-9. Velocity Tem plate
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In order to measure the velocity of air exiting the waterjet a separate part was required,
and a stand was designed onto which the velocity template and mounting bracket cou ld
be installed. The part was free-standi ng and su itable for record ing data at both the nozzle
ex it (statio n 6), and the assu med vena cont rac ta (statio n 7). The position of the vena
contracta was approximated by locating the posit ion of maximum velocity of the jet
stream. Figure 6-10 shows the template support equipped with the velocity template and
mount ing bracket. Veloc ity measurements were made by adjusting the position of the
velocity probe with the mounting bracket:
Figu re 6· 10. Templat e Support
The template support was positioned at the waterjet centerline, and parallel to the cross
section at which data was being reco rded. Figure 6- 11 shows a top view of the template
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support at the assumed vena conrracta. The stand was moved closer to the waterjet
system for measurements at the nozzle exit.
rrlfi/fJ., "TemPlate -su-p-po-rt--'=>-~-"-"""--,t.,...,=""'-'-­
Waterjet Centerline
Figure 6-11. Top View of Template Support
Finally, the fluid behaviour at the wall of the wind tunne l was required in order to
understand the flow characteristics at the waterje t inlet. Accurate velocity measurements
were necessary at the undisturbed region at the far end of the wind tunnel (Station 0) and
at the inlet (Station l a), To accomplish this. a small bracket was designed to mount to the
wall of the wind tunnel and a hot-wire SUP(K)rt was built from a 5 mmaluminium
cylinder. The cylinder was free to move in one direction and was scored every 5
millimetre s so that velocity measurements acro ss the wind tunnel could then be taken at
very small increments. Figure 6- 12 shows the bracket. cylinder and hot-wire probe
assembly.
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Hot-wire Probe~
Figure 6-12. Win d Tu nne l Bracket Assembly
An overall view of the test apparatus is shown in Figure 6-13. It should be noted that only
one hoi-wire probe was used for the tests and that the portable template support stand and
wind tunnel bracke t assembly were removed for tests inside the waterjet unit.
Bracket Assembly
werenet urstI Hot-wire Probe
'-'-~J='
veccnv terrctetee
Figure 6-13. Tes t ing Appa ra tus
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6.3 Model Tests
6.3.1 Data Acqu isition
Before formal testing could be done. a series o f preliminary runs were necessary to
determine suitable shaft speeds. and sampling frequencies . In order to fully understand
the structural limitations of the model impeller . a series of destructive tests would have
been required . These tests are both time-consumi ng and expensive. It was decided. then.
that preliminary testing of the impeller should begin at low shaft speeds. and gradually
increase to a safe operating level using engineering judgement.
Preliminary testing showed that at speeds greater than 1000 RPM. the impeller
experienced increased vibration and noise. The behaviour of the pan was unpredictable at
such speeds and it was determined that the highest shaft speed that should be attempted
was 1000 revolutions per minute.
The data obtained for time averaged analysis must be non-correlated. This can be
achieved when the time between samples is at least two times larger than the integral
time scale of the velocity fluctuations (Jorgensen. 2002) . The following statistical
parameters are required for the work of this study:
Mean velocity (U.......):
where N is the number of samples and U, represent s the individual data points.
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Standard deviat ion of veloci ty (UrmI ) :
[6 .2)
Turbulence intensity (Tu):
(6.3J
In add ition. the auto-correlation functio n is use d to define the integra l time sca le. which is
necessary to calc ulate the time interval betw ee n statistica lly uncorrelated data :
Auto-correlation functio n (R.('t)):
[6.4J
where T is Ihe integ ral time scale and x(t) is a long time series sa mpled according to the
Nyquist criteria.
Auto-correlat ion coeffi cien (P.( t»:
Integral time scale (Td:
p (r)= l!.!:l
, R,(O)
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The procedure (or time averaged analysis using hot-wire anemometers is outlined below
(Dantec 2002)
1. Estimate:
Velocity, U [mls]
Turbulence intensity, Tu [%]
Integral time-scale, T1[sl
2. Select the desired uncertain ty and confidenc e level :
Uncertainty. U [%] , in U..-
Confide nce level {l -a) (ct.]
3. Calculate the sampling rate, SR:
SRS....!...-
2T,
4. Calculate the number of samples, N:
N '" ( .; -(1)-Tur'where t is the variable related to the confidence level (I -a) of
the Gaussian probabilit y density (unction (Tab le 6- 1):
Ta ble 6-1. Confid ence Levels for Ga ussian Proh abilit y Densit y Function
z,j 2 (1·a)%
1.65 90
1.96 95
2.33 98
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Velocity measurements were taken at a number of locations throughout the waterjet
system and statistical analysis was performed . Preliminary data revealed an average
turbulence intensity of 8.5% at stations 2.3.6. and 7 wi th inceesed values near the wall of
the waterjet. where the velocity appraoched zero. In addition to this. turbulence intensity
at the impeller were much higher. Based on the auto-correlation function, the average
integral time scale of the data collected was 9.25s. with maximum and minimum integral
time scales 10.02 s and 7.26 s, respectively. It is reconunended that the time between
samples be at least twice this value. or at leas t 205. The sampling rate was calculated 10
SR s 2(1 ~.02) · 0.050
Typical uncertainty estimates for velocity data using hot-wire anemometry are around 3%
and the maximum turbulence intensity that provides meaningful results is around 20%
(Jorgensen, 2002). These values. along with a confidence level of 98 %, reveal a suitable
number of samples to be :
N . G ·(2.33). 20)' • 241
Based on these findings, it was decided that data would besampled 35 times per second,
for 10 seconds such that:
SR =..!..-= 0.029
35
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N = 35samples x lO.f= 350 samples
1,
11is recognised that the sampling rate is low compared with the impe ller rotation
frequency (16 rps) and that data was only sampled twice per impeller revolution. The
sampled data was therefore sensitive to pulsat ing effects in the impeller .
6.3.2 Test Matrix
Using the setup shown in Figure 6-13. velocity measurements were recorded at a shaft
speed of lOOOrpm and windtunnel velocity of 5 m/s. Recall from the section on the
momentum nux method (Chapter 4) the following station locations:
Station number l ocation
0 Free Stream
ta Inlet veicct Profile
1 Inlet Point Of renoencv
2 Inlet Throat
3 Pum Face
4 Intemal Pump Point
5 Pum Exit
6 Nozzle
7 Vena Contracta
Figure 6-1~. Station Locations
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The collected data was stored in Microsoft Excel ® spreadsheets and analysed using a
Matlab® routine designed by the author. The routine , located in Appendix B was
designed with a graphical user interface (OUl ) that allowed the user to view the I
dimensional data as velocity profiles and the 2 dimensiona l data as velocity contour s.The
exprimental data used in the Matlab routine s is provided in Appendix C
Station 0
Station 0 was located at the end of the wind tunnel, far from the warerjet inlet. If the wall
of the wind tunnel is modelled as a flat plate, then the following formula, know n as the
In power law, is a good approximatio n for experimentally observed turbulent flows
(Acheson, 1998):
[6.71
where y is the distance from the plate (wall) and oS is the boundary layer thickness . The
free stream velocity profile was measured using the windtunnel bracket describe d in
Figure 6-12. Figure 6-15 shows a comparison of the measured velocities, labelled as
'Raw Data ' . and the theoretical approximation given by [6.7]. The free-stream velocity
profile measured at station 0 is in close agreement with the theoretical approximation
except at y~. where ouloy=oo,and the equation is not valid.
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0.02 0.03. 0.04 0.'" • , 0_06 - 0.07
i'fo llontal Ol stJn ~.. fro", Wal1[mJ
Figure 6-15. Free Stream Velocity Profile
Stat ion la
The nature of the flow approaching the waterjet inlet was meas ured at station t a. Thi s
station is importa nt in the determination of the energy and momentum fluxes as it is from
the change in fluxes between statio n la and station 7 tha t waterjet performance is
eva luated . As noted previously, data at statio n la was record ed with the inlet closed
(Chapter 4). The velocity profile at station l aogiven in Figure 6-16, shows that there is
less agree ment betwee n the theoret ical and experi menta l data at thi s station compared to
the free stream. The discre pancy can be attrib uted to inconsistencies along the wall of the
wind tunnel as the flow progre ssed. As fluid flowed from the free strea m to statio n l a, the
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wall material changed from plywood to plastic and back to plywood . The transition from
one surface to another caused disturba nces in the flow that most likely resulted in small
eddy currents near the wall, and subsequently higher velocities. The theoretical
approximation is therefore less applicable at station lao
Figure 6-16. Stati on 10 Velocit y P rofile
Velocity Contours
The following figures illustrate the flow behaviour through the waterjet . The contours are
shown with the waterjet rotated ninety degrees anticlockwise, that is, with the waterjet on
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its side and the inlet facing the wall of the wind tunnel , as it was during the experimen t.
Figure 6·17 illustrates the orientation of the contour plots:
Figure 6-17. Contour plot orientatio n
Station 2 is located at the inlet throat and the contour plot. Figure 6-18, shows a high
velocity concentratio n at the inlet side of the cross section (bottom) . According to
Verbeek et aL (1998), this is due to the boundary layer under the hull of the waterjet
(wind tunnel waLl). Their research showed that the uniform velocity in this boundary
layer resulted in the entrainment of high-speed fluid at the bottom of the duct inlet , and
low speed fluid at the top of the duct. The region of maximum velocity is slightly off-
centre due to the swirling action of the impeller . At the top the cross section there is a
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region of very low velocity. This is due to the presence of the shaft penetrating the cross
section.
·0 .15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
Horizontal Distance [m]
Figur e 6-18. Stati on 2 Velocity Contou r
Station 3 and station 5 are located at the pump face and pump exit. respective ly. The
influence of the impeller in these areas made it difficult to interpret the flow behaviour
with a great deal of accuracy. This may be a consequence of the relationship between the
sampling frequency and the frequency of the impelle r, discussed previously. In order to
obtain a more confident interpretation of the flow in this area more study is required.
Such an investigation , however, is not the focus of this study and the statistical
information provided by the cross-sections was assumed sufficient . This is one possible
limitation of the physical model that could benefit from numerical investigation and the
numerical simulation that forms the second part of this study provides a level of detail
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sufficient for integration across these stations. The velocity contours for station 3 and
station 5 are shown in Figure 6·19 and Figure 6-20 , respectively .
Statio n 3 Velocity Conto urs fr om Experiment
I . ""'-_
o.rs- / 2: 2,'!I ....2:2S~ """--
E a" l 2fU22"J-S_2~ ~\ '
";;o.os- r.J <1;115 . .S2.7~~§ 1# ,l ~));.~~
.!!! 0·22.5 (I r5 2.25
:! 1 \ \.12.7S"{' 0.3 l !~.a.as 2\~~~is\,;.7~~ .a·'f \Us?5)'§ 5/
-0.15 - ~2 ~
0.15 0.1 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15
Hori zontal Distance [m]
Figure 6-19. Station 3 Velocity Contour
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Station 5 Veloci ty Contours from Experiment
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Figure 6·20. Station 5 Velocity Contour
Station 6 is locate d at the nozzle. As shown in Figure 6-2 1, the maximum velocity is
much higher than at previous locations, since the diamet er of the cross sectio n is less than
the diameter thro ughout most of the waterjet. Data was recorded outside the boundary of
the:nozzle purely for academic interest. as it was necessary to show that the flow was
highly conce ntrat ed beyond the pump section .
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Stati on 6 Veloc ity Contours f rom Experim ent
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Figure 6·21. Sta tion 6 Velocity Contour
Station 7 is located at the assumed vena contracta and shown in Figure 6-22. Although
the diameter of the cross section was assumed to be less than that of station 6, data was
recorded at many points in order to ensure that all of the necessary infonna tion was
obtained . The exact limits of the cross sectio n were calculated after the flowrate through
the waterjet system was determined and the location of the vena contracta was acquired
by CFD analysis. Tbe infonnatio n obtained at this station. however . was very valuable in
the valida tion of the CFD simulation described in Chapter 8.
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Stat ion 7 Veloci ty Con to urs fro m Experiment
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Figure 6-22. Station 7 Velocity Contour
The veloc ity data for stat ions 2,3.5 and 6 were average d and divid ed by their respective
cross sectional areas in order to ob tain the volume flowrate through the waterjer system.
The data, shown in Table 6-2. was the n used to validate the numerical simulation
describedin the following chapter. As mentioned in Chap ter 5. single wire crA
anemometers are limited to velocity measurements one direction. The inab ility of these
probes to measure velocity direction contributes to the uncertainty in flow measurement
and variation in flowrate thro ugho ut the waterjet. The effec t is mOSI significa m in areas
of high turbulenc e, such as near the impe ller.
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Table 6-2 , Volume Flowr ate Throu gh Waterj et
, m'/s..,,~ Area: m; 'Volume FloWrate m Is '
t.ot e -ot 2.97E·01
+00 t .01E-Ot 2.21E-01
+00 9.57E-02 2.63E-01
4,70E-02 2.18E-01
2.50E-01
6.4 Uncertainty of Hot-wire Measurem ents
The current ISO uncertainty model combines the uncertainty contributio ns from
individual input variables into a total uncertainty at a given confidence level (Choi et al.,
2(03) . The uncertainty of the results from CTA hot-wire measurements are therefore a
combination of the uncertainties of the individually acquired voltages conve rted into
velocity and the uncertainty of the statistic al analysis of the velocity series (Jorgensen.
2002). The following section presents uncertainty considerations published by Dantec, a
manufacturer of constant temperature anemometers.
The relative standard uncertainty is given by:
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where.
Xi - input variable
Yi- OUtpU I variable
S - sensitivity factor (~)
ox,
K; - coverage factor related to the distributions of the input variance (Gaussian.
rectangular. etc.)
Since most engineering applications are assumed to have Gaussian error distribution. The
9~% confidence level normally required can be achieved through multiplication of the
standard uncertain ty with a coverage factor of 2. so that the total relative expanded
uncertainty becomes :
[6.9J
The uncertainty associated with a velocity samp le is a combination of the uncertainties of
each component of the crA system:
6.4.1 Anemometer
For commercially available anemometers. the uncertain ty due 10 drift . noise and
repeatability are negligible and do not contri bute 10 the overall uncerta inty in any
significant manner, in comparison to other error sources . In addition, as long as the
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frequencie s associated with me flow are less man 50% of me cut off frequency, lhe
frequencies of lhe flow do not contribute to lhe uncertainty. With respect to the prese nt
study. the sampling frequencies were chosen to acco mmoda te this restriction and
minimise the uncertainty.
At the impeller, however, the blade pass frequenc y is closer to the cut-off frequency, and
the uncertainty of measurement s near the pump is substantially larger.
6.4.2 Calibration and Conversion
Cal ibration generally comprises a major source of the uncertain ty in a physical
experiment . The uncerta inty due to calibrati on equipment can be expressed as:
The uncertainty associated with the digital anemometer used for calibration is
appro ximately 0.6% (Surardi . 2002).
Lineari sation uncerta inty is related to curve fitt ing errors and is calcu lated from the
sta ndard deviation of the curve fitting errors in the ca libration points STDV(~Uful) :
The standard uncertainty rela ted to data acquisition is given by:
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16.12)
where EADis the input range of the data acquis ition board, n is it's resol ution in bits, U is
the velocity and the final term is the slope of the inverse calibration curve.
6.4.3 Exper imental Conditions
The alignment of the probe before and after calibration is referred to as the positio n
uncenai nry. The relati ve standard uncenainty assoc iated with probeposition is expressed
Probe position can normally be assumed to be 68=1 °.
[6.131
The temperature variations that arise between calibration and ex perimentation give rise to
sys tematic errors that. if not correc ted, may co ntribu te to uncerta inty, The relative
standard uncertai nty is:
I I I (A )"U(U ). _._.__ . - ·U~+I
- J3 U T.. - r, B
where
Tw - is the sensor temperature
To - is the ambient reference temperature
16.141
~T - is the difference between the ambient reference temperature and the temperature
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during calibration.
A,B - are constants that result from the power law calibration function
In addition, the velocit y is representative of the mass flux, and any variations in density
along with temperature will contribute to the uncertain ty. In air, this gives the following :
(6.15)
Ambient pressure fluctuati ons influence the density of the fluid medium, and hence the
velocity that is calculated. The uncertainty is expressed as:
u(u" l=·jdp,:'6P1 (6.161
Changes in humidity also contribute to uncerta inty, as they alter gas composi tion. This
uncertainty can be expressed as:
(6.17)
In general, the influence of hear transfer per l kPa change in water vapour pressure , p.....is
very small and can oflen be neglected.
The following table summarises the uncertainty associated with velocity samples
obtained for the experiments oft his study:
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Table 6-3. Uncerta inty for Hot-wire Anemometer
~;,~u~:d!(~~, .~~ ~~ikri~ Inpl.ltValue.or~t~r:~~:l ,tVPlcaJvalue
ca librator .... 0.60% 0 006
ureansenon .~ 0.50% 0 ,005
AID resolut ion E" tuvcns 0.0013
n 12 bit
Probe sitionin , , 0
Temperatu re venesceet .T , 'C 0 008
r em rature varlatlons2 .T , 'C 0.002
Ambi en1
"'""
. P 10 kPa 0.006
Humidity .e_ 1 kPa 0
R8IatJV88lC nded uncertain
""
Addi tional uncertainties in the experiment include the uncertai nty associated with the
instrument used to measure shaft speed and the pos itioni ng of the hot-wire temp late .
Great care was taken to ensure that the holes in the hot-wire templat e were positioned to
dire ctly coi ncide with co-o rdinates within the station cross section . Som e error, however,
is inherent to the system, and is assumed to be on the ord er of 0.05 mm.
An add itional uncertain ty arise s from the direc tion al limitations of the hal -wire probe.
The probe was assumed to be aligned with the axial flow , but thro ugh the course of
testing the flow mayor may not have been directed perpendicular to the sensor . This
uncerta inty was assumed to be 1%.
Furtherm ore, it was observed duri ng prelimi nary testing that after consi derable time
(about an hour). the mean velocity of the air acc elerated through the wind tunnel varied
on the average of 0.3 mls. The situation rema ined eve n after considerabl e warm-up time
was given to the wind tunnel. A consequence of this was that the wind tunnel velocity
had to be continually monitored duri ng testi ng and required occasional adjusting. This
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appears to be a problem with the wind tunnel fan and a mechanical uncertainty, therefore
exists that mayor may not be systematic . While an effort was made to ensure that the
velocity of the air in the wind tunne l was kept at 5 mis, a delay between the observed
velocity fluctuation and a subsequent adjustment of the wind tunnel fan was inevitable.
The mean velocity throughout the duration of each test was no doubt 5 mls but further
observation of the wind tunnel is required in order to understand the observed behaviour .
The uncertainty in the mean wind tunnel velocity, howe ver, was assumed to realised by
the uncertainty in the calibration curve (Iinearisation). as a considerable amount of time
was required for calibration before and after testing . Based on the uncertainty analysis, an
overall uncertainty of 5% was assumed for the waterjct system.
The turbulence intensi ty throughout the system was similar to that observed during
preliminary testing and an average turbulence intensity of 8% was calculated. The
sampling rate and number of samples collec ted were therefore adequate for testing of the
waterjet system.
The most important result that can be obtained from the experiment is the volumetric (or
mass) flcwrate . The parameter was used in conjunction with various point data to validate
the numerical simulation discussed in the fo llowing section.
6.5 Summary
Various modifications to the original test platform were necessary in order to obtain a
suitable testing apparatus. Improvements to the system stiffness resulted in much less
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system vibration and noise , and an impeller built using rapid prorotypmg tech nolog y
provided a more accurate representation of commercially available prototypes.
Wind veloci ty data was recorded at seven locations using a sampling rate of 35 sample s
per second and turbulence intensity was found be within the acceptable limits . Th e
uncerta inty associated with the velocity samples was de termined accordin g to ISO
standards and was found 10 be on the ord er of 3%. When the addi tio nal factors that
contributed to the uncertai nty of the test were considered. a conse rvative estimat e of 5%
was appropriate for the overall experi mental uncertainty.
The veloc ity profiles and contour plots of the data show tha t the system behaves as it is
inte nded, with a concentra ted jet stream at the nozzle exit and vena comracta. While the
data collec ted is sufficien t to assess the perfo rma nce characteristics using the momen tum
flux method, a greater level of deta il is possib le through numerical simulation.
The numerical simulation. discussed in the following chapter was validated by lhe
experimental observa tions and provides the researcher with an extremely usefu l too l for
determining waterjet performance characteristics .
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7 Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics
7.1 Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is conce rned with obtaining numerical solutions to
fluid flow problems using computer simulation. The techniques are multidisciplinary, and
have been incorporated into the design of je t engi nes. internal combust ion engines and
drag characteristics of ships, to name a few.
More economical software and high performance comp uting hardware have led to recent
adva nces in CFD analysis. These advances make CFD an attractive alternative to
experimental-based analysis for several reasons;
}lo The cost of evaluati ng new designs is substantially lower
> II is possible to study systems where contro lled experiments are difficult or
impossible 10perform
... The detail of results is practically unlimited
At present. the scarcity of qualified personnel, rather than the availability of suitable
software and hardware limit the advancement of CFD analysis (Anderson. 1995).
7.2 The Elements 01 CFD code
CFD code is structured around numerical integration algorithms and all CFD codes are
made up of three main elements: ( I) a pre-processor, (2) a solver and. (3) a post-
processor (Mason, 1998.)
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7.2.1 The Pre-proc essor
The flow problem is input into the CFD code. transformed into suitable form, and passed
onto the solver. This stage involves identifying the problem. defining the computational
doma in. and generating the grid. Nodes defined inside each cell detenni ne the solution of
the flow problem in terms of pressure. temperature, etc.. and the number of cells inside a
grid governs the accuracy of the solution. Grid s are finer in areas of wide variation and
coarser where little changes occur. The tuning of this grid is oflen the most time-
consuming aspect of CFD analysis.
7.2.2 Solver
The model is set up in the solver and the solut ion is computed by numerica l solution
techniques such as finite element. finite volume, or spectral methods. The solution is then
monitored until convergence is achieved throu gh pre-defined crite ria. The details of each
solution technique are provided in section 7.4.
7.2.3 Post Processor
The post-processing field of computational fluid dynamics has benefited greatly from
advances in computer graphics. Versatile data visualisation tools are common in most
CFD packages and offer the user a variety of options for displaying solutions to CFD
problems. These include streamlines. contour plots. particle tracking. 3D surface plots,
and animation, to name a few. The overall flow pattern can be investigated in the post
processor to see if key features of the system have been adequately resolved and if grid
independence has been achieved (Fluent. 2(01).
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7.3 Grid Definition and Meshing
Mesh generation is the process by which a solution domain is discretized into a num ber
of smaller , non-overlapping, geometrically simple elements . As over 50% of the time
spent in industry on a CFD project is devo ted to grid generation (Roache, 1998), the
techniques used to define and refine the grid (or mesh) are constant ly under
improvement.
In general , since the solution to a flow problem is defined at nodes inside each cell
(element ), the larger the number of cells in a grid, the greater the solution accuracy . An
overly fine mesh, however , can weigh heav ily on computer resources and take an
extremely long time to converge. The cost of a solution in terms of its necessary
comp uter hardware and computational time is therefore a function of grid size, and a
balance must exist between sufficiently accurate solut ions and available comp uter
resources. Meshes generally fall into two categories: structured and unstructured.
Struct ured meshes are ordered meshes made from a systematic system of node and
element numbering related to the generation of the grid (Thornhill 2002) . A benefit of
structured meshes is that the connec tivity does not need to be stored, and the computer
memory requirements arc reduced . Unfortuna tely, this type of mesh does not adapt well
to complex geometries. While techniques have been developed whereby the domain is
subdivided into a set of smaller, topog raphica lly simple sub-domains (multiblocking) , the
solve r fails to efficiently resolve the interfaces between them. For complicated geometry,
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then, structured meshes require separate struc tured grids that are mapped to the sub-
domains , which increases comp uter resource requirements.
Unstructured meshes are an extreme case of the multi block approach, where the blocks
have become so small that they no longer require a local mesh. Elements, then , can be
ordered in any fashion as long as they conform to the boundaries of the domain. Their
connectivity , however, must be stored, along with details on the nodes that neighbour
them. The advantag e of unstructured meshes is that they can be used for complicated
geometry and used in combi nation with any element type. This is know n as hybrid
mesh ing, and may be used to optim ize a mesh thro ugh refinement in areas of large
variation, and coarsen ing in areas of little change .
The software chosen for the simu lation of this study was CFX 5.6®. The program has
been used extensively in the analysis of jet flows , turbo machinery, and hull and wake
analysis (CFX Update, 2002). CFX-5 solves the full system of hydrodynamic equations
simul taneously with its coupl ed multigrid solver and has proven to be a reliable, robust,
and fast engineering tool.
CFX is capable of performing analyses on a variety of three-dimensiona l eleme nt shapes
including prismatic, pyramidal, and hexahedral. Three meshing modes are availab le:
1. Advanced Front and Inflation
2. Patran Volume Meshing
3. Paving and IsoMe shing
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The Advanced Front and Inflation (AR) method produces a triangular surface mesh
using either Del aunay or Advanci ng Front surface meshing (CFX:' Pre , 2003) . The
volume mesh generated contai ns tetrahedral dements, along with prismatic and
pyramidal ele ments if inflation is used. Intlation prod uces a com putatio nally efficient
mesh near the boundaries through a series of prismatic volume elements grown from
pyramidal elemen ts at the surface . This is useful for resolving the mesh near the wall
boundary, where velocity gradient s are large normal to the surface and small parall c:1 to it.
The AF I mesber works by manipulati ng a previously defi ned three-dime nsio nal regio n
where the 'front' of triangular elements generated by the surface mesher are transformed
into a volume mesh. This is the defau lt mesh ing mode in CFX. and is genera lly adequa te
for most eng ineering problems.
Paean Volu me meshing prod uces many different e leme nt types from a triangular or
quadril ateral surface mesh . With this method. a separate. neutral file is crea ted and
expo rted into CFX .
Paving and lso ,,"les hing produce s a triangular surface mes h from unstructu red or
struc tured surface meshes . It is not recomme nded since the capabilities of the AA mode
exceed the capabilities of this mode (CFX - Pre, 2(03 ).
The two aspect s that chara cteri se a successful CFD simulation are con vergen ce of the
iterative process and grid indepe ndence. Conve rgence considerations are discussed in
(7.5), and this section will conclude with a discussion of grid indepen dence. Good initia l
grid design is the result of careful analysis and insight into the expected propert ies of the
flow. In orde r to elimi nate error s associ ated with the grid coarse ness, a grid dependence
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study must be performed . This is a process of successive refinement of the grid until
certai n key results do not change (v eersreeg & Mala lasekera, 1995), and is an integral
part of all high quality CFD studies.
7.4 Solution Methods
Finite difference method
Finite difference is the oldest numerical method to obtain approximate solutions to
different ial equations. The unknowns of a problem (41) are described by point samples at
the node points of a grid of co-o rdinate lines. Truncated Taylor series expansions are
used to generate finite difference approximations of derivat ives of 41. Disadvantages of
the method are that it requires a Cartesia n grid, and that discretization errors can lead to
violation of conserva tion laws (Thomhill 2003 ).
Finite Element method
The fini te element method was first developed in the 19505 (or analysi ng aircraft
structures. Simple piecewise functions on elements are used to describe the local
variations of the unknowns. The piecewi se approximations are substituted into the
governing equation s and the residuals are minimised by multiplying them by a weighting
factor. and integrating. A set of algebraic equations for the unknow n coefficients of the
approxi mating functions is then obtained.
Spectral Methods
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The unknowns are approximatedby truncated Fourier series polynomials.These
approximationsare not local as in the finite elementapproach.and are valid throughout
the computationaldomain. Algebraicequations for the Fourier series are providedby a
weightingresiduals concept similar10that of the finite element method.
The Finite Volume Method
The most well established and thoroughly validated technique; finite volume methods
weredeveloped in order 10 overcome the drawbacks of the finite difference method.The
numerical algorithm consists of formalintegration of the conservation of mass laws over
all of the finite control volumesof the solution domain and discretizing them such that
velocity, pressure and temperature can be calculated (Lev eque, 2(02 ). The terms in the
integratedequation that representflow processes such as convection, diffusion, and
sources, are replaced by a variety of approximationssimilar to those used in the finite
differencemethod. The integralequationscan then beconverted into a systemof
algebraicequationsthat can besolved by the iterativemethod.
Control volume integrationdistinguishesthe finite volumemethod from all others, and
me basic quantities of mass and momentum are conservedat the discrete level. This is me
main advantage of me finite volume method.For conservation of a general flow variable
($) within a finite control volume. a balance must exist between the processes that lend to
increase or decrease it. In words (Atkins. 2(0 3):
[""'Of"'."''"''J ['."fl",O" J[''' fl'.,"f'J [~. '.""OfJUIthe control • from convection + fromd,ffuslOn .;. creeoon otevolumw wjth mto cont rol mto control mside control~Spe<:I IO lime volume volume volume
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Convection refers to transport due to fluid flow , diffusion refers to transport due to
variations of Ijlfrom point to point, and source terms are associa ted with the creation or
destruction of e.
An iterative approach is required to solve the non-linear behavio ur demonstrated by the
transport equations and the most popular solution procedures are the TDMA line-by-line
solver of the algebraic equations, coupled with the STh1PLE algorithm to ensure correct
linkage between pressure and velocity (Thornhill, 2002).
7.5 Problem solving using CFD
Typical decisions that have to be made by the CFD user include whether to model the
problem in two or three dimensions , exclude the effects of ambient temperature or
pressure variations on the density of air or to solve the turbulent flow equations.
Three concepts usefu l in determining the success or failure of a mathematical algorithm
are convergence, consistency, and stability.
Convergence is the property of a method to approach the exact solution as grid
spacing, control volume size or element size is reduced to zero.
Consistency is the ability of a numerical system to demonstrate equivalency with
the original governing equations, as grid spacing tends to zero.
Stability is associated with the damping of errors as the numerical method
proceeds. If the technique is not stable , then wild oscillations or even divergence
can result.
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Establish ing convergence by reducing the mesh spacing to zero is extremely difficult and
time consuming so alternati ve method s have been developed to arrive at the same
conclu sion. These are known as robust methods and are highlighted by the concept s of
conservativeness. boundedness, and transport iveness ( vee rsteeg & Malalasekera. 1995).
Conser vativeness ensu res fluid property 41 is locally conserved on each control
volume. This. in turn, ensures globa l conservation for the entire domain .
Boundedness is simila r to stability and requires that a linear problem (without
sources) be bounded by the maximum and minimum values of a flow variable .
Although flow problems are non-linear, it is nonetheless important to study the
behaviour of closely related linear problems .
Transportiveness accounts for the directionality of influencing (in terms of the
relative strength of diffusion vs. convect ion). Diffusive phenome na indicate that a
change in one property (temperature. for exam ple) affects the property in equal
measure in all directions. Convective phenomena indicate that the influencing
exis ts exclusively in the flow direction, such that a point will only experie nce
effects due to changes at upstream locations.
Robust methods have been incorporated into all finite volume schemes and have been
widely shown to lead to successfu l CFD simulations . It should be stressed that good CFD
simulation is the resu lt of a strong grid. and informed decisions regarding the expected
properties of the flow. It is a powerful problem-solving tool that can be validated through
experimentation.
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CFX is a general purpose CFD code thai uses the finite volume method exclusively.
Within the solver. however. there are many parameters that may be specified depending
on the problem specifics and flow conditions. The following sections describe the details
of the CFX solver. and optimization techniqu es that may be employed to arrive at a
converged CFD solution.
7.5.1 Numerical Discretizationof the Finite Volume Method
The general transport equation can be written in the following form:
The left side is described by the rate of change term and the convective term. The
[7 .1)
diffusive term (I'ediffusion coefficient) and the source term are descri bed by the right
side of the equation. Integration of the transport equation over a three-dimensional
control volume is the key step of the finite volume method:
f _(peldV + f d;,(P",)dv ~ f d;,(r gmd.)dV + f S,dV [7.21
cv at cv cv cv
The Gauss divergence theorem is used to transform volume integrals into surface
integrals (Acheson, 1998):
[7.31
The theorem is used to re-write the convect ive and diffusive terms as integrals over the
entire bounding surface. Note that n, a is the component of vector a in the direction of
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the vector n normal to the surface clement da
.".- f pqxIV+f n .(p";)M =fn-(rg,"d~)dA + f S,dV [7.41
dt cv ... ... cv
The volume integrals represent source or accumulation terms, while the surface integrals
represent the integration of flux terms. In all but a few special cases, these equat ions
cannot be analysed analytically, and must be replaced by algebraic approximations and
solved using a numerica l method .
7.5.2 Segregated and Coupled Solvers
Once the equation s are discret ized , techniques must be identified for solv ing them.
Segregated method s solve the discretized equations individually, check for con vergence ,
and iterate stepwi se throug h all of the equations until convergence is achieved (Thornhill,
2002). The moment um equa tions are first solv ed using an assumed pressure, and an
equation for the corrected pressure is obtained . This procedure, known as the 'guess and
correct method ' leads to a large number of itera tions, and relaxatio n parame ters must be
carefully selected for each of the variables in the equa tion .
Coupled methods , on the other hand, solve the dynamic equation s as a single system and
uses a fully implicit discret ization of the equations at any given time step (CFX Solve r
Theory, 2002). For steady-state problems. the time step parameter can be used to
accele rate the solution and reduce the numbe r of iterations required before convergence is
achieved.
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CFX uses a coupled solver by default, because it is faster than the traditio nal segregated
solver and less iteration is required to achieve converg ence. In addition, a coupled
treatment of the discretized equat ions is more robust, efficient , and simpl e, than a
segregated approac h. The method is equally appl icable to structu red and unstruc tured
meshes , while a potential drawback of the coupled solve r is that more storage is needed
for all of the unknow n coefficien ts.
Advection Schemes
Convection and diffusion play an important ro le in CFD simulation. It is important to
account for the fact that diffusion spread s its influence in all directions, while convection
is segregated to the direction of flow . The main difficulty with discretizi ng the convection
terms is in the calculation of the transported value (lj) at the cont rol volume faces and the
convect ion flux across its boundaries (Patankar, 1995). An important feature of a
discretization scheme, therefore, is its ability to account for convect ion and diffusio n at
each contro l volume. The advectio n term is discre tized in CFX accord ing to the follow ing
function :
[7.5J
where,
O;p -value of the ltJat the integration point of interest
¢up- value of the upwind node
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V$- gradientofljl
r - vector from the upwind node to ip
~ - choices for Pgive rise to different advection schemes
Several discretization schemes have been dev eloped and include:
Central differencing - the value of a nod e is found from the average value of the
nodes surrounding it. The method is seco nd-order accurate, but can suffer from
decoupling issues and produce solutions that oscillate about an exact solution. The
method is generally only valid for Large Eddy Simula tions (LES) .
1.1 order upwind differencing - the conve cted value of a node is taken to beequal
to the value at the upstream node (flow direction is considered ). The method is
numerica lly stable and does no t introduce the same oscillation problems inherent
to the central differencing scheme. A major drawbac k of this method is that
erroneous results are produced when the grid is not aligned with the flow . The
scheme causes the transported propertie s to smear, and is referred to as false
diffusion. The method is not recommended to obtain final results .
Numerical Advect ion Correction Scheme (Specif y Blend) - the diffusive
properties of the upwind differencing scheme are reduced by introducing a
numerica l advection correction , whic h is essentiall y an anti-diffusive flu" added
to the upwind scheme (CFX Solver T heory, 2002). The method is less
numerically stable than the upwind differencing scheme, and may introduce some
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oscillation about the exact solution. The method is suitab le for obtaining final
results, but is less robust than the high resolution scheme.
High Resolution Scheme - based on the work of Bath and Jesperson (1989), the
method calculates f} close to second order accuracy without violating
boundedness principles. The blend factor is varied throughout the domain based
on the local solution field in order to enforce the boundedness criteria . The
method reduces first order near-disco ntinuities and variation in the free stream
and is recommended for obtaining final solutions.
7.5.3 Pressure-Velocity Coupling
The treatment of pressure by the equations used in the finite volume method needs
special consideration . The transport equations for each velocity component in a flow (the
momentum equations) contain pressure gradient terms that cannot be expressed in terms
of velocity . lfthe pressure gradient is known, the process of solving the discrerized
equations is similar to the schemes already described . In general, however, the pressure
field is not known beforehand, and it is something to be detennined as part of the
solution.
In compressible flows, the continuity and energy equations can be used as transport
equations for density, and temperature, respect ively, and pressure can be determined from
the equation of state p =p(p,T) . For incompressible flows, however, the density is
constan t and not linked to the pressure and there is a coupling between the pressure and
velocity. The result is that a pressure equation must be derived as a constraint on the
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solution s of the Navier-Stokes equation to satisfy continuity. If the correc t pressu re field
is applied in the momentum equatio ns, the res ulting velocity field should satisfy
conti nuity (Anderson, 1995).
Sever al algorithms have been developed to overcome this problem :
SIMPLE - Semi-Implic it Method for Pressure Limited Equations. This is a guess
and correct procedure , where solution fields are generated from the momentu m
and conti nuity equation s and iterated un til there is convergence of the velocity
and pressure fields . The method is suitable for correcti ng veloci ties , but not
adequate for determining pressu re.
SIMPLER - Simple Revised . Sim ilar to the SIMPLE method, but a discre tized
equation for pressure is used instead of a pressure correction. Orig inally
developed to overcome the shortcom ings of SIMPLE, the metho d has prove n to
increase solve r performa nce.
SIMPLEC - SIMPLE Con sisten t. Fo llows the same steps as the SThfPLE method,
but the less important terms are om itted from the velocity correction.
PISO - Pressure lmplicity with Splitti ng of Operators. Uses a single predictor step
and two conector steps per iteratio n. The met hod may be regarded as an extension
of SIM:PLE with a further correc tor step to enhance it .
When pres sure and velocity are stored at the same location in a grid they are said to be
collocated. Collocated grids give rise to a decoupling of odd-pressure nodes from the
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even pressure nodes. This 'checker-board' pattern leads to indeterminate oscilla tions of
the pressure field. Two common solutions to this problem are:
1. Store the pressure and velocity at differen t locations using a staggered grid
2. Use a collocated grid but modify the traditional interpolation formula
The SL\1PLE algorithm and its derivatives employ a staggered grid to overcome this
problem. The staggered grid arrangement stores velocity components halfway between
the pressure nodes and results in a different set of control volumes. The advantages of
this technique are :(1) pressure is stored at the points required to compute force, and no
interpolation is required and (2) velocity components are stored at the points required to
establish mass conservation . The disadvantages of the technique are: (1) added geometric
complexity and (2) velocity nodes may cease to exist halfway between pressure nodes in
non-cartesian meshes.
A collocated grid may also be used in conjunct ion with Rhie and Chow interpolation
(Rhie and Chow, 1982). The idea is to interpolate the relationship between the cell-centre
velocity and pressure nodes at either side of it, rather than interpolat ing the velocity
components direct ly. The Rhie-Chow method. then, is equivalent to adding a pressure-
diffusion term. For non-cartesian meshes , methods sim ilar to this are the norrn, and most
general-purpose CFD codes use the collocated arrangement.
CFX uses a single cell, unstaggered, collocated grid to overcom e the problems related to
pressure and velocity coupling . The method is similar to that used by Rhie and Chow,
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with some mod ifications to impro ve robustness of the discretiz ation when the pressure
varies rapidly.
7.5.4 Multigrld Methods
A set of discreti zed equat ions does not always necessaril y lead to a converged solution .
As the size of the mesh increases. or element aspect ratios become larger. the
performance of man y iterati ve solution techniq ues decrea ses (Shaw. 1992). For a given
mesh size. these technique s are only effi cien t at reduci ng errors which have a waveleng th
on the order of the mesh spac ing. For this reason. longer wave length errors take an
extre mely long time to dissipate,
The co nvergenc e behaviour of tradi tional matrix sol vers can be improved using multigrid
methods. The process involves performing iterations on progressiv ely coarse r. virtual,
meshes and adap ting the results to the original fine mesh. Longer wavelength errors. then.
appear as shorter wavele ngth erro rs relative to the mesh spac ing. The algebrai c multigrid
technique permi ts the meshing of prob lem geo metry witho ut using different mesh
spac ings. Thi s is acco mplished by summing the fine mes h equati on s to form a system of
discret e equa tions for a coarse mesh. CFX uses an implementatio n of the algebrai c
multigrid technique called Add itive Correction . where the conserved quantitie s ove r a
finite control volum e are described by the discrete equation s.
7.6 Boundary Conditions
The equation s of tluid flow in a CFD prob lem are closed (numerically) by the
specification of boundary conditions. CFD packages offer a variety of possible boundary
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conditions to suit a particular application and in order to correctly define the flow
simulation, boundary conditions must beappl ied to the regions at the outer extremity of
the computational doma in. The boundar y condi tions rele vant to this discussion are:
Inlet
Outlet
Opening
Wall
Interface
The inlet boundary condition is used where flow is direc ted into the domain. It can be
specified in terms of mass and momentum , turbu lence intensi ty, heat transfer and thermal
radiat ion. The velocity at the inlet can be defined by its norma l speed, mass flow rate,
static pressure, total pressure, or individual velocity components.
Where it is known that flow is directed out of the domain, an outlet boundary condition is
used . The bounding static pressure, velocity or mass flow can be specified at an out let,
but all other variables are part of the solution .
An opening boundary is used when there may be possible inflow and outflow at a single
locat ion. The conditio n is useful when some of the boundary condition detai ls are known,
but the flow is not restrict ed in or out of the domain .
Solid impermeable boundaries to the flow are identified by wall boundary conditions .
They are the default setting in CFX for fluid -world and solid-world regions that have not
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been otherwise specified. For visco us flows, the no-slip condition is automatica lly
imposed at a wall.
Fluid-Fluid Interface - domain interfaces are u sed !O connec t meshes together or allow a
change in the reference frame between mesh regions. Meshes for complex regions can
then be generated in modular components and connected together . The method is useful
for reducing the effort spent in mesh generation, as it is much simple r to generate a series
of domains and connect them later, than it is to genera te a single mesh for the entire
domain.
The importance of well-posed boundary co ndit ions cannot be overemphasized, as it is
this area that causes most simulati ons to fail or converge (Shaw, 1992). Over or under-
specification of a problem can result in solutions that fail to co nverge or are otherw ise
physically imposs ible. If the conditions specifi ed in the CFD simu lation can be physically
recreated in a laboratory setting, the boundary conditions are generally well posed.
Furthermore, certain configurations may be physica lly valid, but do not produce
converg ed solutions because they fail to impose a strong constraint on the system. In
CFX, the most robust configu ration of boundary conditions cons ists of velocity or mass
flow at an inlet, static pressure at an outlet and the inlet total pressure is an implic it result
of the prediction. Conversely , because the total inlet pressure and mass flow are both an
implicit result of the prediction, a static pressure cond ition at the inlet, and stat ic pressure
at the outlet would be very unreliable.
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7.7 Turbulence
At values below the so-called critical Reynolds number, RecTih flow is smooth and
adjacent layers of fluid flow past one another in a somewhat orderly manner. This is
known as laminar flow (Munson et al., 1998). At Reynolds numbers greater than Ree, ..
the flow behaviour is random and chaotic, and deserving of the name turbulent flow .
A full description of turbulent flows at rea listic Reynolds numbers would requ ire an
extremely dense mesh and computing power many orders of magnitude greater high than
is available in the foreseeab le future (CFX Solver Theory , 2002) . To account for the
effects of turbulence in a practical manner, turbulence models have been developed that
estimate the turbulent flow characteristics wi thout resort ing to prohibit ively fine mesh
densities. Reynolds (1895) proposed that for large time scales, turbule nt flow could be
decomposed into mean and fluctuating components. The unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations, then, can be modified by the introduction of steady and fluctuati ng
compo nents for velocity and pressure . The Re ynolds-Averaged Navie r Stokes (RAN S)
equations that result fonn the basis for many practical engineering calculat ions involving
turbulence .
The Navier Stokes equation for linear momentum is given by:
The velocity is written in terms of an average componcnt.r, and a time varying
li S
[7.61
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component u; :
[7.7]
Similarly for pressure,
[7.8]
Substituting the decomposed variables into the Navier Stokes equations produces the
familiar RANS equation
where,
[7.9]
Tv = U;U; is the Reynolds stress tensor
The averaging procedure introduces additio nal unknown terms in the Navie r-Stokes
equat ions, which can beseen as supplemen tary stresses in the fluid . In order to achieve
closure of the equations, where the number of equations is sufficien t to satisfy the
unknowns, the Reynolds stresses must be modelled by additiona l equations. The
equations used to close the system define the type of turbul ence model used (Wilcox
2000).
Tu rbulent flow models are not intended to provide details on turbulent structures. Rather,
there are used to estimate average values such as velocity, pressure, and turbulence
intensity . The ability of a turbulence model to accomplish this task accurately depends on
the model being used.
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One approach for obtaining closure of the RANS equation is to assume tha t the Reynolds
stress behaves like a Newtonia n fluid visco us stress . As such, it is written as follows:
[7.101
where ,
IlT - eddy (turbulent) viscosity
Edd y viscosity mode ls are the most common means of handling turbulence in fluid
simulations . With this method, the unknown eddy viscosity term is replace by a single
function, or severa l functions of velocity and pressure. Dimensional analysis shows that
the eddy viscosity is related to the ratio of the turbulent length scale divided by the
turbu lent time scale . Eddy viscosity models are classi fied according to the complexi ty
with which the scales are modeled . Some of the turbulence models availab le in CFX are:
Zero Equatio n model
With this model, both the length and time scale are expressed as algebraic functions
where the constants come from physical expe riments . This model is simp le to use and
produces approximate results very quickly, but is only suitab le as an initia l guess for
more advanced mode ls. The method should not be used to obtain final results.
x-e Model (Second Equatio n)
The k-e model uses the transport equations for turbu lent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent
dissipation (E) to define the eddy viscosity . This model has been implemente d into most
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general-purpose CFD codes and is the most common turbu lence mo del used . It has
proven to be stable and numerically robust and is suitable for obtaining final solutio ns for
general fluid flows . The model is not recommended, however, for flows with boundary
layer separation, sudden changes in mean stra in rate , or rotat ing fluids (CFX Solver
Modelling, 2002).
R:'\G k-e Model
Created as an alternat ive to the standard k-e model, it is more applicable to a wider range
of flows including rapidly strain ing and swirli ng flows (Thornh ill 200 2). In general , it
offe rs little improvement to the standard model.
Reynolds Stress Model (RSM)
The Reynolds Stress model uses the transpo rt equat ions for the Reynolds stre sses,
together with an equat ion for the dissipation ra te 10 achie ve clos ure of the RANS
equation . The model is more appropriate for rotating flows, or those with sudden changes
in strain, but in most cases the resu lts are no better than those produced with the simp ler
models.
Shear Stress Transport Model (SST)
When an adverse pressure gradient is present, the standa rd two-equation model fails to
pred ict the onset of flow separation correct ly. Undercenain applications , such as flow
separation over a wing, more advanced mode lling techniques are require d. In these
circums tances, or when high accuracy bou ndary layer simula tions are required the Shear
Stress Transport (SST) model may be appropriate.
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large Edd y Simulation (lES)
In situations where the usual approac h to predicting turbulent flow s is not adequat e. or
whe n detai ls on the structure of turbu lent flows are required . large Eddy Simulation or
Direct Numerical Simulat ion (DS S) may be appropriate. The l ES approach filters very
fine time and length scales in order to solve time depende nt equations and requires a fine
grid and smal l time steps. The D:i S approach solve s the time -dependent equations with
no approxi mations and reso lves all releva nt scales. These approaches. howe ver. are very
lime consumin g and not recommende d for wall-bounded flows due to the high-resoluti on
requirements and computing times. At presen t. true prediction s of turbu lent flow s can
only be accomp lished for a few simple cases. and require days and possibly week s to
converge using 8 to 16 processors (CFX Sol ver Modelling. 2002).
7.8 The App lication of CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamics is the process of repla cing the differe ntial equation s that
govern fluid flow with a set of algebraic equations that can be w ived with the aid of a
computer to get an approximate solution . The accu racy of the final results can only be
validated by compari son with expe rime ntal work. of similar scope . and may involve a
matrix of point flow meas urements with hot-wire or laser Doppler anemometry . With a
level of detail that was not possi ble prior to the onset of numerical simulation. the CFD
user must be cognoscente of the limitations and relevant applications of computational
fluid dynamic s. CFD is intended as a tool for improved understandin g of the beha viour of
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a fluid system, and in it's present state, serves to supplement experimental work . Hastings
(1985) took a rightly cautionary approach to numerical simulation:
"The purpose of computing is insight not numbers" (1985)
When sufficient data is available to endorse the numerical simulation , crn analysis may
be used to further the level of detail in an experiment, or measure aspects of an
experiment that are restricted by physical barriers or limitations.
An examp le of such a problem is the analysis of the flow through a waterjet. Near the
inlet, for example, it is difficult in many cases to accurately measure the velocity profile
of fluid entering the waterjet using hot-wire anemometry or laser Doppler anemometry.
An accurate crn simulation of the flow throu gh this section could provide the necessary
information. Also, point measurements at sections throughout the waterjet system are
useful, but in order to obtain a complete description of the behaviour , an exhaustive
number of samples are necessary . A crn simul ation that has been validated by a
reasonable number of point measurements can then be used to provide insight at a much
finer resolution. Integration of measured quant ities , for example, would benefi t from
thousands of point measurements that would prove impossible to measure and collect
using conventional methods.
The current research focuses on such a problem. Experimental data is presented for a
waterjet unit attached to a wind tunnel, and CFD simulation is used to provide insight
into the behaviour of the system. The following chapters describe the experimental work,
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the develo pment of a numerical simu lation , and the analysis of the results that follow
using the momentu m flux method proposed by Kruppa (1996).
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8 Numerical Simulation
The information obtained from physical testing of the waterjet system formed the
foundation of the numerical simulations. The follow ing chapter describes the
development of the numerical model , a description of the simulation parameters, and
finally , the application of the results using the momentum flux method .
8.1 A Mathematical Description of the Waterjet - The Boundary-
Value Problem
In order to illustrate the complexity of the num erical simulation, the following is a
mathematical description of the waterjet system. Great strides in CFD have made it
possible for researchers to analyse such systems in a manner that wou ld have proven
impossible less than a decade earlier . Consider an impeller rotatin g with constant speed,
n, within an asymmetrical cylindrica l duct . The jet speed at the inlet Vi is assumed
uniform , and can be determined according to the ratio of the total flux into the duct Q,
and the area of the inlet A ;.
[8.1]
The jet speed at the outlet is also assumed uniform, and is defined by the ratio of the jet
flux and the area of the outlet. Aj •
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[8.2]
8.1.1 Governing Equations
The Xavier-Stokes equations provide a complete mathematica l description of the flow of
incom pressible Newtonian fluids. They are an expressio n of the conservation of
momentum coupled with the conservation of mass, or continuity [SA ):
where,
p - fluid density
p-pressure
).t - dynamic viscosity
t -time
g- acceleratio n due to gravity
ii -fluid velocity
'\' ·u= o
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[8.3]
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These equations , except for a few simple cases, have no analytica l solutions . It is often
possible , however, to obtain analytica l solutio ns to the equat ions that result from some
useful assumptions . If the fluid is assumed inviscid (~), the Navicr Stokes equations
are reduced to the Euler equations:
For flows involving a very thin boundary layer, the forces acting on the fluid can be
determined using [8.5] and the continuity equation . Although the Euler eq uations are
[8.51
consi derably simpler than the full Navie r-Stokes equat ions, they are still not amenable to
a genera l analytica l solution that allows one to obtain the pressure and velocity of all
points in the flow field . The main source of the difficulty lies in determ ining solutions to
the non-linea r velocity terms that arise from the materia l derivative of veloc ity. The
analysis of inviscid flow problems can be further simplified by assum ing that the flow is
irrotational. Thi s is a valid approximation for real flows excep t in the bounda ry layer and
near wakes (where viscous forces domina te) .
An irrotational flow field is one for which the vortici ty, ill, is zero (Acheson, 1998). The
vorticity acts as a meas ure of the local rotatio n of fluid elements and is defined as a
vecto r that is twice the rotation vector:
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[8.6J
For irrotational flows, then , equation [8.6] , along with the continuity equation [8.4], are
all that must be satisfied:
'Vxii =0
'V ·U = 0
Equ ation [8.7] is then expanded to show the fo llow ing relatio nship s:
ow ov
ay = ~
The velocity componen ts for irrotational flows can be expressed in terms of a scalar
function 4>(x,y,z,t) such that :
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[8.8J
[8.9)
[8.IOJ
[8.11J
u =~
ax
a~v=ay
a~w=a;-
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(8.12]
Direct substitution of these expressions into the velocity components in equation [8.91,
[B.I01, and {B.I I] verify that the velocity field defined by {B.12] is irrctarional. Equation
[B.12) can then be written as the gradient ofthe scalar Iuncticnc:
[8.131
Substituting {S.13] into the conservation of mass equation. [8.41. reveals the Laplace
equation:
[8 .141
Inviscid, incompressible. and irrotational flows are commonly referred to as potential
flows, and are governed by laplace' s equation.
It can often be assumed that the impeller and stators are operating in an inviscid.
irrotational, and incompressible fluid, and viscous effects on the impeller and stator
blades (and the trailing vortex sheets) are confined within an infinitesimally thin
boundary layer. The Laplace equation, therefore often applies.
A Canesian coordinate system was chosen for the impeller shown in Figure 8-L The x-
axis. defined positive upstream. coincides wi th the shaft centreline, while the y-axis is
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positive upwards, and the z-axis completes the coor dinate system accord ing to the righ t-
hand rule. In addition to the Cartesian syste m, a cy lindrical coor dina te syste m was
defined by the radius r and pos itive counter-c lockwise angle 8, looking downstream.
Figure 8-1. Impeller Coordinate Syst em
8.1.2 Boundary Conditions
To complete the mathematical descri ption of the waterjet system, the boundary
conditions must be speci fied. The motion of the flow descr ibed by the Laplace equation
is subjec t to the bound ary conditions illustrated in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8·2. w a te rje t Bou ndar y Conditions
l. Kinematic Boundary Condition on the solid surface (5s) that consists of the
impeller, stator, and duct surfaces:
where:
V is the total velocity
is the unit vector norma l to the solid surface (positive inward )
(S.15)
i), (r.B}is the flow at point (r.e) that may be expressed in terms of the oncom ing
velocity V. and the rotational velocity Q :
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For impeller:
O , ( r ) =V. (r) - Qxi
For stators:
U , (r)=V. (r )
2. KUlla condition al the trailing edge of the imceller and stator blades:
[8.161
[8.17J
(8.181
3. Kinematic Boundary Condition on me wake surface (S\1,) trailing me impeller and
stato r blades :
[8.19J
where u and I represent me upper and lower surfaces of me wake, respectively.
4. Dynamic Boundary Conditjon on the wake surface <SW) trailing the impeller and
stator blades:
(8.20J
where the pressure is denoted by p
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5. Inlet Conditio n on the duct inlet open ing surface (Sit) :
6. QUllel Condition on the dUCIoUllet open ing surface (SR"):
[, 1i.VdS + fli .VdS=O
s-' $ "
[8.21)
[8.22 )
The waterjet sys tem can be described in this mann er . provided that !he assumptions are
valid and the boundary conditions are satisfied . Such assumptions are not always
warranted, however . and the solutions are limited 10 specific flow condition s. Progress in
the field of computati onal fluid dy namics has made it possible to solve the Navier Stokes
equations that govern all aspects of fluid flow. CFD is therefore a much more versatile
tool in the analysis of real world prob lems as the solutions are not restricted to potential
flow. CFX S.6@ software was usedtoperform the simulation. II solve s the unsteady
Navier-Stokes equation s using the finite volume method . described in Chapter 7. The
remainder of this chapter is dedicated to the development of a numerical model of the
waterjet system. and its subsequent simulation us ing computational fluid dynamics.
8.2 Flow Domain
The first step in any CFD simulation is determi ning the extent of the flow domain . The
computational domain must be large enough to ca pture all of the flow properties of
interest, while remain ing efficie nt. Computer reso urces are limited. and an efficient
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simu lation is one that converges to a useful , and accurate solution in as hnle time as
poss ible.
In me case of the waterjet experi ment. muc h of the computational domain is fixed by
geomet ry. Specific ally. the walls of the waterj et , from the inlet to the nozzle outle t, fonn
a fixed barrier. outside of which the solution has no relevance to this study. Modellin g the
entire wind tunnel. however, would increase the complexity of the simulatio n and not
provide any funh er insig ht into the waterj et perfonnance. Co nverse ly, me behavio ur of
the jet stream exiting me waterjet is of interes t, and the compu tation al doma in had to be
extended in order to resolve the flow in this area .
It was decided that the crn model would be developed from a series of mod ular
compo nents joined by specific interface connectio ns, Thi s permitted individual
components to be mod ified, edited, added and removed without altering the mesh
characte ristics of other compon ents (nodal connec tions, mesh density, etc .). As shown in,
Figure 8·), the model was made up of me following compo nents : tunnel, je t, impe ller,
exit. and stream,
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Hgur e 8-3. Component description
An accurate representation of the velocity profile approaching the waterjet inlet was
necessary for agreement with the physical tests. The tunnel component was designed
such that the numerical representation of the wind tunnel wall that was attached to the
waterjet closely resembled that of the physical experime nt. The remaining sides of the
wind tunnel were not as important to the study and the grid was much coarser at these
inconsequential surfaces. More grid refinement close to the wall of the wind tunnel meant
that the velocity profile at the inlet was more accurate and well defined than in other
areas of the tunnel. In the interest of computationa l efficie ncy. and once the size of the
entire mesh was finalised. the length of the tunnel section was minimised. The modular
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approach allowed for a numbe r of di fferen t tunne l sectio ns to be used. Refinemen t of the
tunnel section was com plete when the veloci ty profiles at stations 0, and 1a agreed with
the expe rimental results.
The jet componen t consis ted of the physical waterjet, withou t the impelle r, sta tor, or
nozzle . A Computer aided design (CAD) model was developed using Rhi noceros®
soft ware and imported into CFX in the IGES fil e forma l. After the file was impo rted,
cons iderable edi ting was requi red in order to transform the model in to a forma t tha t coul d
be used for nume rica l analysis . This is due to the non-matching edges that re sult from
geometric feat ures in the CAD file tha t were a pproximated by the lOE S format (CFX
Build, 2003 ). According to Huand Zangen eh (200 1), the influence of the shaft is
sign ificant, and sho uld be included in any numerical analys is of the intake duct. Inclusion
of the shaft grea tly com plica ted the geometric fe atures of the mesh, but was co nside red
necessary for a more com plete description of the waterjet. Figure 8-4 shows a close -up
view of the je t, impeller , and ex it sec tions. It can be seen fro m the fig ure that the shafl
has no rotatio nal velocity since this wa terjet unit was equipped with a shaft protect ion
hub .
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Impeller
Shaft
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Figure 8-&. Jet . impeller, and exit
The impeller component was designed to model the pressure increase between the face of
the impeller. and it's exit. It was decided that mode lling this section with a rotating
impeller would be far too time consuming. and its relevance to the overall system
performance would be questionable. Instead. it was decided that a source term would be
used in its place that reflected the pressure jump across this section. The impeller section
was therefore built as a sub domain of the waterjet system so that source tenos could be
applied across the volume occupied by the physical impeller.
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Similarly to the work of Widmad and Gustafsson (1998), the source term was uniform
and did not account for the swirling of the rotor; therefore it was not necessary to model
the stator.
The exit component simulated the system downstream of the impeller and consisted of
the nozzle section and a stator cone. Like the jet component, it was designed directly
from CAD drawings of the waterjet and modified as necessary.
The stream component was needed to predic t the behaviour of the waterjet system
beyond the outlet. This component had to be large enough to capture all of the jet stream,
without laxing the simulation computationally. The grid resolution varied throughout the
section and was much denser in the region of the assumed vena contracta. Similarly to the
tunnel component, the size of the stream section was minimised such that it extended just
far enough beyond the jet stream of the waterjer.
8.3 Mesh ing
As discussed in the introduction to computational fluid dynamics (Chapter 7). meshing is
an extremely time consuming pan of a numerical simulation . A background in fluid
dynamics was necessary in order to identify areas that required funher refinement from
those that could be much coarser. The compon ent approach to the simulation of this study
allowed for tremendous variability between sect ions, not only in terms of grid density,
but also in regard to the type of mesh geometry throughout the waterjet system . Grid
density was increased in areas where a great deal of variation in the flow was expec ted.
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and coarsened where the flow was assumed uniform. or not relevant. For this reason. an
inflated boundary was created at all solid surfaces in order to account for the high
velocity gradients nonn al to the surface. due to bounda ry layer effects. A computationally
efficient mesh requires that elements in these regions have high aspect ratios. but
tetrahedral elements are highly distorted at a solid surface. CFX overcomes the problem
by using prisms to create a mesh that is finely resolved normal to the wall, but coarse
parallel to it. This is known as an inflated boundary and Figure 8-5 shows a mesh made
up of both inflated and tetrahedra l elements.
/
Inflated volume mesh
(structured)
Figure 8-5. Innated bo unda ry
The meshes were also refined at each of the waterjet stations. This was done in order to
produce a very dense collection of elements where point velocities were recorded durin g
the physical experiment. The momentum flux calculations. presented later in this chapter.
then benefi ted from a number of sampling poi nts that would have proven extremely time
consuming. if not physically impossible. to reproduce experimentally. Component
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geometry also influenced the grid density and curved sections. for example required a
higher grid density than flat uniform sections.
In order to define the boundaries between differe nt compo nents (meshes). domain
interfaces were required. In the simulation. a fluid-fluid interface was defined between
components and connected using General Grid Interface (GGI) functionality in CFX. The
GGI interface permits the joining of differen t types of meshes and reduces the effort
required for mesh generation. This is accomplished by generating a series of meshes and
joining them together. rather than creating a single mesh for the entire domain (CFX
Solver Modelling. 2003).Figure 8-6. shows the comp leted mesh of the waterjer system.
Figure 8-6. Mesh of waterjet system
Figure 8-6 shows that in order to replicate laboratory conditions in the wind tunnel. and
capture the jet stream at the waterjet outlet. the computational domain had to be much
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larger than the space occupied by the waterjet unit itself. For this reason . a large number
of nodes were required in the tunnel and stream components. even though the grid
densitie s in these regions were much smaller than those in the jet . impeller. and exit
components. For example . although the dens ity of the grid in the impeller componem was
more than 200 times greater than that in tunn el compone nt from the wind tunnel inlet to
the waterjet inlet. the volume occupied by the tunnel compo nent was almost 300 times
larger. Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8 show estimat es of the contribution of each of the
components in terms of total volume and number of nodes.
ll T_ ~ lOI__I .T_'(OO_"' Il ;ooIl_.!.. II_ I
Figure 8·7 . Component Volum e Contr ibution
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Figure 8-8. Com ponent Nodal Con tributio n
The grid density for much of the doma in is difficult to view in this manner and the
variation in grid density through out the waterjet can be seen more clearly in the isometric
and top views of Figure 8-9 and Figure 8-10, which show the most important aspec ts of
the mesh
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Figure 8-9. Isometric view orwaterjet mesh
Figure 8-10. Top view of waterjet mesh
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8.4 Boundary Conditions and Solver Parameters
The next step in the developme nt of the numerical simulation was to define the boundary
conditions. Figure 8- J I shows the bou ndary co nd itions applied to the waterje t simulatio n:
Figure 8-11. Bound ar y conditions
A mean velocit y of 5 m1swas speci fied through the inlet boundary , located at the wind
tunne l cross sect ion, far from the waterje t. Th e wind tunnel wall was imparted with a
surface roughness to simulate the roug hness o f the plywood wall of the physical
apparat us. Turgay et al (1996) have specified that the roughness of plywood is betwee n
0.3 mm and 0.5 mm and a value of 0.5 mm was therefore applied. As stated in the chapter
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on instrumentation (Chaper 5). the wind tunnel that was used for the experiment was of
the open circuit variety. As such, the flow is subjec t to atmosphe ric influences. Although
the influence was assumed to be negligible for the purposes of experimentatio n. an
opening boundary condition was applied nonetheless to the end of the numerica l wind
tunnel, to account for any changes in the flow that may have resulted. The outlet was
located at the end of the stream compone nt, sufficiently far away from the nozzle to
capture all of the behaviour in the wake.
8.5 Solver Parameters and Initial/sat lon
In order to replicate the laboratory conditions, key parameters had to be specified in the
numerical simulation. The parameters are summarised in Table 8·1
Table 8-1. Solver paramet ers
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The physical timescale was the result of an iterative process. Initially, the number was
based on the residence time (6 t) of the flu id. that is, twice the time it took the fluid to
move from the inlet to the outlet:
(8.231
where ,
L - is the length of the domain [m]
U - is the mean velocity throughout the domain [mlsl
At very small time scales a numerical solution ca n be extrem ely time consuming, while
overly large time sca les are characterized by bouncy converge nce, or solutions that do not
converge at all. The initial solution to the simulation required a small timescale , since it
was expected that thesolution would oscil late a great deal due to a limited initial guess.
For subsequent work, the results of the previous simulation were used as an initial guess,
which meant that the time scale could be increased
The simulations were performed with a high-speed persona l co mputer runn ing at 2
gigahertz and equipped with 2 gigabytes of Random Access Memory (RAM). After an
initial solution was found, run times were very short (about 1.5hours ), and less than 20
iterations were required to achieve convergence for small change s to the system.
The residua l is a measure of the local imbalance of each conservat ive con trol volume
equation and is the most important measure of co nvergence (CFX Solver Advice , 2003).
For most engineering applicati ons, a maximum residual of 1x1O-4represen ts good
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convergence and it is often not possible to achieve convergence as low as 5xlO·5.
Initially. the convergence criterion for the simulation was set at l xIO-4. Through the
course of refinemenI, however, the residual target was reduced to 5xlO'5, with little
changes in the results,
The source term at the impeller was also the result of an iterative process, A solution to
the system with no source term was first found and the strength of the source was then
increased until key parameters, such as flowrate through the system, matched the
experi mental results. In order to finalise the mesh density and domain dimensions, a grid
dependenc e study was performed.
Before a eFD solution commences, it is necessary to specify initial values for all of the
solved variables. Steady state simulations. for example. begin calculations based on a
flow field assigned to the solver. For the simulation of this study, a veloc ity of 5 mis,
directed into the wind tunnel was initially supplied in order to start the calculations. The
results of the initial simulation then fonned the initial guess for the subsequent
simulation. and the process was repeated. as the solution was refined through the course
of many iterations.
8.6 Grid Independence
As discussed in Chapter 7 a grid dependence study is necessa ry to minimise erro rs
associated with the coarseness of a grid. Grid independence was achieved when key
result s did not change through subsequent refinement of the grid. The approach to this
simulation required grid independence for each of the individual components that
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comprised the numerical domain. As shown in Figure 8~12. mean velocity measurements
were taken at a series of locations along the waterje t.
Grid Dependence
5
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Number of Nodes
Figure 8-12. Grid refin emenl
1000000
The results showed that the grid densi ty should be decreased in the tunnel section. and
increased in the waterje t section. The resolut ion was therefore adjusted in these areas
until grid independence was achieved. The following table summarises the final grid
statistics:
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Tabl e 8-2 . ~Iesh Statistics
Number of nodes
Number of elements
Tatraheda
Wed as inflation elem ents
ramids 1,105
8.7 Validation
The numerical model was validated by the resul ts from physical experimentation.
Specifically, the volumetric flowrate through the waterjet system was used to determine
the strength of the source term in the simulation . In addition. the comour plots produced
by the physical tests, and point measurements at each of the waterjet cross-sections
(stations) were compared with results from the simulation. A comparison was also made
with the results of other published works (Verbeek et al, 1998, Roberts er al, 1998,
Watson ,1 99B).
The contour plots presented in this chapter are based on both experimental and numerical
work. Plots of the experimental work.consisted of about one hundred and twenty data
points while the contour plots of the numerical simulation benefited from the tremendous
level of detail possible through CFD analysis, and consisted of almost five thousand. The
experimental results discussed in Chapter 6 ind icated that for the impeller rotating at
1000 rpm and the wind tunnel velocity set at 5m1s. the volumetric flowrate through the
waterje t was 0.25 m3/s. The source term at the impeller was then adjus ted until the flow
through the simulation matched the flow rate obtained through experimentation. The
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orienta tion of the contour plots was described in Chapter 6. and is reprod uced in Figure
8-13.
Figur e 8· 13. Orientation or conlour plots
Figure 8·14 and Figure8· 15 show the contour plots at station 2. lbe velocity values are
similar between the two plots . and they exhibit the same trends. Differences between the
two plots may be attributed to the roraticn of the impeller in the model rests and the
turbu lence it induced . along with a degree of experimental uncertaint y. The offset in
Figure 8· 15, for example may have been the result of impeller rotation. Also. the plots
produced by the simulation contain many more data points and the algorithms used to fit
a surface contour over the data are not forced to interpo late over as large an area (i.e. data
points are much closer together).
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Station 2 Velocity Contours ' rom CFX
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fi gure 8- 14. Station 2 eentour plot (eFD)
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Figu re 8-15. Station 2 contour plot (mod el tests )
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Station 6 and station 7. shown in Figure 8-16 through Figure 8-19. showed good
agreement. bearing in mind the effect of the rotating impeller and limited number of
sample points in the physical experiment.
Statio n 6 Velocity Contou rs fro m CFX
-0.15 -0.1 -D.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
Horizon tal Distance [mJ
Figur e 8-16. Sta tion 6 contour plot (CFD )
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Station 6 Velocity Contours from Experiment
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Figure 8-17. Station 6 contour plot (model tt'Sls)
Station 7 Veloc ity Contours from CFX
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Figure 8-18. Stati on 7 contour plot (CFD)
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Station 7 Velocity Contours Ir om Experimen t
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Figure 8·19. Stat ion 7 conlour plol (mode t tests )
The plots showed close agree ment between veloc ity variation s in terms of magni tude and
location. In several instances the model tests appeared 10 have small 'hot-spots', where
velocity values reac hed a maxim um. Thi s can be attributed to experimental uncertainty ,
resulti ng from interpolati on between high and low data points and it should be con sidered
when co mparing the plots .
The velocity profil e at station l a was used for val ida tion and is shown in Figure 8·20. It
is clear from the figure that the flow entering the waterjet is similar for both the model
and simulation. Differen ces exist near the wa ll, however, where the experimenta l veloci ty
profi le is larger than that obtained throu gh the numerical simulation. There was
cons idera ble difficulty in matching the velocity profil es. since the experi mental
observations were not ident ical to those predicted by flat plate theory . As menti oned in
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Chapter 6. the flow at the inlet is influenced by the roug h.ness of the plywood wall and
the transitio n from plastic to wood surfaces that occu r througho ut the wind tunnel. An
effort was made to account for these inconsistencies by varying the roughness parameter
along the wall of the numerical model. using published data (Turgay et al., 1996). The
results show that the numerical simulatio n of the veloc ity profile at station la was closer
to the experimental observations than those predi cted from flat plate theory Figure 6-16.
but an exact duplication of the flow behaviour was not obtai ned. In order to improve the
accuracy of the simulation, the roughness alon g the wall of the numerical wind tunnel
would have to be determined from physical ex perime nts.
f igure 8-20. Compariso n or n locit)" profiles
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The most important part of the validation process was to establish close agreement
between the flowrates of the physical and numerical tests. With this accomplished it was
then possible to investigate the behaviour of the warerjet system and determin e its
performance characte ristics.
8.8 Simulat ion Results
In addition to the figures discussed in section 8.7, the simulation provided a great deal of
visual information with respect to the behaviour of the waterjet system. Figure 8-21
shows the velocity distribution through the centr eline of the waterjet . Of particular
interest were the shielding influence of the shaft and the distribution of velocity in the jet.
The velocity dropped dramatically in the region behind the shaft. and was significantly
lower along the wall of the duet section closest to the shaft. It is assumed that the effect
of the shaft was exaggerated in the simulation, since in reality a rotating impeller would
increase turbulence and make the distribution of velocity more unifonn (Verbeek et al.,
1998). According to Manunga (1998), flow separation at the inlet roof exists in real
waterjeu, and reduces their performance and efficiency, since impellers are designed to
handle uniform loads . This behaviour was predicted by the numerical simulation and is
illustrated by the non-uniformity of velocity contours at the roof of the waterjet inlet in
Figure 8-21 and Figure 8-22.
This is a very active area of research, but is not the focus of this study. An advantage of
the modular approach in the simulation. however is that it lends itself well to
modification. Replacing the existing impeller component with a detailed rotating model
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would be a time consuming endeavour . but a comparison betwee n simulations would be
helpful in ident ifying the exte nt of flow separation in the real waterje t.
Figure 8·21. Centerline velocity
Viewing the figure in terms of velocity contours. Figure 8-22. highlights the distribution
of velocity at the inlet and revea led some interesti ng features of the system near sharp
comers. To further this. the system was plot ted according to its pressure contours. The
results, shown in Figure 8-23. reveal a low-pressure region near the intake. and increased
pressure in the impeller sect ion.
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Figure 8-22. Centerline velocity contours
Figure 8-23. Center line pressure contou rs
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The co-ordinate axes for the numerical simulation are shown in Figure 8-11 and contours
of the transverse velocity components (y.z) at various seeons are shown in Figures 8-24
through8-29 Although not substantiated by ex.perimentaldata. these plots support the
notion that the axial velocity measurements obtained through hot-wire anemometry could
have been influenced by non-axial velocity components. According to Figure 8-24 and
Figure 8-26, transverse velocity components at the inlet throat and nozzle outlet are
significant and velocity measurements taken during physical testing were likely
influenced by high cross-currents in these areas.
Station 2 ·Y Velocity Con tour s tra m CFX
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Figure 8-24. Sta tion 2 - Y Velod t), Contours (e FD)
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Figur e 8-25. Statio n 2 -Z v eloctty Contours (eFD )
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Figur e 8-26. Sta tion 6 -Y Velocity Contours (CFO)
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Station 6 -Z Velocity Contours from CFX
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Figure 8-27. Stat ion 6 -Z Velocity Contours (CFD)
Station 7 -Y Velocity Contours from CFX
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Figure 8-28. Station 7 -Y Velocity Contours (CFD)
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Station 7 -2 Velocity Contours trom CFX
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fi gure 8-29. Sta tion 7 ·Z Veloclt )· Contours rcrt»
8.9 Application of the Momentum Flux Method
The data collected at the stations shown in Figure 8·30 corresponded to the data obtained
during physical testing, in accordance with the momentum flux method.
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Figure 8-30. Statio n locations (CFD)
The velocity contours throughout the waterjet unit are shown in Figure 8-31. CFX is
equipped with a number of internal functions that can perfonn integration and averaging
over a specified line. area or volume. These functions were used to evaluate the
exp ressions dictated by the momentum nux method described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 8-32. Inlet streamlines
It is clear from the figure that the assumed shape did not capture all of the now that
ente red the inlet. Although the need for a sensitivi ty study has been recom mended
(Krup pa et al., 1996) the approxima tion appeared to have acco unted for most of the now
through the inlet. A more mathematically sophisticated approxi mation may provide a
more accurate representation of the now , but a substantial improve ment in the final
predict ion may not result .
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The location of the ..-ena contracta was assumed during physical testing but it was
possible to verify its position using the results of the simulation. At the vena comracra the
static pressure coefficient is zero. Numerical resu lts showed that the sta tic pressure
coefficient was close to zero (3 x 10.5)at the location chosen for station 7 during physical
tests. In an effort to produce more accurate results and higher resolution at this location,
station 7 was further refined and the cross sectional area was calculated based on the
flowrate through the watetjet.
Recall from Chapter 4 that in order to compute the momentum and energy fluxes
throughout the waterjet unit. an accurat e descri ption of the flowrate is necessary . The
discrepancie s mat exist between me experimental and simulation results are due primari ly
to the inconsistencies in the measured flowrate . The inability of the single wire
anemometer to measure flow in three dimensions, coupled with the swirling motion and
turbulence induced by the rotating impeller, resu lted in varied flow rate measurements at
disparate locations throughout the waterjet. Statio n 3 and station 5, located at the pump
face and impeller exit were particularly vulnerable to the limitations of hot-wire
anemometry in turbulent flow regimes and the accurac y of velocity measurements at
these locations is suspect. Furthermore, me equations of momentum and energy flux also
rely on an estimate of the energy velocity, VE at each station. The energy velocity at a
particular location is a function of the component of veloci ty in the direction of motion
(u) . ship speed ( \I), and the coefficient of static pressure, C". In order to determine the
static pressure coefficient, il was necessary to estimate the change in pressure that
occurred as the fluid moved from the undisturbed flow region to the station of interest. If
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the flow along a streaml ine is steady, incompressible. and invisc id, the change in pressure
can be detenni ned using the Bernoulli equat ion. The flow in this experiment. however,
was assumed turbulen t and the change in pre ssure from one loca tion to another was
determin ed from the energy equat ion for incompressible flow in pipes (Munson et al.,
1998):
~+~+l =~+~+ Z +hy 2g""'y 2g ",L
where :
P;.,and P_ are the pressure in and OUIof the co ntro l volume
[8.24J
V;~ and VO" , are the velocity components in the directio n of flow in and out of the co ntrol
volume
Yis the specific weight of the fluid
g is the accelerat ion due to gra vity (9.8 1 mls2)
Zin and Z"'" are the vertical height of the fluid in and out of the control volume
hL is the head loss expe rienced by the fluid as it moves from the beginn ing to the end of
the contro l volume.
Head losses throughout given secti ons of the wa terjet were classified as either majo r
losses, describe d in term s of a frictio n faclor ,! , or minor losses, given in terms of loss
coeffici ents, KL. Friction factors were determined using the Colebrook formula (1939):
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[8.251
where z represe nts the equivalent roughness in mi llime tres, D is the diameter of the
section, and Re is the Reynolds number. The Colebrook formula was based on
experimentals on commercia l pipes and is limi ted by the uncertainties involved in the
origi nal work . For this reaso n. it is generally accepted that 10% accuracy is the best that
can beexpected in the friction factor estimate (Munson et al., 1998).
Loss coefficients relevant to the waterjet system of this study are presented in Tabl e 8-3
and Table 8-4 summarises the coefficients of head Joss throughou t the system
Tabl e 8-3. l oss c~mcients fo r va rio us compo nent s
·~Cdniponem~: l 'i)4i~K~
45° branch 0.5
Lana radius ben d 0.2
nozzle 0.07
contractio n (1-A1/A2)
exit 1
\6 8
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Tab le 8--1. Water-jet loss COt'fficients
Station - cF~"j;,tJ",<adon, . w",,"'''~ " !~~~!!Urc~~L.LOsS1t : ~OeffiCient..
O· la free stream to station Ia friction -O.oI8
l a -2 inlet velocity profile to inlet throa t friction =0.019
branch Kl.l". - 0.50
contraction Kt.e= 0.43
2 ·J inlet throat to pump face friction ,u.019
beod Ku.=0.20
J-' IUI1l[l face to pump exit friction -0.019
DumD (head rise) nt.
'·6 iumn exit to noule friction = 0.019
nozzle Ku.=0 .070
6-7 nozzle to vena contracta exit K,.= I
The major (frictio nal) loss through each station was comput ed from:
I V 'hL= f- -
D 28
minor losses due to system compone nts were computed from:
The head rise through the pump was determined from Karassik et al.(l986):
where,
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TJ is the pump efficiency
ccis the angular velocity of the impeller
T is the shaft torque
p is the fluid density
Q is the volumetric flow rate through the sectio n
For high-speed waterjets operating at low rpm values. the pump efficiency is usually
understood 10be in the range of 0.43-0 .50 (Macpherson, 2000). In order to estimate the
head rise through the pump section, an efficiency of 0.43 was therefore assumed. As
discussed previously. the velocity data recorded al the pump section fluctuated a great
deal and as a result the head rise through this sect ion was a rough estimate, at best. The
head losses determined throughout the waterjet unit are summarised in Table 8-5.
Ta ble 8-5. Waterjet head losses
L,"":;;' I :IU!Head-C'os&-~t
h ,.. , 0.2323 m
h U •1 0.37 04 m
h u • 0.0492 m
h .J..$ I",,~' -1.976 m
h u 0.0958 m
h . , 1.0973 m
Figure 8-33 shows a plot of the normalised energy flux. The results are similar to those
published by Kruppa et al. (1996) in both shape and magnitude, but there are obvious
differences between the numerical and experiment al values. As expected. the largest
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discrepancies exist at the pump (station 3 and station 5), where measured velocities were
suspect. Improved velocity measurements at the pump face and pump exit would improve
confidence in the experimental results.
Norm ali sed Energy Flux
2.50E+OO
fr
2.00E+OO
1.50E+OO
1.00E+OO
0
~ 5.00E-012
O.OOE+OO
St.tlon •
....... CFO ....... E. poo_
Figu re 8·33. Normalized energy nux
The momentum flux calculations for the wind tunnel experiment are summarised in Table
8-6 and Table 8-7, and the full-sca le results for the waterje t operating in seawate r are
shown in Table 8-8 and Table 8-9.
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Tab le 8-6. Wind tunne l mom entum n ux calculati ons
IITC Momentuni Flu x Calcul ation s;(Wind ' unDeIX1'. ~~·,:..if \i:,"'ht" .:<'
, ., tt :""'~"CFD!,ttt1'''';' !"~i e timent"lI;fof:-f
air 1.19E+OO klZ/rn"3 1.19E+OO klZ/m"3
Volume Flowrate ( )) 2.53E-01 m"3/s 2.50E-Ol m"3/s
Capture Width (b) 4.68E-o l m 4.68E-OI m
I>,~ : " ''''' '
.""
, 'StaiiOil la If.;-~ ,ft"- .,..
me Caoture hei ht 1.3OE-ol m 1.15E-0I m
'"
1.26E+OO
"
1.34E+OO N
El 2.73E+OO W 3.03E+OO W
. Stillion 7 · M~",'.' ,~, ~~t<t:~~!(/."h:
Volume Aowrate 2.53E-OI m"3/s 2.50E-Ol m"3/s
radius 1.I 7E-0I m 1.17E-Ol m
M7 1.69E+OO N 1.65E+00 N
E7 4.91E+OO W 4.62E+OO W
"
" JSiif ioIfO' :t16· ~ '",", ~iIt:"~
Stria Saeed V) 5.ooE +OO
"'''
5.ooE+OO mI,
EO 3.75E+OO W 3.70E+OO W
.
0 S~'or Ene FIuX."",",,~ ~~"';''i:~.
Stal)on# cm E, enrrent
0 3.75E+OO w 3.70E+OO w
I ' 2.73E+OO W 3.03E+OO W
2 2.08E+OO W 2.32E+OO w
3 2.04E+OO W 1.60E+OO w
s 5.82E+OO W 7.94E+OO W
6 5.41E+OO W 6.34E+OO W
7 4.91E+OO W 4.08E+OO W
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Table 8-7. Prop ulsion performance calculatio ns
2.18E+OO I.59E+OO
E}ev t~:)nPo\\ r."e' ~·t:Ii;;"';""· '·· ' ..;.
9.81E+OO m's"'2 9.81E+OO m's"'2
O.ooE+OO 0.00E+OO
0.00E+OO k rrr'2 s"'·3 O.OOE+OO k rrr"2s...· 3
Ifie :#
1.85E-0I 3.86E-0I
1.86&01 9.45E-OI
1.60E+OO 5.29E+OO
. EffeC cc <L....,:e~
3.78E+OO W 6.88EtOO
" ft.tncrease :iri.Mean:rotif Head ,....'-.i:~.ri ' .,/ ....".,
1.29E+00 2.54E+OO
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Tab le 8-8. Fu ll-scale moment um flux calculations
<>---
VoiJrrr thwrate (Qd
Caoture ....'d m(b)
nTC caorureheiclJl
Ml
El
'>':.
M7
E7
Ship speed (V)
EO
Statim #
.. ' crn-;; '~ -.,.. ·Ei·DE~il1~;f·
1.03E+03 Jc.gIrrt'3 1.03E+03 kglm"3
2.53&0 1 rrl'3/s 2.50&01 rrl'3/s
4.68& 01 m 4.68E-0 1 m
.- - S taoon. l a:1ffli·~~S~:t;f":': \'Iy.;'t .~~.i..."...-;
1.30B-Ol m 1.l .5&01 m
l.lOE+03 N 1.I6E+03 N
2.37E+03 w 2.62E+03 w
. S tati:ln 7~· ~~ !t.~s(-·~t{.o.~f:~ ~
2.53B-OI rrl'3/s 2.50&0 1 m"3h
1.17&01 m 1.17&01 m
1.47E+03 N J.43E+03 N
4.25E+03 W 4.00E+03 W
S 6 '''< l ~.
5.00E+OO m's .5.00E+OO m's
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Tab le 8-9. Full-sca le pro pulsion pert crmence calcula tions
4.04£+03 W 6.72E+03
lOCreascd~~1ean'rotaU-Iea'(iJ:~~. ~. ·"'· l; 0;_ ~~ :,
w
-* ;
9.45&01
3.03&01
3.86&0 1
7.60E+02 w
'1.....~~~
,;.
9.81E+OO
w
m's"2
4.58£+03
, Ellec' e; ,p"'\ver, ' .1\ •~ •
p,..11""ucr
DM
PJSE
'"
R,
1.59£0+00 2.85E+OO
The results show that the numerical values of the effective je t system power (PJSE) and
elevation power were reasonably close to those obtained through experimentation. The
internal losses. effective pump power, and increase in mean total head, however were all
much higher in the experiment. The greatest variation occurred over the pump unit, as
was expected.
The full-scale pump shaft power. Pes. predicted by the simulation was:
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(8.29J
where. PI'ESis the effective pump power. 11T'S is the pump efficie ncy and 11"... is the
installation efficie ncy thai accounts for non-unif ormi ties to the pump of the waterje t
system (assumed to be 85%).
Similarly . the full-scale pump shaft power , Pose. obtaine d from experi mental data was:
Pos. =~=16.8kW
11"s '11w t
[8.30J
Using the average torque value from the physical expe riment (0.11 xrm, the full-scale
pump shaft power was verified :
PM =2nQ n£L = 27l'(0.llN . mXI6.7rps ) 1025kg f m
J
= lOkW [8.3 1]
PM 1.l85kg lm l
As discussed in Chapter 4. one of the limitations of the momen tum flux method is the
requireme nt of assumed pump and installation effic iencie s. Large scale testing of the
complete waterjet system would improve confidence in full-sca le predictions. but the
results are encouraging. nonetheless. It is assumed that pump effici ency increases with
impeller speed but in order to obtai n reaso nable estimates for the pump efficiency. further
testing is required .
8.10Summary
Nume rical simulatio ns were perfonned on a watcrjet system prev iously tes ted in the
Memorial University wind ronnel. The simulation showed good correlation with the
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experimental flow rate and veloc ity contours . Insufficient experimental velocity
measurements al the pump face and pump exit. however, resulted in unreliabl e power
predictio ns based on the moment um flux method and did not compare well with the
numerica l simulation near the pump.
The strength of CFD simulatio n lies in its abili ty to predic t the flow behaviour of real-
world situations. The waterjet simulation predicted the separation observed near the
intake roof of real waterjet s. and showed good correlation between the traditional method
of detenni ning pump shaft power, and modem method s using CFD and the momentum
flux method.
I77
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9 Conclusions and Recommendations
Th e objective of this thesis was to predic t the perfo rma nce characte ris tics of a waterjet
using comp utational fluid dynamics validated by experimental work in a wind tunnel . A
similitude analysis of the waterjc r system was present ed along with a description of the
momentum flux method . Physical testing of the waterjet system was discussed . followe d
by the nume rical simulation and application of the mo mentum flux method that ensued .
The remain der of this chap ter is conc erned with the major conclusions from both the
physical experimen ts and numerica l simulations. alo ng with recomm endations penaining
to future work.
9.1 Phys ical Experimen ts
A revision of the existing waterjet tes t platform determi ned that the system stiffness
needed improve ment and a more suitable impell er was necessary . A number of brac ket
supports were added to the system to addre ss the st iffness concern s. and a mode l impell er
was fabrica ted using the laminated object manu factu re (LOM) system located at
Memorial University . The LOM system was part icularly suitable for wind tunnel testing.
as it is an inexpensive method of manu facturi ng large models that do not experience
heavy loading. or req uire watert ightness. Mod ification s in the se areas resulted in much
less system vibration and noise.
A single wire . constant temperature. hot-wire anemometer was used to reco rd wind
veloc ities a t multiple loca tions throu ghout the waterje t system. Hot-wire anemometry is a
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suitable method for measuring subsonic incompressible continuu m flows. but
measureme nts recorded with the single wire were not capable of measuring flows in more
than one direction. In areas of high turbulence, such as near the impeller. laser Doppler
Anemometry (LDA) may provide more mean ingful results .
Wind velocity data was recorded at multiple locat ions throughout the waterje t system and
produced flow patterns characteristic of waterje ts. R ow separation at the inlet showed
regions of low speed flow at the top of the inlet duct, and high speed flow near the
bottom . Furthennore , a conce ntrated jet stream was produced at the nozzle outlet and
vena contracta, while the boundary layer measurements at the inlet were in good
agree ment with theoretical pred ictions.
The testing of waterjets using a wind tunnel is a convenient and economi cal alte rnative to
traditional testing methods at small scales. The threat of harmful discharge to the
laboratory is removed when testing in air and loadin g on critical components is much
smaller . Waterjets can therefore be tested at much larger scales and need not be
completely watertight. Testing at large scales provides for much easier access to sections
wnhin the waterje t, and intrusive measurement techniques have a smalle r relative
influence on the flow. A major limitatio n of the test. however. is the inability of air
meas urements to provide informa tion pertainin g to cav itation.
The physical experi ments of this study did not account for the trim and sinkage
experi enced by real-world prototypes. nor was the wall of the wind tunnel modifie d to
accurately represent the underside of a ship's hull . Pressure changes along the wind
tunnel wall. there fore. did not correctly describe the behavio ur beneath the hull. In order
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to represent the correct behaviour. the waterje t and hull would have to be treated as a
single unit, and the geome try of specific hull fonns would be necessary.
A substantial amount of da ta was obtai ned for the impe ller operati ng at 1000 rpm. and a
wind tunnel speed of 5 mls. The data was necessary for validation of Ihe numerical
simulation and could be used 10 augment furth er numerical and/or ex perimental testing.
9.2 Numerical Simulation
Numerical simulations were performed on a full -scale waterjet previously tested in the
MUN wind tunnel. The software chosen for the applica tion was CFX 5.6 because of its
reputation as a reliab le CFD program that has gathered momen tum in Ihe treatment of jet
flows, turbo machinery , and hull and wake analysis.
The experiment was described in terms of modu lar compone nts that represented (he wind
tunne l. watetjet, impeller exit, and jet stream. This permi tted individual components to be
modified, edited, added, or removed without altering other parts of the mesh. A grid
dependence study was carried out on the individual components, and on the sys tem as a
whole. until grid independence was achieved . The simul ation was valida ted by good
corre lation with the volumetric f1ow'rare, velocit y contours. and point veloc ities obtained
from the physical tests.
Momen tum flux calculati ons determined thai for the impeller operat ing at 1000 rpm and
(he vesse l moving at Sm/s, the full-scale effective pump power and pump shaft power
were 4 kW and 10 kW, respect ively. Excellent agreement was established betwee n the
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lraditional methods of det ermi ning pump shaft power and those determin ed by
computational fluid dynamics and the momentum flux method . The method , however, is
not without its shortco mings as it re lies hea vily on an accurat e description of flowrate and
esti mates of pump and insta llations efficiencies
In addition . the intake capture area obtained through CFD analysis appears to be wider
than that reconunended by the ITT C, and elliptical rat her than rectangular in shape .
Further study into the limitatio ns of the momentum flux method may improve confidence
in full-scale predictions.
Thi s study demonstra tes thai although simul ation has not usurped the mantl e of physical
testing as the most accepted method of interpre ting real- world behaviour. it serves as a
valuable tool for obta ining detailed informa tion at a resol ution that is not possib le using
traditional methods . As the speed and memory capabilities of comp uters co ntinue 10
improve, the field of hydrody namics will move furthe r into the realm of simulation and
it 's reliance on physica l modellin g will be reduced. CFD simulation, validated by
physica l experimenta tion is an exce llent tec hnique for evaluating the perform ance of
waterjets.
9.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Al though the results obtained from the numerical simulation were in close agreement
with those obtained from physical testing. some of the limitations of the physical
experi ments were dup licated in the eFD model . In order to improve the accuracy of the
physical experiment.. the wal l of the win d tunnel shoul d be modified at the inlet to reflect
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the shape of a typical hull . Moreover, an effort should be made to accou nt for the trim
and sinkage of real world vessels.
Hot-wire anemome ters are not suitable for measuring high turbulence levels. It is
therefore recommended that velocity measurem ents in areas of high turbulence should be
obtained by more approp riate methods, such as Laser Doppler v etccimetry.
Single wire anemometers can only account for one component of the three-dime nsional
velocity vector. In order to fully understand the nature of the flow throughout the
waterjet, a description of the velocity at the inlet would be beneficial. It is recommended
that multiple wire anemomet ers obtain velocity mea surement at the inlet.
In orde r to complet ely describe the waterje t under realistic operati ng conditio ns, a test
program consisting of a number of impeller speeds, and wind tunnel velocities is
necessary. Destructive testing of the model impeller is therefore required to establish its
physical limitations. Should the impeller fail at high rpm values, a stronger impeller
should be constru cted using alternate means and/or materials.
The information obtaine d from the impro ved physical experiment will go a long way in
improv ing the accurac y of the numerical experiment. With detailed data at the impeller,
the numerical model would benefit from rota ting components . The modular desig n of the
exis ting numerical model is perfectly suited to the addi tion or subtractio n of compo nents,
and a comparison between numerical simulations would be read ily available. It is
therefore recomm ended that future numerical simu latio ns include a rotating impeller
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validated by three- dimensional velocity measuremen ts. An accurate computer mode l
would then be able to address any concerns about cavi tation at the impeller .
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Engineering Drawings
This Appendix contains the assembl y and detail drawings of the original waterjet tested
in the Memorial University wind tunnel.
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f unc t i on varargout = jetcontours (va r a r g i n)
'" JETCONTOURS App licdtion M-file for j e t c on t our s . fig
'" FIG" JETCONTOURS launch j e t con t ou r s GUI.
'" J ETCONTOURS (' callback_name', . .. ) invoke t he named ca llback,
'" La s t MOdified by GUIDE v2.0 OI- Aug-2 003 11 :20: 16
i f nargin == 0 'Is LAUNCH GUI
f ig = openfig(mfi lenarr.e, ' r eu s e ') ;
'Is Us e system color scheme for figure:
se t ( fi g, ' Co l or' , ge t (0, ' de f a u l t Ui c o n t r ol Ba c kg-r ou r::dColo r ') ) ;
'" Generate a s tructure o f handles to pass t o ca llbacks,
it.
handles = guihandl e s (f ig);
guidata (fig-, h andl e s) ;
i f nargout > 0
v arargout (l } = f ig;
elsei f ischa r (varargin (l }) '" INVOKE NAM:ED SUBFUNCTION OR CALLBACK
i f (n argout )
[varargout {l :n a r gou t } 1 = f ev al (varargin( }) ; 'Is FEVAL
switchyard
feval{varargin( ) ; 'Is FEVAL swi t c hya r d
catch
d isp (l asterr) ;
'IsI ABOUT CALLBACKS:
"'I GUI DE a utomatically app e nd s sUbfunction prototypes t o this fil e,
%I s e t s ob jects ' c allback properties to call them through the FEVAL
'" I sw itchyard above . Th i s co mment; describes tha t mechanism.
'1
%I Each callback sub f unction decl arat ion has t h e fo llowing form:
'"I < SU BFt/N CT I ONj<AME ,. ( M, EVENTDATA, HJ>,NDLES , VARARGIN)
'1
%[ The subfunc tion name is composed using t he object 's Tog and t h e
'" I c a llback type separa ted by ' _ ' , e .g. ' s lid e r 2_Ca llb a c k ' ,
%I ' f i gu r e l _ Cl os e Re qu e s t Fcn' , ' ax i s l_Bu ttondownFcn' .
' 1
"'I H is t h e callback ob ject 's hand l e (obtained using GCBO).
' 1
'" I EVENTDATA is empty, but reserved fo r f u ture u s e.
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'1
" I HA."O!..ES i s a structure c on tai ning ne een ee o f compo nent s in GUI uai n'il
' I ta",s as f ieldna:ne s . e. g. handl es .f i l1\lre l. handlea . alider2 . This
' I s tructure is c reat e d a t G"JI start up I"ls i n'il GUl HA.>ror.,ES a nd stored i n
' I t he fiqure ' s applic a t i on data lOsing GUlOA':'A. A copy o f the s t ructu r e
'I is passed. t o e a c h callback. You can store addi tiona l i n fo r1:lation i n
'I t h is structure at GUI sta rtup. an d you can change the struct ure
' I du ring ca llbacks. Call quida ta (h , handles ) after ch an 'iling your
' I copy t o replace the stored. origi r.al s o that subsequent calleacks see
'I t r.e upd ates . Type - 1".e 1p quihandle s - a nd "he l p quidata" fo r ece e
'I information.
' 1
' I VARARGIN contains a ny extra arguments you have pa ssed t o t he
'I c allOac k . Spec ify the ex t ra argumen ts by e diti n'il the c allba c k
' I property i n t he inspector . By d efault , GUIDE s ets the p r operty t o :
' I <MFILENA."lE> ( ' <SUBFllNCTI ON..NAME> ' , gcbo , I I , guidata(gcbo})
' I Add any extr a a rgwT1ents after the l as t arqurne n t , before the f i na l
' I c l os i ng pa r e n t h e s i s ,
, -- -------- --------- ---------------------- ---- ------------------ -- -- -
f unc t i on var ar eoue. _ stat i on...,pop up_Callba ck(h, evenecete • ha ndl es,
varargin)
va l_ge t/ h, ' Va lue'):
se l ec t !KL s t ring _{ val}: 'eonve rt from cell array to s t r i ng
switch val
c ase 1
' Tt:e u s e r ha s s elected t he f irst sheet
[al =xlsread t ' C : \ Te s t l\l e c t i o n s .xls · • ' s f r e e' ) :L_ ). 5 ;delt a x :a.1 5
a~_in ( a , L , d.ltllX J
, ':'his sta t i on r equi res plott-i ng a l ong the x and y axes
\C r e ate new functi on to plot the da ta i n 20
T I TLE I ' Fr e e St ream veloci ty Profile (5m' s
wind ) " ' Font Weight ' , ' bold '}
c ase 2
tal =x l s r e a d l ' C:\'1'e s t s\ s e c t i on s . x ls ' , ' s l a ' I ;L:a9:deltax =0 . 2 5
a_xv_in (a , L , d el taxi
'1'I'1'LE( ' Se c tion 1a Velocity Profile 15m' .
wind) , , ' Fon t Weight ' , 'wld ' )
c a s e 3
[a l =x l s r e a d { 'C: \'1'estl\s.e tion s. xls' , ' s l ') ;L_6. 3 ;deltax =O. 25
a _xv_in (a , L, de 1t ax )
' aconts_in (a )
'1'1'1':"£( 'Section 1 Veloci t y Profil e ( 5m/s wi nd } ,' Fo ntWe ight ' , 'bold'}
c a s e 4
la) ..x l .. r ead l ' C, \ Tell t.'.ec t i on G,><1 8 ,'82' )/
s ha ft_ r a dius:aO
aconts_i n (a, shaft_radius)
TI TLE ( ' Se ct i on 2 Vel oc ity Con tours (1 000 RPM, 5m/s
wind) , , ' FontWeigh t ' , 'bold ' )
c a s e 5
la] =x l s r e ad ( 'C , \ Te s t s \ s e c t i on s . x l s ' • ' s3 ') ;
shaft_rad i us .. 0.057
a con t 5_ in (a, shaft_rad ius)
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T ITLE ( ' Section 3 Velocity Contour s u.ooo RPM, Smfs
wind) , , ' Fonti'Oeight ' , ' bo l d' I
case 6
[a ] =x l!;read ( ' C : \ Te s t s\ s e c t i o ns .xls ' , ' s 5 " :
sha ft_ radius" 0 .0 57
acont s _i rola , shaft_radius )
TITU: I 'Section 5 Velocity Con t.our s 110 00 R~ , 51llfs
wi nd) , • ' Fon t We i gh t ' , ' bo l d')
case 7
l e l =xlsread ( ' C : \ Te s t a\ s eet i on5 . xls' , '56 ' J :
sha ft_ radius = 0 .0 2221 7
acont.S_in la , shaf,:;_racHus)
'!'I TLE ( ' Se c t.i on 6 v elocity Con t.ou r s (1 000 RPM, 5mfs
wind) , • ' Fon t i'Oe i g r.t', ' bo l d ' )
case 8
'The us er has selec,;ed t.h e l a st. s he e t.
(a ) =xls r ea d ( ' C : \ Te s t s\ s e c t.i on s . x l s' , ' 87' ) :
s ha ft_rad i u s • 0
a c on t s _ i n(a, sh aft_rad ius )
TITLE( ' Section 7 Velocity Contours 11000 RPM, Sm/s
wind ) , , ' FontWe i qh t ' , 'bold ' )
ca s e 9
'The user has s elected CFX Station 2
sh aft_radius " O
[ a ] "xlsread I 'C, \ Ta s t.s \ s e c t.i ons . x l s' , 'C FX_ 2' ):
CFX_ 2 (a, sha ft_ r a d i u s '
TITL E( ' S t a t.i on 2 Vel oc i t y Con t.ou r s from CFX 11000 RPM. Smfs
wind ) , • ' Pon t we i gh t ' , 'bold' )
eese 1 0
'The u ser has s elected CFX Station 3
s haf t _ radi\l.s • 0 .0 57
[a] =x lsrea d ( ' C , \ Te s t s\ s ec t i on s . x l s ' • ' CFX_ 3'):
CF'C2 (a , s ha f t._ r ad i u s )
TITL EI 'S';"tion 3 Velocity ccn ecurs f rOfll CFX fl OOD RPM,
wind) , • ' Fon t.We i gh t. ' , ' bo l d')
case 11
'The u s e r has selected CFX St a t.ion 5
sha ft. _ radiull • 0 .0 57
[a1 :xlsrea d ( ' C:\Te s ts\s e c t i ons .xl s ' , ' CFX_ 5 ') ;
CFX_ 2 l a . sr.aft_radiu,,"'
TITLE('S tation 5 Velocit.y Contours f r om CFX (10 00 RPM. 5mfs
wind ) , , ' Fon t We i gh t· , 'bold ' )
case 12
' The us e r ha$ selected CFX Station 6
shaft_radius " 0.022217
[a] . x l s r ea d{ 'C: \ Tests\ s e c t i ons , x j a ' • 'C FX_6') ;
CFX_ 2 (a, shaft_ r "dius J
TITLE ( ' St a t ion 6 Veloc ity Con tour" from CFX (100 0 RPM,
wi nd ) ' , ' Fon t We ight.' , ' bo l d ' )
ea s e 13
%The user has liIe l eeted CFX Sta tion 7
Shaft_radiu s • 0
t a l '"xlsread ( ' C: \Tests\se c tion s .xls' , 'C FX_7');
CFX_ 2 l a . s ha ft_r ad i u . )
TITLE ( ' Sta t i on 7 Veloeit.y Con tour s f rom CFX (10 00 RPM, Smfs
wind) , , ' Fon t We i gh t ' , 'bold' I
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end
% - ---------- --- - - ----------------- - - ----------- -- - - -- --- - - -- -- - - -- ---
f unction varargout '" filey,enu_Callback (h, event.da t e , handles,
varargin )
if isempty (get (ha ndles . axes l , ' Children ' ) )
set Ih and les ,prir.t_sub:nenu , ' Ena o l e ' , ' o f f ' )
else
set (h an dl e s ,print_sub;r.enu, 'Enable' , 'on' )
end
end
% --- - --- - -- - - --- - ---- -- - - - - --- -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - -----------
function varargou t = print_submenu_Callback (h, even t da t a, handles ,
varargin )
pr int ~f handles . figurel
e nd
% . _--------- - --------- ---------------------------- -- - - - --- -------- - - -
funct ion varargout = close_subrnenu_Callback (h, eventdata , handles ,
varargin )
delete (handles . fi gurel )
end
%--- ----- -- --- --------------- --- ---------- -- --------------- -- --------
function a_X¥_ in (a ,L,deltax )
d o
.,
x;a ( , , 1 ) . /10 00;
y"a ( , , 2 ) ;
% Theoret ical pipe equat ion i s
W ;Wrnax (l-r/ Rmax ) ~ ( 117)
%Determine Boundary laye r thickness
rho"1.23; \kg/m~3
mu = 0 .0 00 01 79 ; %dynamic viscosity ot air
urnaxl =max (y );
Rx = rho'Umaxl'L/mu;
de l ta" L" O, 370 / (Rx" {1 / S ) ) ;
theO_X"linspace {O, delta, 100)
Ut!".eO=Umaxl " (x . / de l t a ) , " 0 .143 ;Uthe02 =Umax l " (theo_x , /delta ) . ~ O .143 ;
'tWe just want the values up to the boundary l ay e r .
% so we loc ate t he i nd i ces for the va l ues I e ,;;,;; t ha n de lta
i " f i nd (x <d e l t a +O. 03 5} ;
\create a tabl e to co rrpare the experimenta l with theoretical
p erc " 1 00" \Ut h eo - y) . / Ut he o ;
disp ( , X Experimental Thea Di t t ' )
tab l e " [x( l , ma x (i)) y( l : rnax {i ) ) Utheo (l,max (i) ) y (l:max( i ) ) -
Utheo (1 :max (i) ) l ;
disp ( table)
%----------------------------------- ----- ---- ----- -- ------_ . . _---
%- - Pl o t of on l y experimental and Theoretical
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,- ------- --------- --- ------ --- ---------------------------------- -
figure
plot (x(l:max( i} ) , y ( l :max ( i » , ' 0-' ,theo_x,Uthe02, 'r' , 'LineWidth' ,2 )
grid on
l eq end{ ' Ra.., Di!l.t,,' , 'Theoreti cal', 0 )
XLABEL I 'Ho ri zon ta l Oi s t"nce from Wall lw l " , ' Fon tWe i ght' , 'bold')
'r...ABELI'Velocity [m/s)'. ' Fon t we i ght' , ' bo l d ')
, --------------------------------------------------------------------
func t i on a cont s_i n (a , s ha f t _ radius)
0 '0
x=a (:,l)1l000
y =a (: ,2 ) /I OOO
z =a { : , 3 ) :
ave r a ge_sar.:pl e_vel oc i t Y=Il'.ean (z )
ti. -.17 S, . OOl:.17S:
[XL YI ) ., Il'.e sh gri d {t i , ti ):
ZI • g ric.d.at a (x, y . z ,X I , YI , ' cubi c ' ) :
avera g-e_fitted..-velocity=na.n:nean (nanrne a n (ZI) ' )
ll'.Ilx_ fitted_velocity=na:unax {nal'lll\i!l.x{ZI } ' J
contour f( XI, Y!,ZI) , holci
%Now we plot the ou:.er dimens ion of the w"ter j e t
theta . linsp"ce (O,2 'pi , I OO) ;
'pl o t o f the s ha f t
shaft-"" = sha ft_radi""" co s {theta ) :sha ft-y ., s haft_radi""so . i n (theta l ;
'make su r e the sha f t cove r the proper area
f il l ( s ha ft->t, shaft-y , ' k ')
COLORBAR{' ve rt'), hold o f f
XLABEL(' Hor i :r.on t a l Distance [mm] ')
YLABEL ('Ver tic l Dist"nee {mml ' )
LEG"'"
PWTEOIT ON
set (gc a , 'DataAspeetRat i o ' , (ll l ] , '?l o tB oxAspee t Ra t i o ' , {l l l } l ;
gr i d
,, ---- ------------------ --------------- ----------- -------- --------- ---
func t i on f .. moody( ed.. Re)
% Find frict i on factor by so l ving- the Co l eb r OOk tilql.la t i on l X-oo dy Ch" r t)
•% Synopsis : f .. moody(ed , Re)
•
" I nput, ed = relat i ve r oughness = epsi lo::l /dia.'lleter
" ae '" a eyno l ds nwr.ber
•
, Output, f • fr i c tion fac t o r
·
·if Re<O
error (sprintf ('Reyno lds n\1ll\ber s 'f c anno t be neqa tive ' ,Re } };
else if Re<2 000
f s 64/Re: re t ""rn ' l /l..:ninar flow
end
it ed.>O. OS
warning (sprintf { ' epsilon / diame t e r ratio .. ' f is not o n Moody
c ha rt' , e dl } :
end
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i f Re< 3500 , warni:1g (sprintf ( 'Re '" %£ in t r ans i t Lon r ange \n \ n , Re}) ;
end
Fi nd f f r om Col eb r ook eq uation (u s e fz e r o ) .
coi erun is an inline fu nct i on ob ject t o ev a l ua t e F I £, e l d , Re J
% £zero ret u rns the value o f f s uc h t he t. F ( £ ,e / d /Re ) " 0
(approximat ely)
'Ii f i " i r.it i a l gu e s s
% Ite rat ion s o f £ze ro are terminated when £ i s kn own wi t hin ;' 1-
dfTol
coi e r cn > i nlin e('l.O/sqr t(f) ;. 2 . 0* l ogl O( ed /3. 7 ;. 2.51/( Re *sqrt (f J )
)', 'f ', "e d" , ' Re') ;
fi " 1/( 1. 8*loglO(6 .9/Re;. ( edl3 .7)~1.11l)" 2; % i n i t i al guess a t £
d£T Ol " 5e-6;
f " r eero t c o t esun . fi . opti:ns et (' TolX ' . d£T ol. 'D i s play' , ' o£f ' ) , ed, Re J ;
i f f <O, error (s p r int f ( 'Frict i on fa c t or " %f, bu t cannot be
negat ive ' , f l ); end
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Appendix C
Experimental Data
This Appendix contains the experimental data from waterjet system tes ts performed in
the Memorial University wind tunnel.
C-I
Den sl 01 air
Sta Uon 1. Flux C.k:ul aUon s
Experime nta l Dalll
t. tsa-oo k m "'3 9.81E +OOrrV....2
_0
Shl •
....,
b
he ight
5.00E +OOmrs
2.32E-Q1 m
4.68E.Q1 m
1.15E-Ql m
Head lo ss
V,
Q
E,
2.32E.Q1 m
4.S2E+OO~
2 .50E.Ql m "'31s
3.03E+OO W
x [mm]
2,OOE.Q2
7.00E.Q2
1,20E-o l
1.70 e-Ql
2 .70E-ol
3 ,70E..Ql
4 .70E.Q1
5,70E-Q1
6,70 e-01
7.70 e-Q1
8,70 e-Q1
g,70 e-0 1
1.22E+OO
l A 7E+OO
1.72 E+OO
1.97E+OO
2.47E+OO
2.97E+OO
3.47E+OO
3.97 E+OO
4 ,97E+OO
5 97 E+OO
797E+OO
9 97E+OO
1 20E+01
1.50E+01
2 00 E+Ol
2 .50E+0 1
3.00 E+01
4.00 E+01
5.00E+01
6.00E+01
8.00 E+01
1.00 E+02
1.25E+02
1.50E+02
Statio n 2 Flux Calculat ions
Experimenta l Data
Appendix C
x[m] y [m] u [ml5j p-p,[Paj C. V,
-' .7SE-O'
-Ii O.OOE+OO 7.8 1E+00 S.27 E-Ol 3S3E+OO-1.62 E-Ol 7.18E-Ol 7.S0E+OO 5.06E-Ol 3.63 E+OO-1.39E-Ol -S. 1.02E+OO 7.19E+OO 4.8SE-Ol 3.63E +00-1.24E-Ol 1. 8.33E-Ol 7.40E+OO 4.99E-Ol 3.63 E+OO
-1.24E-Ol 1. - 3.51E+OO 5.20E-Ol 3.51E-02 3.63 E+OO
-1.15E-Ol -4.78 E-02 1.64E+OO 6.2 1E+OO 4.t9E-Ol 3.63 E+OO
-1.06E-Ol -1.06E-Ol 1.06E+OO 7.14E+OO 4.82E- Ol 3.63 E+OO
-1.06E-Ol '.OS E-Ol 3.63E+OO -2.10E- 02 -1.42E-0 3 3.63 E+OO
-9.24E -02 -3.B3E-02 2.78E+OO 3.2 1E+OO 2. t7 E-Ol 3.63 E+OO
-9.16E-02 1.00E-Ol 3.69 E+OO -2.47E-Ol -'.S7E-02 3.63 E+OO
-B.84E- 02 -8.8 4E-02 1.84E+OO 5.79E+OO 3 .91E-Ol 3.63 E+OO
-B.84E-02 8.84E-02 3.64E+OO -2.64E-02 -1.78E-03 3 .63E+OO
·7.07E-02 -7.07 E-02 2.S9E+OO 3.85E+OO 2 .60E-Ol 3 .63E+OO
·7.07E·02 7.07 E-02 3.62E+OO 3.S9E-02 2 .49 E-03 3.63E+OO
-7.07E-02 4.68E·02 2.75E+OO 3.34E+OO 2.26 E-Ol 3.63E+OO
-S.93 E-02 -2.87E·02
•
1.92E+OO 1.29E-Ol 3.63E+OO
-6.70E-02 -1.S2E-0 ' 7.5 1E+OO 5.07 E-Ol 3.63E+OO
-6.70E-02 1.62E-Ol 2.20 E-Ol 1.49E-02 3.63E+OO
-5.74E-02 -1.39 E-O' -01 7.30E+OO 4.93E- Ol 3.63E+OO
-5.74E-02 1.39E-Ol 3.61E+OO 7.00 E·02 4.73E-03 3.63E+OO
-S.30 E-02 -5.30 E-02 2.97E+OO 2.57E+OO 1.74E-Ol 3.S3E+OO
-S.30E-02 S.30 E-02 3.62E+OO 3.70 E-02 2.S0E-03 3.63 E+OO
-S.00E-02 3.OSE-'B 3.61E+OO 7.3BE-02 4.98 E-03 3.S3E+OO
-4.7BE-02
-' .' SE-O' 2.'SE+OO 5.0SE+ OO 3.42E-O' 3.S3E+OO
-4.78E ·02 1.1SE-Ol 3.62E+OO 3.18E-02 2.1SE-03 3.63 E+OO
-4 .62E-02 ' .9 1E-02 3.S9 E+OO 1.64E-Ol 1.11E-02 3.S3 E+OO
-4.S2E-02 -1 .91 E-02 3.34 E+OO 1.20E+OO B.13 E-02 3.S3E+OO
-3.83E-02 -9 .24E-02 2.S1E+OO 4.0SE+OO 2.74E-Ol 3.63 E+OO
-3.83 E-02 9.24 E-02 3.88 E+OO -1.09E+OO -7.38E-02 3.63E+OO
-3.S4E-02 -3.S4E-02 3.28 E+OO 1,44E+OO 9.74E-02 3.63 E+OO
-3.54E-02 3.S4E-02 3.70E+OO -3.0 1E-01 -2.03E-02 3.63 E+OO
-2.87E-02 -S.93E-02 2.76E+OO 3,28E+OO 2.2 1E-Ol 3.63E+OO
0.3
x [m] y [m] u [""'J p-p, [PaJ C, V,
-2.87E-02 6.93E-02 3.89E+<JO -1.14E+OO -7.68E-02 3.63E+<JO
-2.50E-02 1.53E-1B 3.65E+<JO -9.28E-02 -6.27E·03 3.63E+OO
-2.31E-02 9.57E-03 3.74E+OO -4.61E-01 -3.' 1E-02 3.63E+<JO
-2.31E-02 -9.57E-03 3.58E+<JO 224E-01 1.52E-02 3.63E+<JO
-1.91E-02 -4.62E-02 3.11E+<JO 2.08E+<JO 1.40E-01 3.63E+<JO
-' .91E-02 4.62E-02 3.63E+<JO -B.97E-01 -6.05E-02 3.63E+<JO
-' .n E-02 -1.77E-02 3.28E+<JO 1.43E+<JO 9.64E-02 3.63E+<JO
-1.77E-02 1.77E-02 3.62E+<JO 2.83E-02 1.91E-03 3.63E+<JO
-9.57E-03 -2.31E-02 3.41E+OO 9,21E-01 6.22E-02 3.63E+<JO
-9.57E-03 2.31E-02 3.81E+<JO -7.97E-01 -5.3BE-02 3.63E+<JO
O.OOE+<JO -1.75E-01 5.00E-Ol 7.66E+<JO 5.HE-01 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+OO -1.S0E-01 8.16E-01 7.41E+OO S.OOE-01 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+<JO -1.2SE-01 9.10E-01 7.32E+OO 4.94E-01 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+OO ·1 .00E-01 1.19E+OO 6.96E+OO 4.70E-01 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+OO -7.50E-02 1.72E+OO 6.06E+OO 4.09E-01 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+OO -5.00E-02 2.44E+OO 4.28E+OO 2.89E-01 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+OO -2.50E-02 3.16E+<JO 1.89E+OO ' .27E-01 3.63E+<JO
O.OOE+OO O.OOE+<JO 3.64E+OO -4.74E-02 -3.20E-03 3.63E+<JO
O.OOE+<JO 2.50E-02 3.90E+OO -' .21E+OO ·8.15E-02 3.63E+OO
O.OOE+<JO 5.00E-02 3.99E+<JO - ' .64E+<JO -1.1' E-01 3.63E+<JO
O.OOE+<JO 7.50E-02 4 05E+OOII -1.29E-01 3.63E+OOO.OOE+<JO 1.00E-01 39S E+OO -9.63E-02 3.63E+<JOO.OOE+<JO 1.25E-01 369E+<JO -1.B3E-02 3.63E+<JOO.OOE+<JO 1.50E·01 342E+OO 5.91E-02 3.63E+<JOO.OOE+OO 1.75E-01 315E+OO 1.29E-01 3.63E+OOO.OOE+<JO O.OOE+<JO 368E+<JO -21 4E-01 ·1.44E·02 3.63E+<JO
9.57E-03 -2.31E-02 3.06E+<JO 2.27E+<JO l.53E-O' 3.63E+<JO
9.57E-03 2.31E-02 3.90E+<JO -1.20E+OO -8.11E-02 3.63E+<JO
1.77E-02 -1.77E- 3.13E+<JO 2.02E+<JO 1.36E-O' 3.63E+<JO
1.77E-02 '.77E 3.85E+<JO -9.82E-01 -6.63E-02 3.63E+<JO
1.91E-02 I 2.10E+<JO 5.20E+OO 3.51E-01 3.63E+<JO1.91E-02 4,10E+oo -2.13E+<JO -1.44E-01 3.63E+<JO2.31E-02 3.62E+<JO 5.12E-02 3.46E-03 3.63E+OO2.31E-02 3.76E+OO -5.68E-O' -3.B3E-02 3.63E+OO2.50E-02 3.75E+OO -5.12E-Ol -3.45E-02 3.63E+OO2.87E-02 -6 1.56E+OO 6.36E+<JO 4.29E-01 3.63E+OO2.87E-02 6. 4.14E+OO -2.33E+<JO -' .57E-O' 3.63E+OO3.54E-02 -3. 2.28E+OO 4.73E+OO 3.19E-01 3.63E+OO3.54E-02 3.54 • 4.07E+OO ·1.99E+OO ·1.34E-01 3.63E+<JO
3.83E-02 -9.24E-02 1.48E+<JO 6.52E+<JO 4.40E-01 3.63E+<JO
3.83E-02 9.24E-02 3.96E+<JO -1.50E+<JO -1.0' E·01 3.63E+<JO
4.62E-02 -' .9,E-02 3.50E+<JO 5.32E-01 3.59E-02 3.63E+<JO
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x 1m) Ylm] U [m'sl P-Po[Pal
-*
V,
4.62E-02 1.91E-02 3,87E+OO · 1.08E+OO 3.63E+OO
4 .7BE-02 -1.15E-Ol L35 E+OO 6.73 E+OO 4 . 3.63E+OO
4 .78E-02 1.1SE-01 3.49E+OO 5.90 E-Ol 3. 3.63E+OO
5.00 E-02 -9.19E-18 3.78E+OO -6A SE-01 -4.36E-02 3.63 E+OO
5.30 E-02 -5.30 E-02 L 96E+OO 5.53E+OO 3.74E-Ol 3.63E+OO
5.30 E-02 5.30 E-02 4.11E+OO -2.1BE+OO -1.47E-Ol 3.63E+OO
5.74 E-02 -1 .39E-Ol 1.26E+OO 6.B6E+OO 4.63 E-Ol 3.63 E+00
5.74E-02 1.39E-01 3.04 E+OO 2.35 E+OO 1.58E-0 1 3.63E+OO
6.70 E-02 -L 62E-Ol 5.73E-Ol 7.61 E+OO I 3.63E+OO6.70 E-02 1.62E-0 1 2.75E+OO 3.34 E+OO 3.63 E+OO6.93E-02 -2.87E-02 3.40 E+OO 9.72E-0 1 3.63 E+OO6.93E -02 2.87 E·02 3.99E+OO -1.61E+00 3.63 E+OO7.07 E-02 -7.07E-02 1.92E+OO 5.62E+OO 3. 3.63E+007.07 E-02 7.07 E-02 4.18E+OO -2.54 E+OO -1 . - 3.63E+OO
7.50E -02 -1.38E-17 3.88E+OO -1.10E+OO -7.43E-02 3.63E+OO
8.84E-02 -B.B4E-02 2.24E+OO 4.85E+OO 3.27E-0 1 3.63E+00
B.B4E-02 B.B4E-02 395E+OQ ""~I 3.63E+009.24E-02 -3.83E-02 328E+OO 1 42E+OO 3.63E+OO9.24E-02 3.B3E-02 4 06E+OO -1 95E+ 00 - 3.63E+OO1.00E-01 -1.84E- 17 3 94E+00 -1 38E+00 - 3.63E+001.06E-0 1 :. 219E+OO 497E+OO 3.63E+OOL06 E-01 359E+OO 1 52 E-Ol 3.63E+001.15E-01 3 42E+OO 870E-01 3.63E+OO
1.15E-01 4. 410E+OOs - 3.63E+OO1.24E-01 -L 24E 1 39E+OO 00 4 SOE-01 3.63E+OO1.24E-01 1.24E- ,- 001 3.63E+001.25E-01 -2.30E-17 402E+OO +00 3.63E+OO1.39E-01 -S.74E-02 342E+OO 69 - 1 3.63E+OO
1.39E-01 5.74E-02 4 18E+OO -2 5SE+OO - 3.63E+OO
1.S0E-01 -2.76 E-17 407E+OO -2 02E+OO - 3.63E+OO
L62E-Ol -6.70E-02 3 06E+OO 2 26E+OO 3.63E+OO
L62 E-Ol 6.70 E-02 389E+OO -1 17E+OO - 3.63E+OO
L75 E-Ol -3.22E-17 404E+OO -1 8SE+OO -1 3.63E+OO
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Station 3 Flux Calcula tions
Experimental Data
Appendix C
x[m] y[m ] u (mI, ' pop, [Pal C. V,
-1.7 2E-Ol I 1.80E 5.31E+OO 3.58 E-Ol 3.49E+OO-1.60E-Ol 18 1.58E 5.75E+OO 3.88E-01 3.49E+OO-1.35E-Ol 18 1.92E 5.05E+OO 3.41E-Ol 3.49E+OO-1.22E-01 - -01 1.55E+OO 5.S2E+OO 3.93 E-Ol 3.49 E+OO-1.22E-01 01 B.OOE-01 7.02E+OO 4.74E-01 3.49E+OO-1.13E-01 2.10E+OO 4.61E+OO 3.11E-Ol 3.49E+OO-1.12E-01 1.63E+OO 5.66E+OO 3.82E-Ol 3.49E+OO-1.10E-01 1.96E+OO 4.95E+OO 3.34E-01 3.49E+00-9.55 E-02 2.57E+OO 3.32E+OO 2.24 E-Ol 3.49E+00
•
-9.40E-02 2.39E+OO 3.B5E+OO 2.60E-01 3.49E+OO
-8 5.21E-18 2.07E+OO 4.70E+OO 3.17E-01 3.49E+OO
-7 7.78E-02 2.93E+OO 2.15E+OO 1.45E-01 3.49E+OO
-7 -7.64E-02 2.72E+OO 2.86E+OO 1.93E-01 3.49E+OO
-6 6.01E-02 2.82E+OO 2.52E+OO 1.70E·01 3.49E+OO
-6.00E-02 3.68 E-18 1.S1E+OO 5.29E+OO 3.57E-01 3.49E+OO
-5.87E-02
-tE 2.44E+OO 3.72E+00 2.51E-Ol 3.49E+OO-4 .24 E-02 1.55E+OO 5.81E+00 3.92E·Ol 3.49E+OO
-4. 10E-02 -4 S.20E-01 6.84E+OO 4.62E-Ol 3.49E+OO
-2.14E-17 ·1.75E- 1 O.OOE+OO 7.23E+00 4.88E-Ol 3.49E+OO
-2.11E-17 -l .72 E- 1 2.02E+OO 4.81E+00 3.25 E-Ol 3.49E+00
-1.96E-17 -1.BOE- 1 1.96E+OO 4.95E+00 3.34E-Ol 3.49E+OO
-1.65E·17 -1 .35E- 1 2.50E+OO 3.53E+OO 2.38E-Ol 3.49E+OO
-1.35 E-17 -1.10E- 1 2.77E+OO 2.70E+00 1.83E-Ol 3.49 E+OO
-1.04E-17
-8.
3.26E+OO 9.41E -Ol 6.35 E-02 3.49E+OO
-7.35 E-18 6 3.B2E+OO -1.40E+OO -9.45E-02 3.49E+OO
O.OOE+OO 6. 3.B2E+OO -1.40E+OO -9 .45 E-02 3.49 E+OO
O.OOE+OO 8. 02 326E+OO 9.4 1E-Ol 6.35 E-02 3.49E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.10 -01 2.77E+OO 2.70E+00 1.83E-01 3.49E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.35E-Ol 2.50E+OO 3.53E+OO 2.38 E-Ol 3.49E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.60 E-Ol 1.96E+OO 4.95E+OO 3.34E-Ol 3.49E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.72E-01 2.02E+OO 4.81E+OO 3.25 E-Ol 3.49E+OO
4.10E-02 -4.10E-02 B.20E-01 6.84E+00 4.62E -Ol 3.49E+OO
C-6
xlml ylml u [rrVS] P-Po[PaJ C, V,
4.60E-02 4.60E-02 1.55E+OO 5.81E...OO 3.92 E-Ol 3.49E...OO
5.87E-02 -5.87E-02 2.44E+OO 3.72E+OO 2.51E-01 3.49E+OO
6.00E-02 -1.10E-17 1.81E+OO 5.29E...OO 3.57 E-Ol 3.49E+OO
6.36 E-02 6.36E-02 2.82E+OO 2.52E+OO 1.70E-Ol 3.49E+OO
7.64E-02 -7.64E-02 2.72E+OO 2.86E+OO 1.93E-Ol 3.49E+OO
8.13E-02 8.13E-02 2.93E+OO 2.15E+OO 1.45E-Ol 3.49E+OO
8 .50E-02 -1.56E-17 2.07E+OO 4.70E+OO 3.17E-Ol 3.49E+OO
9.40E -02 -9.40E-02 2.39E+OO 3.85E+OO 2.60 E-01 3.49E+OO
9.90 E-02 9.90E-02 2.57E+OO 3.32 E+OO 2.24E-Ol 3.49 E+OO
1.10E-Ol -2.02E-17 1.96E+OO 4.95E+OO 3.34E-Ol 3.49E+OO
1.12E-Ol -1.12E-Ol 1.63E+OO 5.66E+OO 3.82 E-Ol 3.49E+OO
1.17E-01 1.17E-01 2.10E+OO 4.61E+OO 3.11E-01 3.49E+OO
1.22E-01 -1.22E-Ol 1.55E+OO 5.82E+OO 3.93E-01 3.49E+OO
1.22E-01 1.22E-01 6.00E-01 7.02E+OO 4.74E-01 3.49E+OO
1.35E-01 -2.48E-17 1.92E+OO 5.05E+OO 3.41E-01 3.49E+OO
1.60E-01 -2.94E-17 1.58E+OO 5.75E+OO 3.88E-01 3.49E+OO
1.72E-01 -3.16E-17 1.80E+OO 5.31E+OO 3.58E-01 3.49E+OO
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stat ion 5 Flux Calcu lati ons
Experimental Data
Dens of air 1.19E+OOk m A 3 Gravitv 9.81E+OO
Ship s eed 5.00E+OOmls Head loss -1 .32E+OO
"L1>1 2.32 E·Ol m V, 7.14 E+OO
hLI.,z 3.70E·Ol m a, 2.63E-Ol
hu.~ 4.92E-02 m E, 7.94E+OO
hw 1.98E-tOO
x[m] ylm] u [mls] p-po[Pa ) C, v,
·t .72E·01 1.05E·1 7 2 .92E+OO 2.52E+0 1 1.70E+OO 7.l 4E+OO
-1.55E-Ol 9.49E-18 4.72E+OO 1.70E+Ol 1.15E+OO 7.l 4E+OO
-1.30E-Ol 7.96 E· 18 2.79E+OO 2.56E +01 1.73E+OO 7.l4E+OO
-1.22E-Ol -1.22E-Ol 2.50 E+OO 2.65E+Ol 1.79E+OO 7.l 4E+OO
-1.22E -Ol 1.22E-Ol 2.60 E+OO 2.62E+Ol 1.77E+OO 7.l 4E+OO
-1. l 0E-Ol -1.l0E·0 1 3.03E+OO 2.48E+Ol 1.67E+OO 7. l 4E+OO
-1.10E-Ol 1.l 0E-Ol 4 .62E+OO 1.75E +Ol 1.18E+OO 7.l 4E+OO
-1.05E-Ol 6.43E-18 2.24E+OO 2.72E+Ol 1.84E..oo 7.l4E+OO
-9 .l 9E-02 -9.l 9E-02 3.44E..oo 2.32E+Ol 1.56E..oo 7.l4E+OO
-9 .l 9E-02 9.l9E-02 4 .35E..oo 1.90E+Ol 1.28E+OO 7.l4E+OO
·8.00E-02 4.90E·18 3.07 E+OO 2.46E+Ol 1.66E+OO 7.l4E+OO
·7 .42E..Q2 -7.42E-02 2.83E+OO 2.54E+Ol 1.72E+OO 7.l4E+OO
·7 .42 E-02 7.42E..Q2 3.11E+OO 2.45E+Ol 1.65E+OO 7.l4E+OO
-5.66E-02 -5.66E-02 2.93E+OO 2.5t E+Ol 1.70E+OO 7.l4E+ClO
-5.66E-02 5.66E-02 3.40E+OO 2.34E+Ol 1.58E+OO 7.l4E+OO
-5.50E-02 3.37E-1S 7.53E-Ol 2.99E+Ol 2.02E+OO 7. l4 E+OO
-3.89E-02 -3.89E-02 1.50E+OO 2.89E+Ol 1.95E+OO 7. l4 E+OO
-3.89E-02 3.89E-02 7.29E-Ol 2.99E+Ol 2.02E+OO 7.14 E+OO
-2 .ll E-17 -1.72E-Ol 2.63E+OO 2.61E+Ol 1.76E+OO 7.l4E+OO
-1.90E-17 -1.55E-Ol 2.28E+OO 2.71E+Ol 1.83E+OO 7.l4E+OO
-1.59E-17 -1.30E-Ol 1.79E+OO 2.83E+Ol 1.91E+OO 7.l 4E+OO
-1.29E-17 -1.05E-Ol 3.24E+OO 2.40E+Ol 1.62E+OO 7.14E+OO
-9.80E-18 -8.00E-02 2.37E+OO 2.69E+Ol 1.8 1E+OO 7.14E+OO
-6.74E -18 ·5 .50E·02 2.65E+00 2.60E+0 1 1.76E+00 7.14E+00
O.OOE+OO 5.50E-02 8.64E-02 3.02E+0 1 2.04 E+OO 7. l 4E+OO
O.OOE+OO 8.00E-02 1.91E+OO 2.80E+Ol 1.89E+OO 7.14E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.05E-Ol 2 .90E+OO 2.52E+Ol 1.70E+OO 7.14E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.30e-O l 3.52E+OO 2.29 E+01 1.54E+OO 7.14E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.55E-Ol 2.57E+OO 2.63E+Ol 1.78E+OO 7.14E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.72E-Ol 3.01E+OO 2.48 E+Ol 1.68E+OO 7.l4E+OO
3.89E-02 -3.89E-02 1.50E+OO 2.89E+Ol t .95E+OO 7.14E+OO
0-.
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x1m] y[ml u Im'sl p-polPa! C, V,
3.89E-02 3.89 E-02 7.29E-Ol 2.99E+01 2.02E+OO 7. 14E+OO
S.SOE-02 -1.0 1E-17 7.S3 E-Ol 2.99E+01 2.02 E+OO 7.14E+OO
S.66E -02 -S.66E-02 2.93E+OO 2.51E+01 1.70E+QO 7.14E+OO
S.66 E-02 S.66 E-02 3.40E+OO 2.34E+01 loS8E+OO 7.14E+OO
7.42E-02 -7.42E-02 2.83E+OO 2.54E+01 lo72 E+OO 7.14E+OO
7.42 E-02 7.42E -02 3.11E+OO 2.45E+01 lo6SE+OO 7.14E+OO
B.OOE-02 -1.47E-17 3.07E+OO 2.46E+01 1.66E+OQ 7.14E+OO
9. -02 I 3.44E+OO 2.32E+01 1.56E+OO 7.14E+OO9. -02 02 4.35E+OO 1.90E+01 1.28E+OO 7.14E+OO1. -01 - -17 2.24E+OO 2.72E+01 1.B4E+OO 7.14E+OO1. - 1 3.03E+OO 2.48E+01 1.67E+OO 7.14E+OO1. ,-01 4.62E+OO 1.75E+01 1.18E+OO 7.14E+OO1 01 - 1 2.50E+OO 2.65E+01 1.79E+OO 7.14E+OO1 0 1 2.60E+OO 2.62E+01 1.77E+OO 7.14E+OOlo30E -01 -2.39 E-17 2.79E+OO 2.56E+01 1.73E+OO 7.14E+OO
loSSE-01 -2.8SE-17 4.72E+OO 1.70E+01 1.15E+OO 7.14E+OO
lo72E -01 -3.16E-17 2.92E+OO 2.52E+01 1.70E+OO 7.14E+OO
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Station 6 Flux Calc ulatIons
Experimental Data
Appendix C
xlml Ylml u [rrvs] P~Po (PaJ C, V,
-1.7SE-Ol l .07E-17 O.OOE+DO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-1.62E-Ol 6.70E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-1.62E-Ol -6.70E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-1.50E-Ol 9.19E-18 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol l.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-1.39E·Ol S.74E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
- 1 .39E~Ol -S.74E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-1.2SE-Ol 7.66E-18 6.80E+OO 1.66E+OO 1.12E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-1.25E-Ol 7.66E-1B O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol l .96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-1.24E-Ol -1.24E·Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.D1E+OO
-1.24E-Ol 1.24E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Dl 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-U SE-Ol 7.07E-18 G.71E+OO 2.4SE+DO 1.6SE-Ol 7.01E+OO
-1.15E-Ol 4.78E·02 6.70E+OO 2.S0E+DO 1.69E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-1.15E-01 I 1.01E-Ol 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO-l .0GE-Ol O.OO E+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO-1.06E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO-9.24E-02 6.30E+OO S.S6E+OO 3.76E-Ol 7.01E+OO-9.24E-02 S.13E+OO 1.35E+Ol 9.12E-Ol 7.01E+OO-9.24E-02 5.86E+OO 8.77E+OO S.92E-Ol 7.01E+OO·8 .84E-02 3.BBE-02 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO-B.B4E-02 6.0SE+OO 7.41E+OO S.OOE-Ol 7.01E+OO-7.07E-02 7.06E+OO -4.SBE-Ol -3.09E-02 7.01E+OO
-7.07E-02 7.07E-02 G.74E+OO 2.1BE+DO 1.47E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-6.93E-02 2.87E-02 4.39E+OO 1.77E+Ol 1.19E+OO 7.01E+OO
-6.93E-02 S.04E+OO 1.41E+Ol 9.49E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-6.93E-02 5.S0E+OO 1.11E+Ol 7.S2E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-6.70E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-6.70E-02 O.OO E+OO 2.91E+Dl 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-S.74E-02 O.OO E+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-S.74E-02 1.39E·Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-S.30E-02 ~5.30E·02 6.59E+OO 3.3GE+OO 2.27E-Ol 7.01E+OO
COlO
-Ylm) u [m's) P-PO{PaJ C, V,
5.30E-02 6.08E+OO 7.17E+OO 4 .B4E-Ql 7.01E+OO
-4. ~ 4.75E -02 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO-4. 1 1 1.77E-Ol 2.91E+Ol I.96E+OO 7.01E+OO-4.
-:t 02 4.83E+OO 1.53E+Ol 1.03E+OO 7.01E+OO-4. 5.27E+OO 1.27E+Ol 8.55E-01 7.01E+OO
-4. 02 2. 18 4.75E+OO 1.57E+Ol 1.06E+OO 7.01E+OO
-3. 02 -9. 02 5.59E+OO 1.06 E+Ol 7.l 4E-Ql 7.01E+OO
-3. 02 9. 02 4.65E+OO 1.63E+Ol 1.10E+OO 7.01E+OO
-3. 02
I
5.68E+OO 9.96E+OO 6.72E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-3. 02 5.37E+OO 1.20E +Ol 8.l 0E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-2. -02 4.81E+OO 1.54E +Ol 1.04E+OO 7.01E+OO
-2.87E-02 4.41E+OO 1.76E+Ol 1.19E+00 7.01E+OO
-2.31E-02 3.55E+OO 2.16E+01 1.46E+00 7.01E+OO
-2 .31E-02 6.56E-02 2.91 E+Ol 1.96E+00 7.01E+OO
-1.9 1E-02 5.43E+OO t.i ss- ot 7.B5E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-l.91E-02 4.36E+ OO 1.78E +Ol l .20E+00 7.01E+OO
· 1.77E·02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol l .96E+00 7.01E+OO
· l .77E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.0 1E+OO
-9.57E-03 4.70E+OO 1.60E+Ol 1.08E+OO 7.01E+OO
-9 .57E-03 2.94E+OO 2.40E+Ol l .62E+OO 7.01E+OO
-2 .14E-17 -l. 75E·01 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol l .96E+OO 7.01E+OO
-l .B4E-17 -l .50E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.9 1E+Ol l .96E +OO 7.01E+OO
- l .53E-17 -1.25E-Ol 5.66E-02 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.0 1E+OO
· l. 23E· 17 -l .00E-Ol 7.23E+OO -l.90E+OO -l .28E-0 1 7.01E+OO
·9 .19E· 18 -7.50E-02 7.26E+OO -2.13E+OO · l .44E-01 7.01 E+OO
-6.13E-18 -5.00E-02 6.96E+OO 4.l2E·Ol 2.78E-02 7.01E+OO
-3 .06E- l 8 -2.50E.Q2 3.68E+OO 2.l l E+Ol 1.42E+OQ 7.01E+OO
O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 7.01E+OO
O.OOE+OO 2.50E-02 3.31E+OO 2.26E+Ol 7.01E+OO
O.OOE+OO 5.00E-02 5.74E+OO 9.57E+OO i 7.01E+OOO.OOE+OO 7.50E-02 6.29E+OO 5.67E+OO -01 7.01E+OOO.OOE+OO 1.00E-Ol 6.63E+OO 301E+OO -01 7.0 1E+OOO.OOE+OO 1.25E-Ol 6.77E+OO 1.94E+OO -01 7.01E+OOO.OOE+OO l .50E·01 O.OOE+OO 2,91E+Ol . 00 7.0 1E+OO
O.OOE+OO l .75E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+00 7.01E+OO
9.57E-03 ·2.31E·02 5.39E+OO l .19E+ Ol I 7.01E+OO9.57E-03 2.31E-02 4.80E+OO l .54E +Ol 1. 7.01E+00l .77E·02 -1.77E-02 5.22E+OO 1.30E +01 8. 7.01E+001.77E-02 1.77E-02 3.50E+OO 2.18E+Ol 1. 7.01E+OO1.91E-02 -4.62E-02 5.11E+OO 1.36E+Ol 9. 1 7.01E+OO
1.91E·02 4.62E·02 4.38E+OO 1.77E+Ol 1.20E+OQ 7.0 1E+OO
2.3 1E-02 -9.57E-03 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+0 1 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
e-"
Appendil(C
x[m] I u [m's] p-poIPa! C, V,2.31E-02 9. 3.83E+00 2.04E+Ol 1.38E+00 7.01E+OO2.31E-02 -4 4.97E+OO 1.45E+Ol 9.77E-Ol 7.01E+OO2.87E-02 -6 5.28E+OO 1.26E+Ol 8.50E-Ol 7.01E+OOI ;87E-02 6. 4 .4SE+OO 1.74E+Ol 1.17E+OO 7.01E+OO-3 6.34E+OO 5.28E+OO 3.S6E-01 7.01E+OO3. S.79 E+OO 9.22E+OO 6.23E-Ol 7.01E+OO
-9. -02 6.38 E+OO 4.97E+OO 3.36E-Ol 7.01E+OO
3. 02 9.24E-02 4.67E+OO 1.62E+Ol 1.09E+OO 7.01E+00
4.62E-02 -8.49E-18 6.08E+00 7.17E+OO 4.84E-Ol 7.01E+00
4.62E·02 -1.91E-02 5.09E+00 1.37E+Ol 9.26E-Ol 7.01E+00
4 .62E·02 1.91 E-02 4.42E+00 1.7SE+Ol 1.18E+00 7.01E+OO
•
-1.15E-Ol 7.00E-02 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
4. II 1.61E+00 2.76E+Ol 1.86E+OO 7.01E+OO5. 6.75E+OO 2.11E+OO 1.43E-Ol 7.01E+OO5. 6.26E+OO 5.90E+OO 3.98E-Ol 7.01E+005. O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+00 7.01E+OO5. O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
6. -1.62E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
02 1.62E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E +Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
02 6.49E+OO 4.16E+OO 2.81E-01 7.01E+OO
02 4.79E+00 1.55E+OlI 7.01E+OO6.93 -02 4.61E+OO 1.65E+Ol 7.01E+OO7.07E-02 7.59E+OO -5.02E+OO 7.01E+OO7.07 E-02 6.59E+OO 3.38E+OO 7.01E+OO8.84 E-02 S.39E-02 2.91E+Ol 7.01E+OO8.84E-02 6.98E-02 2.91E+01 7.01E+OO9.24E-02 6.51E+OO 3.98E+OO 7.01E+OO9,24E-02 3. 5.52E+OO 1.10E+Ol 7.01E+OO9.24E-02 -1. 17 7.0BE+OO -6.33E-Ol 7.01E+OO
1.06E-01 -1. 01 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
1.06E-01 1. 1 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
1.15E-01 -4 .78E-02 1.62E-02 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
U SE-01 4.78 E-02 4.96E-02 2.91E+01 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
l .1SE-01 -2.12E-17 6.20E+OO 6.29E+OO 4.24E -01 7.01E+OO
l. 24E -Ol -1.24E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
1.24E-Ol 1.24E-Ol O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
1.2SE-01 ·2 .30E-17 4.34E-02 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7,Ol E+OO
1.39E-01 -5.74E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7,OlE+OO
1.39E-01 S.74E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
1.62E-01 -6.70E-02 O.OO E+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+00 7.01E+OO
1.62E-01 6.70E-02 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
1.75E-Ol -3.22 E-17 O.OOE+OO 2.91E+Ol 1.96E+OO 7.01E+OO
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Station 7 Flux Calculations
Experimental Data
Appendi,,; C
x 1m) y[m ) u[m's] p-po[Pa] C, V,
-1.l 5E-Ol -4.78E-02 2.34E+OO 1.31E+Ol B.84 E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-1.06E-Ol 6.50E-18I 9.91E+OO 6.69 E-Ol 5.25E+OO-1.06E-Ol -L 06E-01 1.63E+Ol 1.l 0E+00 5.25E+OO-1.06E-Ol 1.0GE-Ol 1.63E+Ol 1.10E+OO 5.25E+OO-9.24E-02 3.83E-02 2.97E+OO 2.00E·Ol 5.25E+OO-9.24E-02 -3.B3E-02 00 2.54E+OO L 71E-Ol 5.25E+OO-B.B4E-02 5.41E-18 . +00 -7.62E-Ol -5.l 4E-02 5.25E+OO
-B.B4E-02 -8.84E-02 1.61E+00 1.48E+Ol 9.99E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-8.84E·02 8.84E-02 1.69E+00 1.46E+Ol 9.6 BE-Ol 5.25E+OO
-7.07E·02 -7.07E-02 3.41E+00 9.45E+00 6.38E-01 5.25E+OO
-7.07E-02 7.07E-02 4.12E+OO 6.28E+OO 4.24E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-7 .07 E-02 4.33E-18 6.55E+OO -9.08E+OO -6.13E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-6.93E-02 2.B7E-02 6.3BE+OO -7.79E+OO -5 .26E-Ol 5.25E+00
-6.93E-02 -2.B7E-02 6.70E+OO ·1.03E+Ol -6 .95E -01 S,25E+00
-6.70E-02 -1.62E-Ol 4.78E-02 1.63E+Ol 1.10E+OO 5,25E+OO
-6.70E·02 1.62E-Ol 1.67E-Ol 1.G3E+Ol 1.l 0E+OO 5.25E+OO
-S.74E-02 -1 .39E-Ol 2.21E-Ol 1.63E+Ol 1.l 0E+OO 5.2SE+OO
-5.74E-02 1.39E-Ol 1.59E+00 1.48E+Ol 1.00E+OO 5.2SE+OO
-5.50E-02 3.37E-18 7.17E+OO -1.41E+Ol -9.S2E-Ol 5.2SE+OO
-5.30E-02 ·5.30E-02 5,83E+OO -3.77E+OO -2 .55 E-Ol 5.25 E+00
-5.30E-02 5.30 E-02 6.28E+OO -7.0SE+OO -4.76 E-Ol 5.25E+00
-4.78E-02 -USE-Ol 1.7SE+OO 1.45E+Ol 9.80E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-4.78E·02 1.15E-Ol 2.96E+OO 1.ll E+Ol 7.48E-Ol S.25E+00
-4.62E-02 L 91E- 02 6.61 E+OO -9.52E+OO -6.43E-Ol S.25E+00
-4 .62E -02 -L 91E- 02 6.94E+OO -1.22E+Ol 5.25E+OO
-3.B3E-02 -9.24 E-02 4.14E +OO 6.19E +OO 5.25E+OO
-3.B3E-02 9.24E-02 5.39E+OO -B.BBE-Ol II S.25E+OO-3.S4E-02 2.17E-18 7.22E+OO -1.45E+Ol -9: 01 5.25E+OO
·3.54E- 02 -3.54E-02 7.01E+OO -1.28E+Ol -B.61E -01 5.2SE+OO
C-13
x[m] y[m] u [m/sl P-PoIPal C, V,
-3.54 E-02 3.54E-02 7.04E+OO ·1.31E+01 -8.82E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-2.87E-02 -6.93E-02 6.73E+OO -1.05E+01 -7.10E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-2.87E-02 6.93 E-02 6.12E+OO -5.82E+OO -3.93 E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-2.31E-02 9.57E-03 7.08E+OO -1.34E+01 -9.03E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-2.31E-02 -9.57E-03 7.07E+OO -1.33E+01 -8.99E-01 5.25E+OO
-1.91E-02 -4 .62E-02 6.86E+OO -1.15E+01 -7.78E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-1.91E -02 4.62E-02 6.63E+OO -9.73E+OO -6.57E -Ol 5.25E+OO
-1.77E-02 1.08E-18 7.13E+OO -1.38E+01 -9.33 E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-1.77 E-02 -1.77E-02 7.09E+OO -1.35E+01 -9.08 E-Ol II-1.77 E-02 1.77E-02 7.20E+OO -1.44E+01 -9.69 E-Ol-9.57 E-03 -2.31E-02 6.80E+OO ·1.11E+01 -7.47E-Ol-9.57E-03 2.31E-02 6.81E+OO -1.12E+01 -7.54E-Ol +00
-2 .14E-17 -1.75E-Ol 1.16 E-Ol 1.63E+Ol 1.10E+OO 5.25E+OO
-1.84 E-17 -1.50E-Ol 6.42E-Ol 1.61E+01 1.09E+OO 5.25E+OO
-1.53E-1 7 -1.25E·Ol 1.98E+OO 1.40E+Ol 9.45E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-1.23E-17 -1.00E-Ol 4.21E+OO 5.82E+OO 3.93E·Ol 5.25E+OO
-9. 19 E-18 ·7.50E·02 5.78E+OO -3.44E+OO -2.32E-Ol 5.25E+OO
·6.l3 E-18 -5.00E-02 6.72E+OO -l .04E+Ol -7.02E-Ol 5.25E+OO
-3.06E-18 -2.50E·02 6.99E+OO -1.26E+Ol -8.50 E-Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 6.38E+OO -7.80E+OO -S.27E-Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO 2.50E-02 6.77E+OO -1.08E+Ol -7.31E-Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO 5.00E-02 6.69E+00 -1.02E+Ol -6.90 E-Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO 7.S0E-02 6.18E+OO ·6.30E+OO -4.25E-Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.00E-01 3.92E+OO 7.22E+OO 4.87E-Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.25E-Ol 1.87E+OO 1.43E+Ol 9.62E·Ol 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO 1.50E-Ol 3.92E-Ol 1.62E+Ol 1.10E+OO 5.25E+OO
O.OOE+OO
_1_
8.78E-02 1.63E+Ol 1.10E+OO 5.25E+OO
9.57E·03 6.81E+OO -1.12E+Ol -7.53E·Ol 5.25E+OO
9.57E-03 6.40E+OO -7.93E+OO ·5.36E-Ol 5.25E+OO
1.77E -02 -1.77E-02 6.65 E+OO -9.88E+OO -6.67E-Ol 5.25 E+OO
1.77E·02 1.77E-02 6.29E+OO -7.08E+OO -4.78E-Ol 5.25E+OO
1.91E-02 -4.62E-02 6.73 E+OO -1.05E+Ol -7.07 E-Ol 5.25E+OO
1.91E-02 4 .62E-02 6.57E+OO -9.25E+OO -6.25E-Ol 5.25E+OO
2.31E-02 -9.57E-03 6.52E+OO -8.84E+OO -S.97E-Ol 5.25E+OO
2.31E-02 9.57E-03 6.68E+OO -1.01E+Ol -6.83E-Ol 5.25E+OO
2.31E-02 -4.24E-18 6.33E+OO -7.39E+OO -4.99E-Ol 5.25E+OO
2.87 E-02 -6.93E-02 6.78E+OO -1.09E+Ol -7.34E-Ol 5.25E+OO
2.87 E-02 6.93E-02 6.16 E+00 -6.15E+OO -4.15E-Ol 5.25E+OO
3.54E-02 -3.54E-02 6.95 E+OO -1.23E+01 -8.28E-Ol 5.25E+OO
3.54 E-02 3.54 E-02 6.57 E+OO ·9.24E+OO -6.24E-Ol 5.25E+OO
3.83E -02 -9.24E-02 4.89E+OO 2.14E+OO 1.45E-Ol 5.25E+OO
3.83E-02 9.24E-02 5.74E+OO ·3.16E+OO -2.13E-Ol 5.25E+OO
Appendi:o: C
x[m] Ylml u [m's] P-Po [Pal C, V,
4.62E-02 -8.49E-18 6.91E+OO -1.20E+01 -B.07E-01 5.25E+OO
4.62E-02 -1.91E-02 7.00E+OO -1.27E+01 -B.60E-01 5.25E+OO
4.62 E-02 1.91E-02 6.86E+OO -1.16E+01 -7.B2E-01 5.25E+OO
4.78 E-02 -1.15E-Ol 2.24E+OO 1.34E+01 9.02E-01 5.25E+OO
4.78E-02 1.15E-Ol 3.78E+OO 7.B6E+OO 5.31E-Ol 5.25 E+OO
5.30E-02 -5.30E-02 6.11E+OO -5.81E+OO -3.92E-Ol 5.25E+OO
5.30 E-02 5.30E-02 6.45E+OO -B.32E+OO -5.62E-Ol 5.25E+OO
5.7 4E-02 -1.39E-Ol 6.27E-Ol 1.61E+01 1.09E+OO 5.25 E+OO
5.74E-02 1.39E-Ol 1.4BE+OO 1.50E+01 1.01E+OO 5.25E+OO
6.70 E-02 -1.62E-01 6.00E-02 1.63E+01 1.10E+OO 5.25E+OO
6.70E-02 1.62E-01 3.54E-01 1.63E+01 I 5.25E+OO6.93E-02 -1.27E-17 6.B6E+OO -1.15E+01 5.25E+OO6.93 E-02 -2.B7E-02 6.96E+OO -1.24E+Ol 5.25E+OO6.93E-02 2.B7E-02 6.5BE+OO -9.31E+OO 5.25E+OO7.07E-02 -7.07E-02 4.1BE+OO 5.97E+OO 5.25E+OO7.07E-02 7.07E-02 5.11E+OO 8.46 E-Ol 5.25E+OO8.84 E-02 -B.84E-02 2.23E+OO 1.34E+01 5.25E+OO
B.84E-02 8.84E-02 2.80E+OO 1.17E+01 7.89E-01 5.25E+OO
9.24E-02 -3.B3E-02 5.57E+OO -2.02E+OO -1.36E-01 5.25E+OO
9.24E-02 3.B3E-02 6.40E+OO -7.93E+OO -5.35E-01 5.25E+OO
9.2 4E-02 -1.70E-17 5.92E+OO -4.43E+OO -2.99E-01 5.25E+OO
1.06E-Ol -1.06E-Ol 6.37 E-Ol 1.61E+Ol 1.09E+OO 5.25E+OO
1.06E·01 1.06E-01 8.8 5E-01 1.59 E+Ol 1.07E+OO 5.25E+OO
1.15E-Ol -4.78E-02 3.15E+OO 1.05E+01 7.06E-01 5.25E+OO
1.15E-01 4.7BE-02 4.47E+OO 4.51E+OO 3.05E-01 5.25E+OO
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